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Abstract

Abstract
Protective relay constantly monitors the power to assure maximum continuity of electrical
service with minimum damage to life and property. Thus, they are on guard throughout - from
the generation, through transmission, into distribution and utilisation. They are found in large
and small systems, in the power companies and in most industrial installations. This wide
usage, with high demands for reliable operation, has created a continuing desire for additional
tasking. In power protection field, there have been many cases where protection theories and
techniques have played an important role. With the progress of protection techniques, there are
now many applications for protection with increased performance. However, applicable
systems become increasingly complicated and highly composite. It is therefore expected that
protection techniques will make further progress. The recent advancements of digital
technology associated with the power industry has had further impact on development of
power system protection equipment and techniques. The low cost, high performance
microprocessor has led to their increasing use in digital relaying techniques. The 32-bit
microcomputer boards with their high speed, high computing power, as well as its high level
language feature, provides special possibilities of implementing an intelligent multi-function
relay for substation protection system with the required speed, accuracy and reliability. The
availability of microprocessor at economic cost has allowed a new concept of multi-function in
the field of protection relays. The digital multi-function protective relay has capability of
providing multi-tasking, multi-digital relaying function with high reliability and open-end
facilities for integrating multi-protection schemes.

For protective system improvement, such tasking is valuable not only to those directly
responsible but also to the many others indirectly associated with protection techniques, such
as fault detection, identification and diagnosis is currently a very important problem in the
protection process. Recently, many researchers have developed neural networks as new tools in
many fields, such as pattern recognition, information processing and control design. However,
numerous researchers have explored ways in which artificial neural networks may apply to the
electric power industry. Those applications which interest users most are focused on electric
power system operation and protection.

XVII

Abstract

In this thesis, research has been conducted on the design and implementation of an advance
microprocessor based intelligent relay for multi-function protection system. The developed
project utilises knowledge and principle of overcurrent and differential protection schemes, as
well as neural network and advanced microprocessor based relay modular format system
incorporating high flexibility, high response speed, high communication ability and high
artificial intelligence ability.

It checks the performance of the developed software and hardware, and verifies its
effectiveness. It also demonstrates a modular architecture that allows scope for further
enhancement of future algorithms.

In order to carry out the investigation into the above design, work was done in the following
stages:

*

Design of experimental system model for use in the power laboratory;

*

Design of a developed multi-curves and hybrid characteristics overcurrent protection;

*

Design of an improved differential protection schemes with high operating speed, high
sensitivity and security for substation busbar protection system;

*

Design of intelligent embedded system for fault classification which can be used to
operate a protective relay;

*

Design of the implemented hardware and software system;

*

Design of a developed computer system for testing response of the protective relay;

*

Test and implementation of the proposed design in the power laboratory.

The laboratory experimental set-up and the analogue model is designed using a

5 kVA

generator, 400V and 400km long three phase transmission line with four n sections and the
appropriate bus-bars. Then the microprocessor based multi-function protection relay was
installed at the generator end acting as a station protection system.

XVIII

Abstract

Finally, the proposed design of advanced microprocessor based intelligent relay for multifunction protection system has been tested by using a developed computer based test system.
The overall performance of the multi-digital relays during different fault conditions test and
implementation are quite satisfactory, which encourage future development on this work.
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Aim of the Protection

The first aim of the protection is to intervene in the electricity grid in case of a fault. To prevent
further damage, a part of the grid (containing the faulted component) should be disconnected.
This can reduce the availability and thus increase the probability of interruption. It can also
influence the load-flow. Sometimes it can reduce a load burden (e.g. by load shedding) but
generally it increases the loading of the remaining components, thus increasing the probability
of an interruption. To prevent an interruption of the electricity supply as much as possible, the
second aim of the protection is to disconnect no more components than necessary, even in case
of a failure of the protection. To fulfil both tasks as far as possible the power system is divided
into "zones": this is the smallest part of the electrical network that can be disconnected from
the rest of the system.

In general the term "zone" is used for the part of the network in which a fault is actually
detected by a relay [1]. When assessing the reliability of protection, this "protected region"
will be of a stochastic nature. The setting of the relay is not known, nor are the type of fault or
the exact network parameters. The term "zone" is suggested to use in reliability analysis as the
ideal "protected region". Such zones will be separated from each other by circuit breakers.

In case of a fault within a certain zone, the primary protection needs to disconnect this zone. In
case a fault influences two or more zones, then it will be considered as separate faults. Each
fault then has to be disconnected by the protective apparatus of the faulted zone. Such a
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situation occurs for a fault in a circuit breaker or for a double-circuit fault on a multi-circuit
line.
In case of a failure of the primary protection the fault needs to be disconnected by a local
backup (disconnecting only the faulted zone) or by a remote backup (disconnecting nonfaulted zones too). This is again a slight deviationfi-omthe standard definition in which a local
back-up is situated in the same station as the primary protection and the remote back-up in
another station.

1.2 The Fundamental Concept of Relays
A relay is a device which makes measurement or receives a controlling signal in consequence
of which it makes sudden pre-determined changes in one or more electrical circuits [2].
Relays can be divided intofivefunctional categories [3]:
a.

Protective Relays, which detect defective lines, defective apparatus, or other
dangerous or intolerable conditions. These relays can either initiate or permit switching
or simply provide an alarm.

b.

Monitoring Relays, which verify conditions on the power system or in the protection
system. These relays include fault detectors, alarm units, channel-monitoring relays,
synchronism verification, and network phasing. Power system conditions that do not
involve opening circuit breakers during fauhs can be monitored by verification relays.

c.

Programming Relays, which establish or detect electrical sequences. Programming
relays are used for reclosing and synchronising.

d.

Regulating Relavs. which are activated when an operating parameter deviates fi^om
pre-determined limits. Regulating relays function through supplementary equipment to
restore the quantity to the prescribed limits.
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e.

Auxiliary Relays, which operate in response to the opening or closing of the operating
circuit to supplement another relay or device. These include timers, contact multiplier
relays, sealing units, receiver relays, lock-out relays, closing relays and trip relays.

A protective relay responds to abnormal conditions in an electrical power system and controls a
circuit-breaker so as to isolate the faulty section of the system, with minimum interruption to
service. Relays may be segregated into two classes in line with the definition: those which
measure and those which merely repeat a controlling signal. These relays may have a simple
contactor type function, but in some cases may also make a measurement. For example, a timedelay relay may be energised as an all-or-nothing device but may then measure a precise period
of time before closing an output contact.

The nominal minimum value of the measured quantity at which a relay operates is called the
'setting'. Strictly, the term 'setting' should be confined to that quantity which is set either
during calibration or selected in application. In many cases, this value is synonymous with the
minimum operating quantity, but this is not always so. The term setting should be confined to
the calibrated quantity, in this case the voltage will cause operation when applied to the relay.
The current input to the relay at the voltage setting is the 'relay operating current'. Similarly,
the test-current which would have to be injected into the secondary circuit to produce operation
is the 'effective secondary operating current', and the primary counterpart of this is the
'primary operating current'.

Protective relays remain inoperative, although energised for very long periods while the powersystem is healthy, and yet must operate decisively when required to do so. The incidence of a
fault requiring operation may not be as frequent as once in twenty years. Reliability is therefore
of paramount importance. This is not synonymous with robustness. There is a natural
reluctance to ti^ust the security of a large machine or high power circuit to a delicate relay
movement or small component, but in fact when used correctly these items may well be more
reliable than a heavy mechanism.
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1.3 Design Criteria of Protective Relays
The application logic of protective relays divides the power system into several zones, each
requiring its own group of relays. Some of the terms that are impotent to understanding the
basic principles of the protection system are: [66]

Stability: This term refers to the ability of the system to remain inoperative to all load
conditions and faults external to the relevant zone. This quality is present in unit system, as
they remain inoperative under all conditions, with faults outside their own zone. However, nonunit systems can respond to faults anywhere on the power system.

Selectivity: Protection is arranged in zones so as to assure no part is left unprotected. When a
fault occurs the protection is required to select and trip the nearest circuit breakers only. Also
known widely as "Discrimination". In the non-unit systems the discrimination is not absolute,
but it is dependant on responses of a number of similar systems, all of which respond to a given
abnormal condition. However, for the unit systems, the discrimination is absolute and it is able
to detect and respond to abnormal condition occurring within the zone of protection.

Sensitivity: This term is frequently used when referring to the minimum operating current of a
complete protective system. Hence protective system is sensitive, if the primary current is low.
The requirements of all relays should be quite sensitive for reliable operation. This term is
usually expressed in amperes referred to the primary circuit or as a percentage of the rated
current of the current transformers.

Reliability: Power system represents a large capital investment and in order to get maximum
return it must be loaded to its maximum. The purpose of power system is not only to supply
energy but also to keep the system in full operation, in order to give the best service to the
consumers and earn revenue for the supply authority. Failure is not confined to the protective
gear but may also be due to the failure of the circuit breaker. Hence every component involved
in fault clearance can be regarded as a source of failure.
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Failures can be reduced by:

* reliable designs
* regular maintenance
* site testing.

Speed: The objective of speed is to safeguard continuity of supply. Hence if fault can be
isolated in the shortest time, the greater the system can be loaded as a function of fault clearing
times for various types of faults. Also fault involving phases has marked effect on stability
compared with the line-to-earth faults. The other advantage of having fast clearance times is
that unnecessary changes can occur in the system due to:

* high fault arc
* bum copper conductors
* machine or transformer lamination weld.

Fault currents can cause irreparable damage if allowed to continue for more than a few
seconds. Hence fast fault clearance is imperative.

Simplicity: As in any other engineering discipline, simplicity in a protective relay system is
always the hallmark of good design. The simplest relay system, however, is not always the
most economical. As previously indicated, major economies are possible with a complex relay
system that uses a minimum number of circuit breakers. Other factors being equal, simplicity
of design improves system reliability and this is only because there are fewer elements that can
malfunction.

1.4 Statement of the Problem and Design
Protective relay constantly monitors the system condition to assure maximum continuity of
electrical service with minimum damage to life and property. Thus, they are on guard
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throughout - from the generation, through transmission, into distribution and utilisation. They
are found in large and small systems, in the power companies and in most industrial
installations. Figurel.l shows an application of protective relay in generation plant. This wide
usage, with high demands for reliable operation, has created a continuing desire for additional
tasking. For protective system improvement, such tasking is valuable not only to those directly
responsible but also to the many others indirectly associated with protection techniques, such
as fault detection, identification and diagnosis is currently a very important problem in the
protection process.

The early relays designed for the protection of power system used electro-mechanical
technology. Even today, several thousand relays using these relays are in operation around the
world. The elecfro-mechanical type relay is not only difficult to combine as a number of
traditionally isolated protection function together, but also it is almost impossible to identify
and analyse all operating conditions of concern in advance. They:

1)

lack sufficient sensitivity;

2)

exhibit relatively slow response time;

3)

lack automatic periodic testing features;

4)

lack automatic adjustment of reclosing sequence.

It is important to analyse the fault type as the first step in protection, as the operation of power
system requires extremely quick judgment. Therefore, the developed protective relay system
for estimating faulted section, such as multi-fault detection and fauh classification is now of
interest [4-5].
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In power protection field, there have been many cases where protection theories and techniques
have played an important role. With the progress of protection techniques, there are now many
applications for protection with increased performance. However, applicable systems have
become increasingly complicated and highly composite. It is therefore expected that protection
techniques will make further progress.

Modem power systems are required to generate and supply high quality electric energy to
customers [6]. To achieve this requirement, advanced microprocessor-based systems have been
applied to power system monitoring, control and protection.

The recent advancements of digital technology associated with the power industry has had
strong impact on development of power system protection equipment and techniques. The low
cost, high performance microprocessor has led to their increasing use in digital relaying
techniques [7-8].

The 32-bit microcomputer boards with their high speed, high computing power, as well as its
high level language feature, provide special possibilities of implementing a intelligent multifunction relay for substation protection system with the required speed, accuracy and
reliability.

Figure 1.2 shows the protection system configuration in the substation. Schemes of protection
based on the overcurrent and differential principle are in wide application covering most of the
major protective items of power system including generator, transformers, transmission line,
bus-bar, etc. Clearly, there is a need for several different type of relays in a typical substation.

The design and implementation of advanced microprocessor based intelligent relay for multifunction protection system is carried out in this thesis. The design incorporates three developed
techniques in one relay design. This includes overcurrent line protection, differential bus-bar
protection and line fault classification. Figure 1.3 shows the basic configuration of
microprocessor based multi-fiinction protection system used.
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Figure 1.2 The protection system configuration in the substation

1.5 Research Methodology
The principle and knowledge of overcurrent relays, differential relays and artificial neural
networks are used to design and implement a secure power system protection algorithm. The
microprocessor programs that operate on the samples of voltage and/or current are written to
produce estimates of parameters of interest for protection. The concept of an estimate is
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important since it is necessary to model the system or the waveforms in order to develop an
algorithm. Most of the existing algorithms proposed for use in digital relaying can be grouped
into two categories. The first type is based on a model of the waveform itself, ie., the voltage
or current waveform. The second type involves a model of the system rather than the
waveforms. In this work, thefirsttype is used for investigation of power system protection.

Bus-bar

Bus-bai

Transmission Line
Generator
signal
From System

Infinite
System

To Trip
Breakers

Figure 1.3 Basic configuration of microprocessor based
multi-function protection system
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Initially, suitable overcurrent and differential algorithms has been developed in the program for
bus-bar and transmission line in substation protection system. The performance of the relay
have been tested by digital synthesise of protection test equipment and then implemented under
ideal laboratory atmosphere subjected to several normal and abnormal conditions.

In addition, a new method for power fauh detection and classification in three-phase
transmission system based on the use of supervised leaming neural network technology and
adaptive pattem recognition concept are developed. The multi-layer network is introduced and
the problems in establishing neural network approaches based on this network for power
system protection application are discussed.

Subsequently, 32-bit microprocessor has been used to implement multiple overcurrent and
differential protection systems and intelligent fault classification schemes. Normally several of
these electro-mechanical and solid-state relays are used in a typical substation, for example,
three phases of a bus-bar or transmission lines are to be protected. Traditionally, protection is
carried out using both overcurrent and differential schemes. With the use of latest
microprocessor technology, these relay functions can be readily implemented by developing
the required algorithms. In the last two decades researchers and designers have made progress
in designing microprocessor based relays. A powerful 32-bit microprocessor system is a
flexible device, and can address a number of input and output devices. Consequently, it
providers signal to trip the appropriate circuit breaker, as deemed necessary. Furthermore, to
improve reliability all protection and classification software is duplicated and is executed
separately on two microprocessor system. To maximise the benefit of this design philosophy
the relay architecture is arranged so that the failure of any one hardware or software element
will not affect the operation of any other element or disable other operation of the multifunction relay system.
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1.6 Motivation of the Thesis
This thesis involves the design and implementation of an advanced microprocessor based
intelligent relay for multi-function protection system. The intelligent multi-function relay is
designed to provide an attractive protection for bus-bar and transmission line. This includes
overcurrent line protection, differential bus-bar protection and line fault classification. The
objective is to incorporate the wide application of overcurrent and differential protection, and
up-date artificial neural network technique with modem digital technology to provide high
flexibility, high response speed, high communication ability, high intelligence and multitasking relay for power system protection and to improve the reliability of power protection
system. Furthermore, it is also desired to incorporate as many of the required protection
function as is feasible into one package, thereby significantly reducing the expense.

No such adaptive device capable of providing reliable decision and comprehensive information
is available in current literatures. The development of this project will be a very useful tool to
protect major parts of the power system.

The impact of modem development in digital technology has been felt in many areas of power
system protection. Advanced microprocessor has gone through a rapid evolution over the last
ten years as evidenced by the continual increase in capabilities of advanced microprocessor
system. High speeds, large data size, larger program, data memories and high level language
feature and the availability of built-in peripheral functions have all led to substantial increase in
the power of microprocessor. When applied to protection relay these increases lead to faster
current sampling, improved reliability and the ability to combine a number of traditionally
isolated protection functions into a single multi-function protective device.

In this design, the relay as a pattem classifying device has been established. Artificial Neural
Network is biologically inspired and composed of elements that perform in a manner that is
analogous to the most elementary fimction of the biological neuron. The results show that the
neural network based approach contributed significantly with less diagnostic errors on test
datasets and the neural network are found to be able to perform the classification of multiple
fault cases.
12
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In order to test and simulate the design, a computer-based testing simulator has been
developed. This simulator is capable of producing vohage and current waveforms that
correspond to actual fault events in the power system. The results shown illustrate the
capability of this system to run real time simulations for testing relays.

Finally, the development of multi-function relay shows a great deal of flexibility and have the
ability to implement sophisticated protection algorithms efficientiy and economically.

1.7 Originality of the Thesis
The major contribution of this thesis are summarised as follows:

1)

Design and development of a new approach to an advanced micro-processor based
intelligent relay for multi-function protection system.

2)

The overcurrent and differential protection, and the neural networks for fault
classifications which has been developed on a 32-bit microprocessor based modular
format. This includes overcurrent line protection, differential bus-bar protection and
line fault classification.

3)

A new method for power fault detection and classification in three-phase transmission
system based on the use of supervised leaming neural network technology has been
proposed.

4)

Performance of software simulation and hardware implementation to verify the
effectiveness of the new technique.

5)

A new method of digital synthesise of protection test waveforms for testing response of
multi-function protection system has been proposed in this project.
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6)

^

A flexible and high response speed multi-function protection system which can be built
up from a standard range of modules and with suitable software tailored to suit a wide
variety of application from bus-bar down to transmission line has been examined in
power laboratory. The resuhs demonstrate good performance on a realistic system.

7)

An open-end modular architecture is provided, so that new algorithms and features
could be added in future.

1.8 Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis contains 10 chapters. Chapter 1 provides the statement of problem, the research
methodology used, motivation of the thesis and the author's contribution to the field of study.
Chapter 2 discusses the relevant literature review. Chapter 3 describes the design of a realistic
system model used for this research. Chapter 4 and 5 shows the principle and design of digital
overcurrent and differential protection schemes. An improved flexible multi-curve overcurrent
protection is studied. Chapter 6 presents a new application of artificial neural-network based
fault classification techniques in three-phase power system. In Chapter 7, both the system
hardware and software development are described in detail. Chapter 8 describes the design of a
new method of digital synthesise of protection test waveforms for monitoring and testing
response of power system protection equipment. Chapter 9 presents the system implementation
and test studies. The conclusions and recommendations for further projects are discussed in
Chapter 10.

____^__
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Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Power system occasionally experiences faults and abnormal operating conditions. To avoid
damage to the equipment of the utilities and customers, protective relays are used to take
suitable corrective actions. In early developments of power systems, protection functions were
performed by electro-mechanical relays and many such relays are still used in power system.
Solid-state relays were introduced in 1950's and the past thirty years has seen developments in
digital relaying techniques. Accurate algorithms have enhanced the performance of power
system protection. The review of some literatures for microprocessor based relays and
protection system will be described in the following section of the chapter.

2.2 Microprocessor - Based Relays

2.2.1 Review of Microprocessor - Based Relays
Developments in computer relaying that use a digital processor to compute and make decisions
can be traced back to the 1960's. In 1969 a comprehensive paper by Rockefeller [9] outlined
the feasibility of protecting with a computer all the equipment in an ehv substation and the
transmission lines emanating from it. The problems associated with the use of a digital
computer for performing all the protection functions in a substation are clearly recognised hi
that paper. Though the concept of using a single computer along with its backup has since been
discarded in favour of using individual relaying microprocessors for each major protection
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fimction, many investigations reported in the paper are still valid and useful. Soon after that
Mann and Morrison [10,11] presented the sample and derivative technique for estimating
voltage and current phasors from sampled information. They also provided flow charts for
computer programs suitable for use in transmission line protection. The method was used in the
first digital computer relay developed for the distance protection of transmission lines.

Hope et. al. [12,13] investigated the uses of Fourier transform approach to estimate the
fundamental frequency (60 Hz) components of voltages at a line terminal and currents in the
line. The estimated phasors were then used to determine the impedance of a line as seen from a
relay location. Both sine-cosine waves and even-odd rectangular waves were used as weighting
flinctions. Carr and Jackson [14] also used Fourier transform approach similar to the sinecosine approach of references 4 and 5 except that an attempt was made to design a relay with
coordinated analogue and digital fiher designs. Digitised fault data was used to test the
proposed approach and to demonstrate its feasibility. Horton [15] used Walsh functions in
digital relay designs. This work did not proceed beyond the initial exploratory stage except that
subsequent research work included the use of even and odd rectangular waves as weighting
fimctions.

Sachdev and Baribeau [16,17] developed a least error square approach for extracting the
fundamental frequency components of voltages and currents from raw data. The real and
imaginary components of voltage andscurrent phasors obtained in this manner were used to
calculate impedances as seen from a relay location. The advantage of this approach is that the
decaying dc component is explicitly filtered out from the input data without pre-specifying the
X/R ratio of the system. Other researchers including Ranjbar and Cory [18], McLaren and
Redfem [19], Miki [20], made contributions towards the development of digital relays and
techniques using data windows of approximately one cycle of the fundamental frequency.

Digital techniques for detecting faults in generator windings have also been investigated.
Sachdev and Wind [21,22], reported an approach that compared instantaneous values of the
fault currents (measured as a difference between the currents at the neutral and line ends of the
windings) and the through currents. The differences and through currents were pre-processed
using analogue summing circuits to alleviate analogue to digital conversion problems and to
_ ^
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reduce CPU time requirements. Malik, et. al. [23] also used the cross-correlation approach to
determine the fundamental and second harmonic frequency components in the primary and
secondary currents of a transformer.

In 1980's, Schweitzer, et. al. [24,25] used even and odd square waves to extract information
regarding the fundamental frequency and second harmonic components from the signals
representing currents in the transformer primary and secondary windings. The unique feature of
this work consists of recognising the inmsh phenomenon from the real and imaginary
components of the fimdamental frequency and second harmonic currents without calculating
their peak or rms values. The proposed approach was implemented on a Motorola MC6800
microprocessor and tested in a laboratory environment. Sachdev and Shah [26] also reported
the development of a digital differential and restricted earth fault relay.

Thorp and Phadke [27] reported the development of a harmonic restraint algorithm for three
winding transformers. The algorithm calculates the harmonics using the Fourier analysis. Later,
phadke and Thorp [28] reported on a computer based flux restrained current differential relay
for power transformers. Rahman et. al. [29] have also reported on the comparison of digital
techniques used for differential protection of transformers.

During the last ten years, researchers and designers have made substantial progress in using
microprocessor for power system protection. Thorp and Phadke [30] reported the development
of a harmonic restraint algorithm for three winding transformers. Later, Phadke and Thorp [31]
reported on a computer based flux restrained current differential relay for power transformers.
Again Rahman et. al. [32] have reported the comparison of digital techniques used for
differential protection of transformers.

In recent years, strong interests in applying digital methods to protective relaying are
developed for power system protection by Kramer and Elmore [33]. They described the
availability of a microprocessor based inverse time overcurrent relay having selectable
characteristic that will greatiy relieve the application difficulties that have been associated
historically with their fixed-characteristic electromechanical counterparts. Manzoul [34] also
reported an algorithm for multiple overcurrent relays using a single 8085 microprocessor.
17
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Furthermore, Sidhn, et. al. [35] reported design, implementation and testing of a
microprocessor based relay for detecting transformer winding faults by using 16 bit
microprocessor.

2.2.2 Benefits of Microprocessor - Based Relays
Figure 2.1 shows the functional block diagram of a digital computer based relay. The extensive
research effort in the field of digital relays and systems is worthwhile because the digital
technology has several advantages over the analogue technology.
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Figure 2.1 Thefimctionalblock diagram of a digital computer based relay
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Some of the advantages of digital technology is [36]:

1)

The characteristics of digital components do not drift with temperature, supply voltage
changes or aging.

2)

The performances of digital components do not change from part to part (as long as
numerical value, say 2 stored in memory remains 2 irrespective of where the number is
stored).

3)

The equipment designs based on digital technology use fewer parts and connections.

4)

The resolution of the solutions provided by digital devices depend on the number of
bits per word used in the arithmetic calculations.

5)

The digital devices are not required to be tuned individually to obtain consistent results.

6)

Most design changes can be made by changing the software only.

7)

A digital device can perform both logic and arithmetic functions while controlling a
process.

8)

The data recorded by a digital device is not corrupted except when an equipment failure
is experienced.

Properly designed microprocessor relays and systems are in several ways superior to the
electro-mechanical and solid-state relays and are being increasingly accepted for general use in
the utility industry. The benefits derived from the use of a microprocessor based relaying
system is as follows:
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Economics

The bottom line in any technology is economics. Digital relays must cost less than (or at least
equal to) the cost of their electro-mechanical and solid-state counterparts [66]. The cost of the
electro-mechanical and solid-state relays has been increasing during the last twenty years
whereas the cost of digital devices has been decreasing rapidly during the same period. For
example, a personal computer system that is commercially sold for about $2,000 today, can
perform the tasks that $100,000 plus minicomputers were performing in the 1970's. It appears
that for several relay designs, the break even level has been reached.

It is important to appreciate that each digital relay has to use several non-digital components,
such as, a casing, plugs, switches, auxiliary transformers, power supplies, printed circuit
boards, etc. If the cost of those components is subtracted from the targeted price of a
microprocessor relay and allowance is made for packaging, marketing, recovery of
development costs, labor and profits, very small amounts may be available for the cost of
digital hardware to be used in a relay.

Performance

Properly designed digital relays perform at least as well as the presently available electromechanical and solid-state relays. The performance in this context includes operating speed,
security and consistency. Certain operating features are improved by using digital processors
and without incorporating substantial design modifications. For example, memory action is
provided in a digital relay without a major design effort; a complex operating characteristic is
easily programmed in a digital relay.

Reliability

Digital equipment is perceived to fall more frequently than the components of the electromechanical and solid-state relays. However, most digital relays are designed to monitor
themselves at regular intervals by executing the software in conjunction with pre-specified data
and comparing the results with those expected from a properly functioning device. In the event
20
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of the results differing from the expected values, the microprocessor relay alerts an operator of
the equipment failure or impending failure. System reliability can be further increased by the
relay monitoring its peripherals. These features increase the reliability but, unfortunately,
increase the hardware and software costs also.

Flexibility

Digital processor relays are more flexible than the conventional relays. They include muhiple
characteristics and an option to select any one of those characteristics. This would ultimately
reduce the inventory required for repair and maintenance of relays as the presently used relays
are replaced by their digital counterparts. Another factor that affects flexibility is the possibility
of replacing the software of a digital relay and changing its entire nature. Because some inputs
to the relays in a substation are identical, a single transducer can provide an input to all digital
relays. It is also possible to design digital relays that can accept input from alternate devices in
case of the failure of a transducer. These features increase the hardware and software costs that
must be justified by the resulting improvements in system operation.

Background Tasks

The practice of collecting data at hv and ehv substations and providing to regional control
centers is quite common. Transmitting supervisory and maintenance alarms and their
descriptions has been in use for over twenty years. More recently, operational data, such as,
voltages, currents and power flow have been collected at dispersed locations in power systems
and transmitted to regional and central control centers. Since microprocessors handle the
communication functions with ease, several microprocessor based relays and systems are
designed to collect data and transmit it to a pre-specified location as a background task.

Another task that is performed by some microprocessor relays is the post-fault analysis of the
data collected during a fault. The relay computes the distance to a fault and provides the
information for use immediately if the fault is of a permanent nature and for fiiture use if it is
of a temporary nature. Most digital relays also collect sequence of events information locally,
analyse it and provide the details and the results to a control computer.
21
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Byproducts

Like the solid state relays, the microprocessor relays present low burdens to current and
voltage transducers. Also, microprocessor relays use digitised data that can be received over
fibre optic links from electronic transducers installed at the hv and ehv levels. This approach
results in savings from cabling costs and high costs of presently used hv and ehv current and
voltage transformers. It will provide impetus for developing in the future unified systems of
transducers and protection systems.

Furthermore, the new approach to implement multi-protection schemes are based on a 32-bit
MC68020 microprocessor with its high speed, high computing power as well as its high level
language feature, provides special possibilities of implementing multi-protection schemes with
high accuracy and reliability. Some of these tasks are:

Multi-tasking digital relay protection (implementation of more than one relay based
single processor).

Multi-digital relaying techniques (overcurrent, differential protection).

Digital signal processing (power spectmm analysis, digital filtering).

Multi-processing capability, that is implementation of:

*

adaptive protection scheme which improve the system performance;

*

integrating the protection schemes and further improving the system reliability.
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2.3 Digital Multi-function Protective Relay

2.3.1 Review of the Digital Multi-function Protective Relays
The availability of microprocessor at economic cost and it's high performance has allowed a
new concept of multi-function in the field of protection relays [6].

In recent years, various researchers are applymg concept of multi-function to protective relay.
Manzoul [37] described the implementation of several independent overcurrent relays using a
single microprocessor - the 8085. The implementation is based on the concept of multi-tasking
and time sharing in microprocessors. Each relay is implemented by a combination of a look-up
table and a counter. The software development and hardware testing are done using the HP64000 UX Microprocessor Development System. Harlow [38] applied a multi-function
protective relay to the cogeneration industry. His concept was to incorporate as many of the
required protection function as feasible into one package was proposed. The complete package
is thus seen to be versatile, compact and straight forward to user and utility. Gilany, Malik and
Hope [39] developed a new digital relaying technique for parallel transmission lines using a
single relay at each end. Only one relay at each end of the two lines is used. Yalla, [40]
described the development of a digital multi-function relay for the protection of the intertie
between a customer-owned generator and a utility system. The relay used state-of-the-art
digital signal processing techniques to measure the relay parameter, thereby eliminating
analogue hardware. The hardware design uses a dual microprocessor architecture to achieve
flexibility and high speed operation. Balasubramanian, and Oral [41] proposed a
microprocessor controlled general purpose programmable multi-function relay switching
system. The system is designed to switch independently multiple elecfronic appliances at
desired times and duration. Also, a switching control based on the day and night light
intensities are provided.
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2.3.2 Benefits of Digital Multi-function Protective Relays
The present view is that the new approach to multi-function application is to use a single
microprocessor system and incorporate some of the protection function into one package. The
most important perceived benefits of multi-function protection are shown as follows:

•

Using advanced digital electronic design to incorporate most (or all) of the required
protection reduces the expense [38]. A microprocessor based multi-function protective
relay hardware can be developed which can be characterised by the software held in its
system. Its standard hardware can be applied to a variety of protection relay functions
dependent on a variable software packages. It is envisaged that its application will be to
those relay functions that could not be justified because of the relatively low quantities
of required devices.

•

The multi-fiinction protection relay can be specified by software greatly enhances the
flexibility in development and application.

•

The multi-function digital relaying technology provides an economically viable
altemative for the protection. If the multi-function relays incorporate different
protection techniques, there is no increase in cost or complexity of protection to provide
the hybrid protection system equipment.

•

Furthermore, the digital multi-fiinction protective relay has capability of providing
muhi-tasking, multi-digital relaying function with high reliability and open-end
facilities for integrating multi-protection schemes.
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2.4 Neural-Network Application in Power System
Operation and Protection

2.4.1 Review of Neural-Network Application in Power System
The first tiieorists to propose a mathematical model upon which neural-like behaviour could be
analysed were in 1943 by McCulloch and Pitts [42]. This work initiated binary neural
networks. They investigated systems consisting of threshold logic units, inspired by
physiological observations that biological neural signals between cells were carried by all-ornothing spikes which either carried information or none at all. Their model combined ideas
about finite state machines and linear threshold decision elements which could be seen as
representing logic devices. This allowed the relationships between each neuron and the
collective behaviour of a neural system to be treated by means of propositional logic.

The initial approaches used pattem recognition but, more recently, applications of Artificial
Neural Network have been an active area of study [43].

In the late 1950's and early 1960's researchers pursuing work in binary neural models,
introduced equations by which the weights of the model could be altered through a leaming
process. Rosenblatt [43], defined a class of binary machines as perceptrons. His ideas enabled
to develop a modification mle which he termed the Perceptron Convergence Procedure. His
theorem proved that a set of suitable weights, or weight vectors, could be found from random
initialisation for the separation of two separable input sets. Using this rale, researchers of the
time were able to make perceptrons "leam" to recognise particular pattems, but were often left
with the failure of the model to leam others.

A closely related variant of the perceptron was invented soon after [43]. This model was
termed Adaline which stood for adaptive linear element. The Adaline was stmcturally similar
to the perceptron but differed in its training procedure. Training a system of 'Adalines'
involved modification of the weights in order to minimise the squared error between the
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network response and the desired response to an applied input pattem. An impressive
application of the 'Adaline' was the successful leaming of the system to balance an inverted
pendulum.

The idea of using pattem recognition in power systems was first suggested by Dy Liacco in
1968 [44]. This suggestion was followed by a wave of enthusiasm as power system engineers
expected that pattem recognition would fulfill the need for an on-line aid [45-49].
Unfortunately, no tool based on pattem recognition has yet achieved operation status. This lack
of implementation is probably due in part to the fact that the effort to develop the training
cases were very large, the classification accuracy was disappointing and the scope of the
application often too narrow. However, this work can be judged partly as the foundation upon
which any successful on-line applications of artificial neural network (ANN) classifiers have
been built.

However the 1980's experienced a rebirth of interest in neural network research which
encompassed research institutes from around the world and infiltrated many disciplines which
ranged from psychology and biology, to engineering, specially to power operation and
protection. Neural network research reached power systems at the end of the 1980's due mainly
to the contribution of Sobajic and Pao [50]. This paper was followed by numerous additional
applications of artificial neural networks and many of which are reviewed below.

Sobajic and Pao [50] used a three layer neural network to screen contingencies to identify those
which could lead to an insecure state. In this study the error back propagation algorithm was
used to update the networks' parameters. The test system was composed of four generators,
seven lines, and six buses.

Fischl, et. al [51] used a three layer neural network to screen contingencies to identify those
which could lead to an insecure state. In this study the error back propagation algorithm was
used to update the networks parameters. The test system chosen was composed of 6 buses, 9
lines, and 3 generators. The main contributions of this paper were (1) the appropriate choice of
the inputs to the neural network and (2) the investigation of the leaming capability of the
network.
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Santoso and Tan [52] used a group of neural networks to control capacitors installed on a 30
bus distribution system. The model chosen for the networks was based on error back
propagation. The main contributions of this paper were: (1) the use of multi-neural networks in
the same power system and (2) the choice of inputs to the neural networks. Mori and Tsuzuki
[53] used a Hopfield model based neural network to determine the network topological
observability of a test system. In this study, the test system was composed of 5 buses and 7
transmission lines. The main contributions of this paper were: (1) the first application of the
Hopfield model to power system network observability and (2) the appropriate choice of the
inputs to the neural network.

More recently new applications were reported in the power system protection field. Damborg
and El-sharkawi [54] studied a sensor failure detection system based on a multi-layer
perceptron network and back-propagation leaming algorithm.

Sorsa, Koivo and Koivistto [55] reported a short summary of different fault detection methods.
The neural network architectures suitable for fault detection and diagnosis are then reviewed.
The technique is then tested on a simulated heat exchanger - continuous stirred tank reactor
system with 14 noisy measured variables and 10 faults.

Khaparde, Warke and Agarwal [56] reported the findings about the feasibility of using artificial
neural network in protection of transmission lines. ADALINE model is explored for the
application and is found to yield encouraging results. The input variables are quantified over
the operating range which eases the arithmetics of the microprocessor. The training is
performed in off-line mode and the converged weight matrix is stored for on-line use.

Also traditional fault detection algorithms are discussed. Jongepier and Sluis [57] reported a
microprocessor-based adaptive distance protection for a double circuit line by using artificial
neural network. By using artificial neural network, the correction factor for the settings of the
distance relay is estimated on-line, and the relay is supplied with the appropriate settings.

Currently, Sidhu, Singh and Sachdev [58] developed an artificial neural network based
directional discriminator for protecting transmission lines. Sharat, Snider, and Debnath [59]
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reported a neural network based back error propagation relay algorithm for distribution
system's high impedance fault detection.

2.4.2 Potential of Artificial Neural Networks in Power System
Operation and Protection
Today, the study of neural networks and the concepts which it entails have captured the
attention of many. Great advances in computing power have allowed many simulations to be
developed and have resulted in the proliferation of neural models and leaming algorithms.

The above section has shown that recently neural networks have been studied very intensively
and new architectures and leaming algorithms are developed all the time. Even though the
present neural network model does not achieve human-like performance, they offer so many
interesting means for pattem recognition and classification.

Also, the previous sections have indicated that artificial neural networks will be useful for online power system operation and protection because they have the following advantages and
properties [43]:

1)

They can be trained with the off-line data used to understand power system operation
and protection fimctions.

2)

They can be generalised from the cases that were studied and, hence, respond to cases
that were not.

However, numerous researchers have explored ways in which artificial neural networks may
apply to the electric power industry. Those applications which interest us most are focused on
electric power system operation and protection.
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2.5 Conclusion
Literature survey shows that microprocessor technology has been used for over 15 years in the
design of protection equipment, with very good results. The first products were based on 8 bits
general purpose microprocessor, then 16 bits processor increased the flexibility and gave more
compact solutions with high level of reliability, accuracy, security and repeatability. Today,
this new technology, offers much more advanced and specialised devices, such as 32-bit
microprocessor system, which allows faster and more complex algorithms as well as
comprehensive integration to be implemented. Advanced microprocessor has also opened new
horizons for designers of protection for power system. It has been shown that conventional
protection function can perform more efficiently using digital designs. It has also been proven
that new protection function can be implemented in digital designs that were previously
impossible to achieve because of cost or technology. ;

Now the great developments in digital technology make it possible to integrate several
protection functions into a single digital relay. In recent years, strong interests in applying
multi-function methods to protective relay are developed for power system protection.
However, the developed concept of multi-function relay on a single microprocessor results in a
simpler and faster interconnection network and an easier integration system.

The results found in literature shows that the research into the application of neural network in
power system operation and protection in last decade provided satisfactory results which
encouraged fiiture development to this work. Neural network can become very powerful tools
for solving power system problems.

This project utilises knowledge and principle of overcurrent and differential protection
schemes, and neural networks. It also incorporates advanced microprocessor based relay
modular format system using high flexibility, high response speed, high communication ability
and high artificial intelligence ability. No such adaptive device capable of providing reliable
decision is available in current literatures. This project which fiiUy developed will be a very
useful tool to protect major parts of the power system.
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Chapter 3
Design of Experimental System Used
in the Power Laboratory

3.1 Introduction
Design and implementation of advanced microprocessor based intelligent and adaptive relay
for multi-fimction protection system is carried out in this thesis. In order to finally verify the
assumptions and design procedures for the multi-function protection system, it has been
implemented and tested on a three phase power system. This system is demonstrated in the
following sections.

3.2 A Three Phase Power System Model
Analogue dynamic test of the multi-function protection system was completed on a lumped
element transmission line physical model in the Power System Laboratory of Victoria
University of Technology. The physical model is designed as 400V, 400km long transmission
line with four n sections and appropriate bus-bars. A 5kVA generator transmits load to an
infinite system through the line. Two transformers are connected at the two end of the line. The
multi-function protection relay was installed at the generator end acting as a station protection
system. The laboratory experimental set-up and the analogue model is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Bus-bar

Bus-bar

Transmission Line
Infinite
System

Generator
Figure 3.1 Analogue model and experimental set-up

The model transmission line fabrication consists of four section of % network connected in
cascade. This simulates a real line very closely. The line is mounted on board. Each section has
been separated by a terminal and represents 100km length of the line. Thus the line total length
represented by the fabricated transmission line is 400km. The design details of this
transmission line is discussed in the following sections and Appendk A.
A 5kVA synchronous generator is driven to its synchronous speed of 1500 rpm by a 5hp dc
motor cormected to a fixed 125 V uncontrolled dc source. The ratings of the generator and
motor is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Ratings of the generator and motor

Dc machine (Scott)

5kW, 240V, 21A, 1500rpm

Generator (Scott)

5kVA, 400/415V, 4pole, 50Hz

3.3 Theory of Transmission Line
Transmission lines are the connecting links between the generating stations and the distribution
systems and connect other power systems via interconnections.
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An electric transmission line has several parameters which affect its ability to fulfil its function
as part of a power system. These parameter are resistance, inductance, capacitance &
conductance [60].

Lines less than about 80km long are short lines. Medium-length lines are roughly between
80km. long lines longer than 240km [61].

Normally, transmission lines are operated with balanced three-phase loads. Although the lines
are not spaced equilaterally and not transposed, the resulting dissymmetry is slight and the
phases are considered to be balanced.

In order to distinguish between the total series impedance of a line and the series impedance
per unit length, the following nomenclature is adopted:

z = series impedance per unit length per phase
y - shunt admittance per unit length per phase to neutral
1 = length of line
Z = zl = total series impedance per phase
Y = yl = total shunt admittance per phase to neutral

Short line:

For a short transmission line, shunt capacitance is so small that it can be omitted entirely with
little loss of accuracy, the resistance R and the inductance L of the line need to be considered
only. Figure 3.2 shows a Y-connected generator supplying a balanced-Y load through a short
transmission line.

The equivalent circuit of a short transmission line is shown in Figure 3.3, where Is and IR are
the sending and receiving end currents, and Vs and VR are the sending and receiving end
voltage.
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Figure 3.2

L

Generator supplying a balanced-Y load through a short
transmission line.

Gen.

Figure 3.3

Equivalent circuit of a short transmission Une

The current is the same at both the sending and receiving ends of the Hne:

IS=IR

3.1

The voltage at sending end is

VS = VR + IRZ

3.2
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where:

Vs is sending end voltage,
VR is receiving end voltage.
Is is sending end current,
IR is receiving end current.

Medium-length line

A medium-length line can be represented by R and L as lumped parameters with half the
capacitance to neutral of the line lumped at each of the equivalent circuit, as shown in Figure
3.4.

A/vvv

nrn^

Figure 3.4 Nominal-7c circuit of a medium-length line

The voltage at the sending end is

fZY

)

3.3

The current of the sending end is

ZY] fZY A
I<i = VVll
V + —4 - J + \2— - + 1 ) ^R

3.4
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3.4 Design of Transmission Line
In general n network, each unit is used for long transmission Ime for voltage upto 20kV line,
capacitance can be ignored, but as the voltages and length of line increases capacitance is of
gradually increasing importance as voltage increases.

Thus the exact calculation of very high vohage line is an elaborate process. In fact the amount
of elaboration depends upon voltage. For voltage upto lOOkV satisfactory solutions can be
obtained fiom the T & 7t methods. In the T method where capacitor is placed in the middle
the whole of line capacitor is assmned to be concentrated at the middle of the line, and half
the line resistance and conductance to be lumped on either side.

The leakage conductance can be assumed as concentrated at the middle point of line, so as to
shunt the capacitance. In this study the conductance is assumed to be zero. In n method the
capacitance and conductance are split into two halves and are situated on either end of the
line.

Obviously the capacitance and conductance at the generator end has no effect on the line
drop, but they effect the GVA and power factor of that end. In this project line rating is
35GVA, hence % method is more suitable.

Design

Three-phase transmission line can be represented by a circuit consisting of two terminals
where power enters the circuit and two terminals where power leaves the circuit. In general n
network, each unit is used for long transmission line. In this project TX method has been
chosed.

In order to build a transmission line the value of each component has to be calculated which
consist of the circuit.
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The real transmission line constants are as follows;
Resistance

=

0.0288 ohm/km

Inductance

=

1.498 mH/km

Capacitance

=

0.0194 nF/km.

The line supplies a load of 500MW at 0.8 lagging p.f. at 500kV.
The project represents a 500kV transmission line. But in simulation 240V has been used or
1 lOV and this voltage is easily available in the laboratory. Line to be used in this project which
has a maximum current varying capacity of 7 amp. Per unit calculations are shown in
Appendix A. 1.

R, L, C, for the Design
Thefi-equencyscale was taken as 1:1 with thefrequencyof real transmission line, as 50 cycles.
In this project four sections of transmission line has been built. Each section represent 100 km.
Resistance

=

0.576 ohm/lOOkm

Inductance

=

30 mH/lOOkm

Capacitance

=

0.388 nF/lOOkm.

The capacitance of the model is to be 0.388nF. As the transmission Une was of 7i unit therefore
capacitance to be considered equals to C/2 which is 0.1945 nF.

Transmission Line
The represented transmission line configuration is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Line configuration

where:

Line length is 400 km
Vohage is 220V
Source rating 35 GVA
Power frequency 50Hz

The design circuit of a three phase transmission line is shown in Figure 3.6.

where:

R = 0.576 a/lOOkm
L = 30 mh/lOOkm
C = 0.388 nfi'lOOkm
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Receiving End

Figure 3.6 The design circuit of transmission line

3.5 A, B, C, D Constants of Transmission Line
A three-phase transmission line can be represented by a circuit consisting of two terminals
where power enters the circuit and two terminals where power leaves the circuit [62]. The two
terminals where the power enters the circuit is composed of the sending-end pair. Current
entering one terminal of the pair equals current leaving the other. Similarly, the terminals
where power leaves the circuit compose the receiving-end pair. The most general network
consisting of a pair of input terminals and a pair of output terminals has an impedance
connected between each combination of two of its four terminals and is referred to as a twoterminal pair network. It can be represented by an equivalent K circuit [63].

To find the relation between sending-end and receiving-end quantities of a two-terminal pair
network, one way is to determine the voltage and current at a sending-end of a circuit of
Figure 3.4 in terms of the voltage and current at the receiving end.

The single phase equivalent of line can be represented as shown in Figure 3.7. A, B, C, D
constants are called the generalised circuit constants of the transmission line.
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The constant A is the ratio of sending-end to receiving-end voltage when the receiving end is
open circuited. The constant A is dimensionless.

IR

Is

+

A

I

B

VR

Vs

1
I

-

1^

C

D

I
1
-

Figure 3.7 Single phase line

The constant B is the ratio of voltage at the sending end to current at the receiving end with the
receiving end short circuited. The constant B has the dimensions of impedance and is specified
in ohms.

The constant C is the ratio of current at the sending end to voltage at the receiving end with the
received end open circuited.

The constant D is the ratio of sending end to receiving end current with the receiving end short
circuited.

The A, B, C, D constants relation: A D - B C = 1. The transmission line can be expressed in the
general form:

Vs = AVR + BIR

3.D

Is = CVR + DIR

3.6

Figure 3.8 shows one phase and the neutral connection of a three-phase line.
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Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram of a transmission line showing
one phase and the neutral return. Nomenclature
for the line and the elemental length are indicated

However, a new equations for giving voltage and current anywhere along the line are shown
as following:

V = VR cosh yx + IRZC sinh yx

3.7

and
VR

I = IR cosh yx + —— sinh yx.

3.8

Letting x = 1 to obtain the vohage and current at the sending end, we have

Vs = VR cosh yl + IRZC sinh yl

3.9

and
VR

Is= IR cosh yl + —— sinh yl

3.10

From examination of these equations we see that the generalised circuit constants for a long
line are:
A = cosh yl

sinh;'!
C=—
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B = Zc sinh yl

D = cosh yl

Where Zj. = v z / y and is called the characteristic impedance of the Une, and y = njyx and is
called the propagation constant. The derivation of above equations are shown in Appendix
A.2.

According to known parameters, so for the implemented transmission line, the A, B, C, D
constants are:

A

=

0.546 Z0.315°

B

=

233.11 Z88.08°Q

C

=

3.01 X 10-3 Z91.58° U

D

=

0.546 Z0.315°

AD - BC = 1 Satisfactory results are obtained. The detail of the calculation of A, B, C, D
constants are shown in Appendbc A.3.

3.6 Conclusions
The experimental system with an artificial transmission line has been designed and built to be
of benefit in testing the multi-flinction protection system in a laboratory envhonment under
conditions close to reality in a power system.
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Chapter 4
Developed Multi-Curve and Hybrid
Characteristic Overcurrent
Protection
4.1 Introduction

Growing demand for accurate, selective, and reliable overcurrent relays has increased recently
because the complexity and capacity of the power systems is increasing. To achieve these
objectives, high-precision analogue components and improved algorithms must be used in
electro-mechanical and solid-state relays. It is, however, possible to take advantage of the
logic, communication,

information

storage

and processing

capabilities

of

modem

microprocessor in overcurrent relay designs. This would provide efficient and reliable
protection of distribution and sub-transmission networks [64].

In general, overcurrent protective devices are used to isolate only the section of the system
affected by a fault so the remaining system can continue to operate normally. The basic
approach is that an abnormal fault current is clearly distinguishable from a normal load current,
and the protective devices are designed to respond to overcurrents by opening the affected
circuit rapidly. Time overcurrent devices have inverse time-current characteristics to clear
faults with co-ordinated minimum time delays. With this type of characteristic, the greater the
fault current the shorter is the trip time. In addition, the possibility of the failure of a protective
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device must be considered. If this happens, a combination of devices must operate to provide
coordinated back-up protection. [65]

The following sections describe the fimdamentals of inverse time current relaying, related to
the transmission line protection and present a flexible microprocessor-based relay that has wide
application. It also provides insight into the process of selecting a particular time-current
operating characteristic shape for a specific application. Further, a developed strategy is
presented to offer a preliminary solution to the growing concern of overcurrent protection. The
strategy is based on the combined use of multi-input fimction and hybrid characteristic
overcurrent protection.

4.2 The Concept of Overcurrent Characteristics and
Protection Practices
Modem power system are required to generate and supply high quality electric energy to
customers. The overcurrent protection which was developed some 70 year ago, is the earliest,
cheapest and simplest form of protection and still widely used in the power industry today. It
operates on the principle that once a pre-determined level of current is reached the relay will
operate in a pre-determined time. These relays are generally classified broadly in terms of their
time characteristic e.g. instantaneous, inverse time, very inverse time, extremely inverse time,
very steep time, fixed or definite time [66].

The time-current characteristic of an overcurrent relay is given by:

T = ^ ^

4.1

l"-l

where:

T isthe theoretical operating time of the relay
K is the design constant
t^ is the time multiplier setting
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n

is an index characterising the algebraic function

I

is the relay current in multiple of tap setting.

The derivation of above equation is shown in Appendix B.

The range of typical operating time characteristics (including mathematical formula applicable
for the static/digital) of the various types of inverse overcurrent relays are shown in Figure 4.1
and are as follows:

Figure 4.1 Time-current characteristics [66]

* Definite Time

T = K

* Standard Inverse (IDMT)

T =

Very Inverse

T =

(K is a constant)

0.14

4.2

4.3

(1002-1)

13.5

4.4

(I-l)
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* Extremely Inverse

80
T = —z
(I^-l)

45

Instantaneous characteristics
The overcurrent relays having this type of characteristic operate with very small tune lag once
the system current exceeds the pick-up current of the relay. The time of operation does not
change for variation in system current above the pick-up current level. In order to achieve
selectivity of operation among a number of such relays the pick-up current of each relay has
to be set at a different level. In a power system, a relay which is connected nearer to the
source is given a higher plug setting. Thus for a radial feeder, a fault in the succeeding section,
having a lower current level can operate only the relay connected to that section. However,
this type of selectivity can only be achieved, if the source impedance (Zs) is comparable or less
than the line impedance (ZL). The instantaneous overcurrent relay isfiirtherhandicapped by its
overreaching tendency due to offset current wave. In particular, for systems with high X/R
ratio it becomes imperative to increase the time of operation of the relay in order to avoid
overreach.

Definite time-current characteristics
In a radial feeder without any tapped connection, it is rather difficult to achieve proper
selectivity between two fauhs, one occurring just before a sectionfinishesand other occurring
just after the next section begins. The variation in fauh currents under these two conditions is
so small that sometimes it is impossible to set different pick-up currents for the relays
connected to the respective sections. Under this condition, as well as for the conditions where
instantaneous relays fail, sometimes definite time-current characteristics are used. These relays
operate after a fixed interval of time after the fauh current exceeds the pick-up current level.
In a radial feeder this time interval setting is gradually increased in steps for the relays
connected to sections nearer to the source.
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The nature of variation has been shown in Figure 4.2. Thetime-currentcharacteristic of such a
relay may be expressed by the equation PT = K (where K is a Constant). The main
disadvantage of a definite time relay lies in the fact that the severest fault of the system
occurring in section 1 is cleared after the largest time lag. So, for a long feeder with a large
number of protection zones, the use of such a relay may become prohibitive because of its very
slow action near the source.

(i)H

Section 1

Section

2

Section 3

Time

I°T=K
Cxirrent

•H

I

h

I

Distance

E
I

Discriminatin
Margin

Figure 4.2 Time discriminating using definite time lag relays

Inverse time-current characteristic

Normally the fault current at the far end of a protected section is considerably less compared to
that at the source end. An inverse time relay with low operating time for large current will clear a
source end fault very quickly. On the contrary its high operating time for small fault current will
allow sufficient time lag in clearing a far end fault. A pure inversetime-currentcharacteristic has
been shown in Figure 4.3(a) and its application in fault clearing in Figure 4.3(b). From Figure
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4.3(b). From Figure 4.3(b) it is seen that the relay connected to a particular section will clear a
fault occurring at the beginning of the protected zone faster compared to that occurring at the
end of the said zone. Again the relay connected to its preceding zone will respond to these faults
at still slower rate as shown by the dotted lines. So this relay can act as a back-up for the relay
connected to the succeeding zone.

Time (T)
sees.
I*T=Constan=K

Current in amps (i)

Figure 4.3(a) Inverse time-current characteristics

Discriminatin
Margin

Distance
Figure 4.3(b) Fault clearance time discrimination between
different protected zones.
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It is seen that an inverse time overcurrent relay generally provides good selectivity. But for two
reasons this selectivity is somewhat hampered. Firstly, if the source impedance Zg of the
system is quite high compared to the protected line impedance ZL then the change in current
levels between the faults occurring at the beginning and at the end of a protected section is not
considerable. Thus the change in the time of operation, (their ratio being inversely proportional
to the fauh current ratio is given by

^— ), becomes very small. Secondly, a change in
ZS+ZL

generating capacity also changes the value of Zg considerably. In particular a sharp fall in
generating capacity increases the value of Zg and thereby increases the operating time of the
relays.
Inverse definite minimum time characteristic

The operating time of a plain inverse relay becomes indeterminate for very high fault current.
Thereby it is difficult to obtain proper selectivity. To avoid this the relay characteristics are
adjusted to have a definite minimum time of operation for plug setting multiplier (PSM) higher
than 20 in general. Thus the actual relay characteristic becomes an inverse characteristic below
this value of PSM and a straight line above this value. In actual relays the operating time is
further adjustable to discriminate even the minimum operating times of the relays connected to
different sections of a feeder. This adjustment is known as time setting and is generally
provided in steps of 10% of the maximum operating times of a particular plug setting, variable
between 10% to 100%. The steps are calibrated in terms of time setting multiplier (TSM)
which is defined as:

TSM

=

Actual operating time of a relay
F
6
Calibrated operating time for a particular PSM

The standard IDMT, characteristics are generally shown by a family of curves (Figure 4.4)
drawn in logarithmic scale between PSM and operating time. Here, each curve corresponds to a
particular TSM. The general expression for the time dependent overcurrent relays can be given
as [66]
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T

=

Kt m
I"-1

4.6

For standard IDMT relays, the recommended expression for time-current relationship is given
0.14

2

&

^ 20

Multiples of plug setting

Figure 4.4 Standard IDMT curves [66]

Extremely inverse characteristic [66]
Sometimes protection of electrical equipment against overheating (due to over- loading) is
required. This type of protection has to be achieved by an overcurrent relay with a
characteristic'of I^T = K, as the heat produced also follows nearly the same law. Thus the relay
should operate for I^T = K. This characteristic has been defined as the extremely inverse
characteristic. Standard form of extremely inverse characteristic recommended in U. K., is
given by T =

80

When the definition of extremely inverse characteristic was well

7^1

accepted, the need of using still more inverse characteristic was feU. They are mainly required
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to replace fiises, which follows nearly the equation of I^'^T = K. Further, for protecting rectifier
transformers a highly inverse characteristic of I^T = K is required. All these characteristics
having a value of n > 2 are realised by suitable static relays and microprocessor based
overcurrent relay.

Very inverse characteristics [66]

Standard IDMT characteristic fails in achieving better selectivity near the maximum current
levels at different substations by overcurrent relays with same TMS. This difficulty arises in
systems where the fault current sharply decreases with increase of protected length from the
source. A plain inverse characteristic or its near equivalents are more suitable in these cases.
This has evoked a separate class of inverse time-current relays known as the very inverse
relays. Here the value of n lies somewhere between 1.02 and 2. The recommended standard for
I O C

very inverse characteristic is given by T

=

. Figure 4.5 shows the namre of very*
I-l
inverse characteristic as compared to IDMT and extremely inverse characteristic.

IDMT Curve
Time (T) ^ ' '
sees.

......

Very I n v e r s e

M u l t i p l e s of p l u g

setting

Figure 4.5 Various time-current curves.

All relays are provided with a number of tap/plug settings, each of which represents the
minimum current at which the relay will start to operate (this is referred to as the minimum
pick up values). A relay that has been set on a particular tap/plug will begin to operate at that
tap/plug setting plus/minus the manufacturer's tolerance. However, at this current the time can
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time changes. For this reason, manufacturer's generally do not show their time curves below
1.5 to 2.0 times minimum pick up. In practice, this part of the curve should not be used for
protection.

In addition to the tap/plug settings, there are fiirther adjustable settings which are identified by
the scale known as "time multiplier", "time lever" or "time dial" settings. These settings
provide different operating time for the same operating current level, thus a family of operating
time curves are available for use. Typical family of inverse type operating time characteristics
for the various time dial setting are shown in Figure 4.6.

4.3 Design of Multi-input and Hybrid Characteristic
Overcurrent Protection
Due to increasing demand for electrical energy, power systems have become complex, fault
levels have increased and transmission margins have reduced [66]. The conditions demand that
relays used to protect power systems be more reliable, accurate and fast compared to those
used at this moment. Recent advances in micro-electronics have made it possible to design
digital relays to satisfy these requirements. A developed flexible multi-curve overcurrent
protection provides significantly improved protection speed and sensitivity. Also, the
incorporated use of definite and inverse time overcurrent characteristics provide the hybrid
characteristics with no increase in cost or complexity to protection equipment.

Design of multi-input overcurrent protection

Generally, single input protection schemes are actuated by a single input taken from the power
system. The most widely used type of single input protective devices are the overcurrent relays,
ordinary single input relay operates as soon as the state of input quantity changes. These
schemes utilising the single input relays are still very much in use because of their inherent
simplicity. The schemes work basically either in presence or the absence of a selected input
quantity.
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Figure 4.6 Typical family of inverse type operating time characteristics
for the various time muhiplier settings [66].
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It was found that time graded overcurrent relay protection can not offer 100% correct
discrimination and quick disconnection of faulty element and moreover longer time delay near
the generating source might cause severe damage to the generator and transformer when a fault
occurs close to it [67].

Theoretically, on feeders each relay backs up the one in the next section fiirther from the power
source. The time-current characteristic of the back-up relay should be intermediate between the
characteristics of the relay on each side of it. An example of this application is with fiises on
the tapped-off loads and IDMT relays on the supply, the extremely inverse relay would be used
at the sub-station nearest to the fuses and a very inverse relay at the sub-station next to the
supply, so that there would be a selective difference between them at all current levels. This
assumes that suitable taps and multiplier settings have been chosen to prevent any crossing of
their time-current characteristics at likely fault current values [68]. To achieve better
selectivity, reliability and stability in protection operation and to provide much faster operation
of the relaying scheme, the 2-input microprocessor-based relay have been developed, as is
shown in Fieure 4.7.

Section 2

,

Section 3

Bus-bar
ll I I I I I I I I I M

IIIIIIIIM

Transmission Line

Generator
Input for ICMT
Relaying Scheme
Section 1

Input for Very Inverse
Relaying Scheme
Section 2

Microprocessor-Based
Overcurrent Relay

Figure 4.7 The 2-input microprocessor-based
overcurrent protection relay
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Design of the hybrid characteristic overcurrent protection

Recently, the coordination of ground time overcurrent relay in transmission line protection
application has been proposed [69-70]. Fundamentally, the back-up relays pick-up current must
be adjusted so that each will operate for all faults in the immediately adjoining circuits and
their time settings must be just long enough to permit the relays in a faulted circuit to work
first. This is facilitated by using relays with a similar time-current characteristic, for instance,
differential and other fast relays should have a definite time relay for back-up. Definite time
overcurrent relays have simple characteristics. When the sensed current is above the threshold
(or "pick-up") setting, they operate in a predetermined time regardless of the magnitude of the
current. Conversely, inverse time relays having very long operating times is often
indeterminate at current magnitudes between 1 and 1.5 per unit of pick-up. To provide
reasonable speed, and positive operation, such relays may need pick-up settings somewhat
lower than definite time relays to provide the same amount of effective sensitivity. Figure 4.8
shows typical inverse-time-overcurrent relay characteristic curves. In order to improve
protection speed, sensitivity and security, the incorporated characteristic of definite and inverse
time is proposed. Figure 4.9 shows a combined use of definite and inverse time characteristic
curves. The inverse time characteristics will be replaced by definite characteristics after
multiples of tap (pick-up current) crosses over 20.
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Figure 4.8 Typical inverse-time overcurrent relay characteristics' curves [66]
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Figure 4.9 illustrate the benefits of using inverse time characteristic first to achieve
coordinated setting from 1 to 20 with long operating times at low settings. After the PSM of
the operation of definite time characteristic curve immediately to avoid serious damages to the
equipment.
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Figure 4.9 A combined use of definite and inverse
time characteristics' curves

Modem multi-fiinction digital relays are made for a variety of applications. The soflrware to
include both inverse and definite time fimctions is sometime included in the same relay, giving
it the broadest application scope [71].

The proposed design was implemented and the relay was tested in the laboratory. The
hardware and software of the relay will be described in following chapters. It has become clear
however, that improvements in speed, security and sensitivity can be achieved by combining
the use of the two fimctions in a hybrid maimer. The hybrid application involves the use of
both inverse and definite time elements serially so that whichever operates first for a given
overcurrent condition will trip. In concept of multi-fiinction relays which provide the two
types of characteristics, there is no added expense involved using both the inverse and definite
time characteristics.
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4.4 Implemented Software Design
The developed multi-curves and hybrid characteristic overcurrent protection implemented in
this project is a real-time multi-tasking system. In order to achieve better selectivity, reliability
and stability in protection operation and to provide much faster operation of the relaymg
scheme, the 2-input microprocessor based relay have been developed. To fiilfil the above
requirements the software that has been design is as shown in Figure 4.10.

(^^Stait)

Initialise the system I/O

1

First input section for combined
use of defimite and DDMT
overcurrent relaying scheme

Second input sectionfiDrcombined
use of definite and very inverse
overcurrent relaying scheme

Figure 4.10 Aflowchartof the overcurrent protection
system software routine.

For each overcurrent protection section, the microprocessor implements the appropriate time
delay by a combination of a counter and a look-up table in the memory. The look-up table
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contains the time-current characteristic of the relay. Three look-up tables which separately
represents different type oftime-currentcharacteristics are stored m the memory according to
Equations 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 as described in this chapter. The counter, which starts to count when a
fault occurs, measures the duration of the fault current. By comparing the value m look-up
table with the latest value of the counter, the microprocessor decides whether or not to trip the
circuit breaker. The flowchart for the operation of first section of relay is shown m Figure
4.11.
Where the microprocessor reads the current value from A/D converter, and compares the
current value (each phase) with a pre-determined value that is stored in a data memory in the
microprocessor system board as the fauU level set-up. If the current value is below the fault
level, the circuit breaker should not trip as soon as the current value exceeds the fault level.
The counter starts to count and continues to count as long as the fault remains. The circuit
breaker will be tripped when the counter's value is greater than the time value at some point in
look-up table which is proportional to the time. By using the addressing mode of "addressregister indirect with index", the input current is taken as an offset to jump mto the look-up
table to read the time value.
The two section relay system in this design is working on a time-sharing basis. As shown in
Figure 4.10, the microprocessor serves each relay in turns. If the first section relay (including
three phase relays) system detects no fauh, then the program will directly jump to the second
section relay system. But, if a fauh is detected by the first relay, the counter for the first relay
starts counting. Then it compares the counter's value with the time value in the look-up table
which is exactly a representation of the time-current characteristics and is formed by the
calculation related to the time according to the Equations 4.3, 4.4, 4.5. There are totally nme
counter's (3 for IDMT, 3 for very inverse, 3 for extremely inverse which act as back-up) in the
microprocessor protection system. The relationship between time t and counter's value n on
each counter can be expressed as:
t = k„xn

4.7
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Figure 4.11 A flowchart of first section of the relay
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Where kn is a constant. According to the principle of software design and multi-fimction
design, the constant k^ in Equation 4.5 must include the execution time of the other relay
programs. The precise value of kn is equal to time interval between two successive
measurements of the same current, i.e. the execution time of all the instructions in the sampling
interval of the same current. There are two ways to get the value of kn. One is the analytical
method by using the MC68020 instruction execution time. Another is the experiment method
to get the actual value of kn by using digital counter to measure the execution time of multifimction relay's program.

In this design, the analytical method is used to work-out the constant value of k^. Each
instruction in the MC68020 microprocessor system takes a certain number of machine state
when it is executed. Each state time is equal to half the crystal frequency. The crystal
frequency for Flight-68020 EVM system is 25 MHz. So each state time takes 80ns. The system
software consists of a certain number of relay programs. They are independent of each other,
but are similar except that each relay has its own counter. Therefore, by simply calculating the
execution time of one relay's program, then summing the result by the total number of relay's
programs, the value of kn can be obtained. For calculating the execution time of one relay's
program, there are four steps to follow:

Step 1. Count how many instructions are in main branch of one relay's program;
Step 2. Coimt how many states are in each instruction by checking-up the MC68020 user's
manual;
Step 3. Count the total number of states by summing the state number of each instruction in
one relay's program;
Step 4. Multiply the total number of states by one state time which is 80ns.

For the different branches in relay's program, they have different execution time. This will
need different look-up tables which will take more memory space and cause trouble in
programming control. However, in order to make each branch in relay's program has the same
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execution time so that common look-up table can be used. No operation instruction (only takes
two machine states) is inserted to solve this problem.
The actual value of k will be described in later chapters for working out the different look-up
tables.
In addition, according to the principle of combined use of definite and inverse time overcurrent
characteristics, the constant operating time of definite characteristic will be used in look-up
table after the setting multiplier is greater than 15.

4.5 Conclusion
The concept of overcurrent characteristics and an application of developed multi-input and
hybrid characteristics overcurrent protection has been shown in this chapter. The 2-input
microprocessor-based relay has been developed, which provides much faster operation of the
relaying scheme with increase in better selectivity, reliability and stability in protection
operation. The combined use of multi-curves for definite and inverse time overcurrent
characteristics have been proposed and provides significantly improved protection speed,
sensitivity and security.
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Chapter 5
Substation Bus-Bar Differential
Protection
5.1 Introduction
Although, the busbar fauhs are rare, but they cannot be ignored. The damage resulting from
one uncleared fauh may be so extensive that it may result up to the complete loss of station
which means prolonged interruption of supply. Majority of busbar faults involve single phase
to ground. Some of these faults are due to:

1)

human error;

2)

equipment insulation failure;

3)

flashover

due to lightning.

With fully phase-segregated metal clad gear only earth-faults are possible and the protective
scheme need have earth-fault sensitivity. Almost 15% of the faults are due to falling objects
and Circuit Breaker (CB) failure. [72]

Here the electrical quantities entering and leaving the protected zone or area are compared via
current transformers. If the net current between all the various circuits is essentially zero, no
fauh or problem is assumed to exist. However, if the net current is not zero, an internal
problem exits and the difference current can operate the associated relays. In general, internal
faults provide significant operating current, even for fairly light faults. Differential protection is
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applicable universally to all parts of the power system: generators, motors, busbars,
transformers, lines, capacitors, reactors and sometime combinations of these.

Up to the mid 1930's no widescale efforts had been made to protect busbar on a unit basis.
Also, there was reluctance in arranging one protective equipment to cause simultaneous
tripping of a large number of circuits. In the early 1930's, many undertakings ran isolated from
adjacent ones, and so the power available for busbar faults was often relatively small, and
damage due to these fauhs was generally not extensive. By the late 1930's a number of busbar
fauhs occurred about this time, but due to their relatively slow clearance from the system by
overcurrent and earth-fault relays, considerable damage resulted especially in indoor stations.
These faults led to efforts being made to produce busbar protection in such a form that it
could be widely applied without itself being a fiirther hazard to the system.

Current differential protection finds widespread application as a zone or unit protection
providmg, in principle, ideal fauh selectively together with the capability of high speed
operation. Figure 5.1 shows a differential current protection of a single busbar. In general,
busbar protection schemes must be capable of [73]:

(1)

discriminating between faults within and outside the protected bus zone;

(2)

providmg sufiBcient senshivity to detect the smallest fauU current and yet be
insensUive to through faults;

(3)

operating within one cycle of fault occurrence.

Sources

Bus

Break

"5"

cnA

CTs g '_

±1

Relay

1Z

F«d«rs

Figure 5.1 A differential current protection of single busbar
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For differential protection of busbars, current transformers (CTs) saturation must be
considered. In case of the CTs saturation, the waveform of the CTs secondary current m each
cycle consists of two periods: a saturation period and non-saturation period. However, the
saturated CTs must be correctly identified using some form of a saturation detector.
This chapter presents the potential offered by digital protection m substation busbars. A
microprocessor based busbar protection scheme is presented which employs an unproved
technique to overcome the problem of current transformer saturation. The proposed
protection algorithm uses a coordination of the percentage differential principles for primary
bus protection and the phase comparison technique as differential back up protection. The
simulation and implementation resuhs show an improved operating speed, sensitivity and
security for substation busbar protection.

5.2 Principle of Differential Protection
Differential protection is applicable universally to all parts of the power system: generator,
motors, buses, transformers, lines and some combinations of these. As the protection of each
part of the power system, invariably differential protection is the first consideration and often
is the choice for the primary protection.

Thisfimdamentaltechnique is illustrated in Figure 5.2 and for shnplicity only two circuhs to
the protection zone are shown. Multiple circuits may exist but the principle is the same. The
sum of the currents flowing essentially equals the sum of the currents flowmg out during
normal operation.
For normal operation and all external fauhs (the through condition), the secondary currents in
Figure 5.2(a) in the protective relay is the difference in the exciting currents of the
differentially connected CT. Per unit current distribution is shown. Ip is the primary current in
the lines entering or leaving the protected area. Ip - Ic is the secondary ampere current and is
equal to primary current divided by the CT ratio minus the secondary exciting current. Even
with exactly the same ratio and type of CT, the relay current lop will be small but never zero.
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This is because of the losses within the protected operating area and small differences between
the identical CTs. This assumes that no CT significantly saturates for the maximum
symmetrical ac through currents. With different CTs and ratios, larger differences will exist
which must be minimised and/or the pickup of the relay set not to operate on any through
condition.

(a)
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Equipment
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Relay
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Figure 5.2 Basic current differential scheme illustrated for the Protection
of a zone with two circuits: (a) normal condhions, Iop=Ic"-Ie';
(b) internal fauh,

IOP=IFI+IF2-(IC'+IC")-
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During external faults the transient performance of several CTs resulting from the sudden
increase in current and the associated offset (dc component) can produce rather large transient
operating currents. Thus, it is difficuft and impractical to apply an instantaneous relay. Timedelay relays can be used with care.

For internal fauh, Figure 5.2(b) shows that the differential relay operating current essentially is
the sum of the input currents feeding the fault. This is the total fauh current on a secondary
ampere basis. Except for very light internal faults, good discrimination is available to detect
problems (fauhs) within the differential zone. For the differential relay to operate, it is not
necessary for all the circuits to supply fault current if the circuits are not supplying current to
the fauh [74].

5.3 Substation Bus-Bar Protection
5.3.1 Principle of Bus-Bar Protection
Busbars exist through out the power system and wherever two or more circuits are interconnected. The number of circuits that are connected to a busbar varies widely. Busbar faults
can result in severe system disturbances, as all circuits supplying fault current must be opened
to isolate the problem. Thus busbars are often split when there are more than six or eight
circuhs involved by a circuit breaker, or a busbar arrangement is used that minimises the
number of circuits that must be opened for a busbar fault. There are many bus arrangements in
service dictated by the above and by the economics and flexibility of system operation. The
major types are illustrated as follows:

Single busbar

single breaker

Double busbar with busbar tie
Main and Transfer bus

(Figure 5.3)
single breaker

single breaker

(Figure 5.4)
(Figure 5.5)
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Double busbar

double breaker

(Figure 5.7)

Ring busbar

(Figure 5.8)

Breaker - and - a - half busbar
Busbar and Transformer

(Figure 5.9)
single breaker

t

f
Differential
Protection Zone
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/ NC

(Figure 5.10)
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NC = Normally Closed
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Figure 5.3 Typical four-circuh single breaker-single bus and the
bus differential protection zone
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Figure 5.4 Typical four-circuit single breaker-double bus with bus tie,
and the bus differential protection zones

Main Bus Differential
Protection Zone
NC = Normally Closed
NO = Normally Open

Figure 5.5 Typical four-circuit single breaker-main bus with transfer bus,
and the bus differential protection zone
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Figure 5.7 Typical four-circuit double breaker-double bus and
the bus differential protection zones
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Figure 5.10 Typical four-circuit single breaker bus and transformer
^^ath combined bus-transformer differential protection zone

Differential protection is the most sensitive and reUable method for protecting substation
busbars. Kirchoff's law states that the sum of currents meeting at any point in a network must
be zero. From this, it follows that the sum of currents entering and leaving the busbars must be
zero at any instant. If the current in each circuit connected to the busbar is monitored via CTs
and Summed together, the resultant current will be zero for a healthy busbar system. However,
during a busbar fauh the resuhing differential current will be proportional to the fauh current.
The following section shows the conventional protection schemes and dighal protection
schemes [75]:

Conventional Protection Scheme.s

* High-Impedance Protection
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The heart of the high-impedance scheme lies in the hard-wired, carefiilly-balanced paralleling
of the CTs around the bus. The relay hself contains only a non-Unear varistor burden and a
vohage-sensing element. The burden must be used regardless of the voUage-measurmg
hardware, and the remaining single measurement per phase does not seem to justify a
microprocessor so far.

* Linear Coupler Protection

Ll place of CTs, the air-core linear coupler secondaries are series connected to yield a
differential vohage signal. The relay is just an over-voltage-sensing element. All the expense is
in the linear coupler themselves.

* Percentage-Differential Protection

In this estabUshed technique, conventional CTs are used. A variable-percentage differential
characteristic is used to compare operating and restraint values. The restraint value is
developed from up to six separate CT inputs, and the spectral response of the relay for both
differential and restraint values has an impact on performance.

* Directional-Comparison Protection

Schemes have been apphed which utilise a vohage reference, and compare direction of current
flow in the feeders connected to the bus, to minimise problems with errors in currentmagnitude computation. The technique shares some computational methods vvdth line
protection systems.

Di2ital Protection Schemes

The high-impedance and linear-coupler methods do not seem to justify stand-alone dighal
relays. The others are more likely candidates, especially as part of an integrated system.
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* Percentage-Differential Method
Both sensitivity and security can be improved if the fixed curve of Figure 5.11(a) is replaced
by aflexibleuser-configurable curve of Figure 5.11(b); one existmg digital bus relay uses such
a curve. By combining fault studies and CT performance data, the relay engineer can estimate
ratio error as a fimction of fault current and offset if for nearby external faults, and can
coordinate the relay curve with CT capabiUty.
* Instantaneous Differential
The dighal bus relay as aforementioned also includes a new approach - high-speed differential
protection based on instantaneous sample values. As long as CTs do not saturate, the
differential relationship holds true for all fi-equency components, and even a momentary
difference indication in excess of a restraint limit can be used to mitiate trippmg. The key to
avoiding false trips fi-om saturation with external faults is to detect the instant of fauh
inception based on individual feeder current changes, and to cut off the differential checking
before the CT saturates.

a

10 20 30 40 50 S0 70 30 30 10<3
RESTRAINT CURRENT IN flMPERCS

(a) Conventional Relay
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(b) Microprocessor Relay

Figure 5.11 Percentage - differential characteristics for bus
or transformer protection

5.3.2 Current Transformer Saturation [66]
Differential protection is the most sensitive and reliable method for protecting station busses.
However, problems can result from the large number of circuits involved and the different
energization levels encountered in these circuits for external fauhs. For example, if there is an
external fault on one circuit of a six-circuit bus, five of the current transformers may supply
varying amounts of fault current, but the sixth and faulted circuit must balance out the total of
all the others:* Consequently, this circuit is energised at a much higher level-near saturation or
with varying degrees of saturation-giving rise to possible high false differential currents. Figure
5.12 shows theoretical wave form of secondary current with offset primary current.
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Figure 5.12 Theoretical wave form of secondary current with offset
primary current (ip - Primary current; i, - secondary
current; <E> - total flux)

For the same reasons, dc saturation also is unequal. Dc saturation is much more serious than
ac saturation, because a relatively small amount of dc fi-om an asymmetrical fault wave v^dll
saturate the transformer core and appreciably reduce the secondary output.

Actually, the dc component has far more influence in producing severe saturation than the ac
fauh current. The dc component arises because:
(1)

the current in an inductance cannot change instantaneously;

(2)

the steady-state current, before and after a change, must lag (or lead) the
voltage by the proper power-factor angle.

Figure 5.13 shows the current immediately following fault inception for two cases:

1)

Fault at point zero of the voltage ware form (i.e.fiiUyoffset, producing
maximum dc components);

2)

Fault at the maximum point of the voltage waveform (i.e. no offset, producing
no dc offset component).
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Fault Occurs
a) Fully Offset

I I = Load Current
Ip = Fault Current
V = Voltage
Fault Cccurr,
b) No Offset

Figure 5.13 Current inmnediately after fault inception

Figure 5.14 shows an example of the distortion and reduction in the secondary current that
occurs as a result of dc saturation.

I Secondary
Wittiout Saturation

I Secondary
With Saturation

Figure 5.14 Dc saturation of current transformer
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Dc saturation is particularly significant m bus differential relaymg systems, where highly
differing currents flow to an external fauh through the CTs of the various chcmts. Dissunilar
saturation m any differential scheme wiU produce operatmg current. Of the several available
methods for solving the unequal performance of CTs on the relay, three are m common use:
a. EUmmatmg the problem by eluninatmg u-on in the current transformer.
b. Usmg a multi-restramt, variable-percentage differential relay, which is specifically
designed to be insensitive to dc saturation.
c. Using a high-hnpedance, vohage-operated differential relay with a series-resonant
circuit to limit sensitivity to the dc component.

5.4 Design of Microprocessor Based Busbar Protection
with Current Transformer Saturation Detector

As mentioned before, microprocessor based relay have been widely used m protection of
motors generators, transformers, transmission Unes etc, however only few Uteratures discusses
the appUcation of dighal busbar relays [76-78]. Conventional busbar protection schemes
include percentage differential, phase comparison and directional comparison relaying. All are
based on relatively simple, well know protection principle.
Speed, stabihty and the reUabiUty are the main requhements of any protection schemes. Eigh
speed of operation is necessary to limit damage. Time of operation should be definitely much
less than that to be achieved by back-up protection scheme. Overcurrent relays are used to
cover up the busbar fauhs and they operate with considerable time delay (200 - 250ms) [72].
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However, in busbar protection, these requirements and the greatest possible senshivity can
only befiilfiUedin a compromised fashion. Short operating tunes and high senshivity can best
be achieved with a comparison of the momentary current values [79]. If the sum is not equal
to zero, then there is a fault between the points of measurements bordering the protection
zone. This is valid, only as long as the CTs are not saturated. For the case with saturation,
which can be fiirther amplified by remanence, the sum of the instantaneous currents is not
equal to zero, although there is no fault in the protection. In such case the protective device
would give the tripping command to all the breakers on a busbar and cause a power failure.
However, saturation of CTs may introduce errors in operation of differential busbar relay. In
order to avoid this, a new digital method for the rapid and reUable detection of CT saturation
for single and muhiple pole short chcuhs is designed. The developed busbar protection
algorithm uses a very fast instantaneous percentage differential principle and phase comparison
technique. With the incorporation of a saturation detector, the busbar differential protection
relay can provide a correct trip or block decision for either an mtemal or an external fault in
the presence of CT saturation within a quarter cycle. Figure 5.15 shows afijnctionalblock
diagram of a busbar differential protection with saturation detector.

Percentage
Differential
Protection

Trip
AND

Input

Current
Sattiration
Detector

Tphase
Counter
Current

Phase
Cooiparison
Protection

0.

Trip

AND

Trip
Overcurrent
Back-up
Protection

Figure 5.15 A block diagram of a busbar differential protection with satiiration detector
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Here, the proposed application of digital technologies to the busbar protection relay offers the
following features:
1)

Protective system reUabihty can befiirthermcreased by using differential protection
technique — a very fast percentage differential protection and phase comparison
protection, and combined use of definite and extremely inverse overcurrent
techniques as a back-up.

2)

Algorithms can be implemented in real time for busbar relays dealmg with smgle or
muhiple feeders.

3)

High speed of operation can be generated to isolate internal faults within half cycle,
(at the sampling rate of 2400 Hz — 48 samples/cycle).

4)

A self-diagnosticfimctionprovides high dependability and stabihty.

5)

The saturated CTs can be correctly identified.

Percentage Differential Protection Scheme
Theoretically, Kirchoff s law states that the sum of current meeting at any point m a network
must be zero. From this, it follows that the sum of current entering and leaving the busbars
must be zero at any instant. If the current in each circuit connected to the busbar is monitored
via CTs and summed together, the resuhant current will be zero for a heahhy busbar system.
However, during a busbar fauh the resuhing differential current will be proportional to the
fault current.
However, it should be realised that due to the errors of CTs and other relative factors, the
above principle will not hold in practice. Practically, differential relays may be of ehher fixed
or variable percentage, and typical characteristics are illustrated in Figure 5.16. The restramt
current on the x-axis can be ehher the smaller current (IR") or the larger current (IR') (Figure
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5.2), depending on the design sensitivity. The y-axis is the operating current (IQP) of the relay.
Fixed percentage relay exists between 10 to 50% and may or may not have taps to change the
percentage. Thus with a 50% characteristic, an external or through current of lOA v/ould
require a difference or operating current of 5 A or more for the relay to operate. Hence a 10%
type current would produce relay operation.

The variable percentage type does not have percentage taps. At low through currents the
percentage is low since at these levels the CT performance is usually quite good. At high
through currents, where CT performance may not be as good, a high percentage characteristic
is provided. This gives increased sensitivity with higher security.

Variable
Restraint
Operate
Current

Restraint Current (I^^)

Figure 5.16 Typical through current characteristics of
various differential type relays [66].

To provide high sensitivhy to light internal fault with high security (high restraint) for external
fauhs, most differential relays are of the percentage differential type [73].

In the proposed design, the protection algorithm is based on the well proven differential current
measuring principle and utilises a restraint current to provide stability. A very fast
instantaneous percentage differential algorithm is used as shown below:
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n

Zik

Ka

=
^Rest

k=l
n . ,

5.1

k=l
where:

Ka is the percentage restrain factor
n

is the number of terminals

However, the trip operation principle of busbar protection is shown m Equation 5.2.

n

Z ik

k=l

-

n
Kd Z ik| ^ Ithreshold
k=l

5.2

The threshold value Ithreshou is sUghtly larger than 10% of the magnitude of the magnitude of
the maxhnum external secondary fault current. If Ithreshold is not exceeded then no mtemal fauh
exits. The value of Ithreshold determines the sensitivity of the busbar protection. In this design,
Ithreshold is set up to 10% of the magnitude of the maximum external secondary fauh current.

Phase Comparison Protection Scheme

Theoretically, the phase comparison method requires only the polarity of the mput signals and
does not rely on accurate magnitudes. A counting scheme is used to determine the number of
samples requiring the generated polarity. Because, the phases of the feeder currents may differ
by as much as 60° [80], the threshold for the tripping counter is sbrteen which corresponds to
the angle of 120°. The phase comparison scheme is designed to work within a cycle and, is
much slower than the differential scheme which works withm a quarter cycle.

Algorithm of CT Saturation Detection

For differential protection of busbars. CT saturation must be considered. Currently, digital
algorithm of CT saturation detection has been well established in many aspect of power system
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differential protection [81-82]. It is well known that if the CTs were perfect transducers, then
the simple protection circuh would be stable for all through fauh condhions. However, this is
not the case and due to unequal loading on the chcuhs, it is possible for one of the CTs to
saturate during a fauh. It does not then produce a current sufiBcient to balance the scheme and
the protection may operate incorrectiy.

In order to prevent the mcorrect operation, a CT saturation detector is used to determme the
inception of saturation in one or all of CTs. This detector provides following features:
Saturation is determined at every mdividual CT.
The development of the sum and the difference of the currents allows to determine
whether or not the saturation has occurred.
Saturation detector is equaUy suhed for differential protection of busbars, hnes or other
electrical equipment.
In cases of CT saturation, the waveform of the current secondary current in each cycle
consists of two periods: a saturation period and non-saturation period. If CT saturation during
an external fault, differential current does not flow during the non-saturation period [81].
Utihsing this phenomenon, a waveform discriminatmg element for saturation detector has been
designed.

This waveform discriminating element operates if a change in the instantaneous value of the
differential current is greater than a specified percent of a change in the mstantaneous value of
the restraining current. Although CT of the outgoing terminal is saturated during the external
fault, there is a non-saturation period m each cycle of the CT secondary current. This element
will not operate in this non-saturation period. The algorithm of this element is given m
Equation 5.3.

Aid > k.(AIp + AI„)
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where:

Aid

-

I Idm - Idm-l I + I Idm-l " Idm-2

5.4

Alp

=

I Ipm - Ipairl I + I Ipm-1 " Ipm-2

5.5

AIn

-

I Inm - Inm-1 I + I Inm-1 " Iinm-2

5.6

Aid

is the change m the differential current h',

Alp +AI„

is the change in the restrammg current;

Id

is sum of current data at each terminal;

Ip
In

is sum of current data at each terminal which is positive;
is sum of current data at each terminal which is negative;
is design constant ( k, < 1 );

m, m-1, m-2 . .is sampUng tuning.
When the power system is in the normal service condition. Equation 5.3 does not hold,
meaning that waveform discriminating element will not operate. Figure 5.17 shows CT
secondary current waveforms of the incoming termmal and the outgomg terminal current, and
the differential current at time of an external fauh with outgoing termmal CT saturation. In
thefigurethe vertical Hne represents the sampUng timing. From the inception of a fault until
the CT secondary current at the outgoing terminal is saturated, the differential current, la is
zero and the change in the differential current Ala obtamedfi^omEquation 5.4 is also zero.
However, the change in the restraming current given by Equation 5.5 is a suflBciently large
positive value, so that Equation 5.3 is not met and the waveform discriminatmg element will
also not operate. After this, smce there is a duration in which Equation 5.3 is satisfied, the
waveform discriminating element will operate, therefore a certain time delay is inserted to
reliably block the operation of the percentage differential protection scheme.
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CT secondary current
(biconting terminal)

^pm-2.

CT secondary current
(Outgoing terminal)

DifGerential current

Idm-2

^-

Figure 5.17 Current transformer secondar\- current waveforms and differential
current for an external fault with current transformer saturation

During an internal fault conditions, the waveform discriminating element will operate because
the change in the instantaneous value of the differential current is greater than the change in the
restraining current. Therefore, during the internal fault, the differential protection scheme
operation is not blocked undesirably. That is, the differential protection scheme can rapidly
operate in the event of an internal fault. Further operation details is given in the following
section.

Back-up Protection Scheme

Traditionally, overcurrent relays are used to cover up the busbar faults. Of course they operate
with considerable time delay (200 - 250 ms). In order to improve the reliabilit>- and sensibility
of power system, the combined use of definite (100ms) and the extremely inverse overcurrent
relay is considered as backup protection.
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5.5 Implemented Software Design
The proposed substation bus-bar differential relaying algorithm is a hybrid scheme using a very
fast instantaneous percentage differential algorithm and the phase comparison method, and
using the combined use of definite (100ms) and extremely inverse overcurrent as back-up
protection. With the incorporation of a waveform discriminating element for saturation detector
operation, the operation of saturation detector is used to determine when to disable or use
percentage differential protection scheme. The differential protection algorithm is based on the
well proven differential current measuring principle and utilises a restraint cmrent to provide
stability. This instantaneous algorithm only uses three current sample values to generate a trip
decision, if it is required, the phase comparison protection method is nm in parallel with the
percentage differential scheme even when saturation is not detected. This helps to achieve a
high degree of stability in the case of saturation. A flow chart of the algorithm schemes for
implemented software design is shown in Figure 5.18.

Once a possible fault has been detected by checking all the current in the feeders, the back-up
protection and the waveform discriminating element are immediately started. If a particular
phase is coincident in all feeder currents, the relay increments that particular Tp^asg phase
counter by one. Otherwise, if all are not in phase, Tp^ase is decremented with a minimum
allowable value of zero. If any one of the Tp^ase phase coimter reaches a value of sixteen, a trip
signal will be issued. A the sampling rate of 2400 Hz (48 sample/cycle on 50 Hz system),
sixteen samples correspond to a phase shift of 120°, or a third of a cycle.

A closer look at the phase comparison method is in order. It should be made clear that there
exist two Tphase counter for each phase. One counts coincidental phases on the positive half
cycle (Tphase'p) while the other counts on the negative half cycle (Tphase'n)- ^^ the event that
enough samples are not available for Tp^ase'p to reach a trip value of sixteen, Tphase-n is activated
for the negative cycle while Tpha^g^p is reset to zero. The opposite is true for a fault occurring on
the negative half cycle.
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Figure 5.18 A flowchart of bus-bar protection relaying
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If, the waveform discriminate element operates during the internal fault, the percentage
differential will rapidly operate in the such serious fault condhions. During an external fault
whh CT saturation, the waveform discrimination wall not operate in the first few samples,
because, this element does not operate in the non-saturation period. For this reason, the
appropriate Time counter is used to determine whether a certam time delay is requhed to
block the operation of percentage differential scheme. The Time counter will increment by
one, if the waveform discriminatmg element does not operate during an external fault
condhion.
Once TEF counter is set to twenty. Then a certain time appropriate half cycle delay can be
generated by delay counter. However, a trip is blocked in the predetermmed period,
preventing an unwanted tripping when the differential protection scheme undeshably operate
by CT saturation during an external fauh. Likewise, during this stage, the phase comparison
and overcurrent protection method are continuously run to give a high degree of stability.

5.6 Conclusions
The concept of differential busbar protection and effect of CT saturation has been shown m
this chapter. Muhi-fiinction busbar relaying has been developed by combined using a very fast
percentage differential protection scheme and phase comparison protection scheme v^th CT
saturation detector. The busbar protection algorithm and the saturation detection algorithm
have been designed to be simple, efficient and accurate. Because the computational burden is
minimal for each technique, both algorithms can be implemented in real time for busbar relays
dealing with multiple feeders. The rehability of the conventional percentage differential
protection scheme can greatly be improved with the combined use of phase comparison
protection scheme and saturation detector. The design of hardware and software and the
resuhs of simulation and implementation are given in the following chapters.
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Chapter 6
Design of Intelligent Embedded
System for Fault Classification

6.1 Introduction
A system that possesses and acquires knowledge and reasons with that knowledge, like a
human, seems the most desirable intelligent system. An intelligent system is characterised
mostiy by a leaming ability which makes the system's reactions appropriate to each situation.
When a system improves its performance at a given task over a period of time, without
amending programs or structures, it can be said to have learned something. In this design, the
main concern in leaming is to attempt to provide a more reliable and adaptive solution for fault
classification.

As mentioned earlier, modem power systems are required to generate and supply high quality
electric energy to customers. A protective relay system constantly monitors the power system
to assure maximum continuity of electrical service with minimum damage to life and property.
They are found in large and small power industrial installation. This wide usage, with high
demand for reliable operation has created a continuing desire for additional tasking. For
protective system improvement, such tasking is valuable not only to those directly responsible
for system protection, but also to many others indirectly associated with protection techniques,
such as classification and diagnosis is currently a very important problem in process protection.
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Recently, a goal of science and engineering has developed intelligent machines for many
aspects of engineering. These machines are envisioned to perform all cumbersome and tedious
tasks.

Neural networks are systems developed along some of the physiological and organisational
principles that are felt to be used in the human brain. Artificial neural networks (ANN) are
insphed by elucidations from biology and hence possess some characteristics of natural
nervous systems. Major features which artificial and biological neural networks share, are the
large numbers of interconnections. Intercormections between the processing elements are often
modifiable in some way and this phenomenon is known in biological terms as synaptic
plasticity. A neural network is a network of nodes or neuron's analogous to the biological
synapse. The nodes are interconnected through weighted links. The weights are usually
adjustable and can be trained or leamed through a leaming algorithm and training example.

From an engineering and computer science point of view, the major issues of neural network
research lie in the analysis, application and implementation of simple parallel stmctures which
have the ability to leam or be trained to store and retrieve information. Numerous neural
network models have been developed with varying stmctural topologies and connectivity
complexity. In order for such models to behave in an ordered manner, associated training
algorithms must be developed for the training of the neural nets and several classes of training
algorithms exist. Although the theoretical analysis and simulations of neural network models
serve to demonstrate the behaviour of such models, only the implementation of the networks in
physical devices can fully exploit their computational capabilities.

Neural networks present altemative ways of performing computational tasks. Before neuralbased designs can be committed into hardware, useful applications of such models must be
developed. In order to justify the use of neural network-based techniques in real-world tasks,
the performance of the neural-based approaches must be evaluated against that of conventional
methods. This is the approach that has been undertaken in this thesis. In addition, neural
network have leaming and self-organisation capabilities. Therefore, neural network can adapt
to changes in data, leaming the characteristics of input signal. That is, neural network can leam
a mapping between an input and an output space and synthesise an associative memory that
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retrieves the appropriate output when presented with the input and generalises when presented
with new input [83].

In order to justify the use of neural network-based techniques in real-worid tasks, an intelligent
embedded microprocessor system for fault classification in power system protection is
proposed in this chapter.

Due to the use of advanced microprocessor technology, the number of intelligent functions that
could not be carried out in conventional and static technology can be realised now. That
includes new protection algorithms as well as comprehensive protective function possibilities
and diagnostic routines. However, those supplementary protective fimctions are now used with
software programs and do no longer need additional hardware and housings.

Here, this chapter presents a method for designing a neural network for potential application in
real-time protection system. Specifically, the contingency classification problem is formulated
as a pattem recognition problem. The method is used for power fault classification in three
phase transmission system based pn the use of both the supervised leaming neural network
technology and the adaptive pattem recognition concept. The fault waveforms used for leaming
is obtained by performing the ATP4 simulation under different system conditions. A leaming
program is written in C language. This program allows a user to build a generalised delta mle
net for supervised leaming. The number of input and output, number of hidden layer and
number of units in each hidden layer can be specified initially. The proposed design is
simulated and implemented in a laboratory transmission line model. The results show that the
advent of ANN provides power engineers with powerful tools and possesses the ability to
perform pattem recognition and optimisation in a fast and efficient manner when they are
sufficiently trained. Furthermore, the enhancement in computational speed can be achieved
when neural networks are implemented using parallel processing techniques.
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6.2 Design Principle of Artificial Neural Network

6.2.1 The Basic Structure of Neural Network
In theory, ANNs try to mimic the biological brain neural networks into mathematical model
[84]. The brain is a large scale system connecting many neural cells called neurons which is
shown in Figure 6.1. It is estimated that a human being has around 10^ brain cells. The brain
has many excellent characteristics, e.g. parallel processing of information, a leaming function,
self-organisation capabilities, etc. The brain can also provide an associative memory and is
good for information processing such as pattem recognition.

Cell Body (Soma)

Figure 6.1 Representation of a biological neuron
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In ANN, a model of the brain connects many linear or non-linear neuron models and processes
information in a parallel distributed maimer.

6.2.2 Neuron Modeling for Artificial Neural System [85]
The McCulloch-Pitts model of a neuron [85] is characterised by its formalism and hs elegant,
precise mathematical definition. However, the model makes use of several simplifications. It
allows binary 0, 1 states only, operates under a discrete-time assumption, and assumes
synchrony of operation of all neurons in a larger network. Weights and the neurons thresholds
are fixed in the model and no interaction among network neurons takes place except for signal
flow. Thus, we will consider this model as a starting point for our neuron modeling discussion.
Specifically, the artificial neural systems and computing algorithms employ a variety of neuron
models that have more diversified features than the model just presented.

Every neuron model consists of a processing element with synaptic input connections and a
single output. The signal flow of neuron inputs, Xj, is considered to be unidirectional as
indicated by arrows, as is a neuron's output signal flow. A general neuron symbol is shown in
Figure 6.2.

Synapiic connections

X

*

Neuron's proccising node
Muhiplicative
weiehu

Figure 6.2 General symbol of neuron consisting of processing
node and synaptic connections
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This symboUc representation shows a set of weights and the neuron's processing unit , or
node. The neuron output signal is given by the foUowmg relationship;

o

=

f(w'x),

6.1a

^
(n
f Z WiXi
J
Vi=i

6.1b

or
o =

where w is the weight vector defined as

W

A
=

[Wi W2 ... w j '

A
=

[Xi. X2 ... x„]'

and X is the input vector:

X

(All vectors defined in this text are column vectors: superscript denotes a transposition.) The
fimction f(w'x) is often referred to as an activation fimction. Its domain is the set of activation
values, net, of the neuron model; we thus often use this function as f(net). The variable net is
defined as a scalar product of the weight and input vector

A

net

=

w'x

6.2

The general neuron symbol, shovm in Figure 6.2 and described hi expressions 6.1 and 6.2, is
commonly used in neural network Uterature.

Observe fi-om Equation 6.1 that the neuron as a processmg node performs the operation of
summation of hs weighted inputs, or the scalar product computation to obtam net.
Subsequently, h performs the nonlinear operation f(net) through hs activation fimction.
Typical activation fimctions used are
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f(net)

A
1
= —
7-7—T
1 + exp(-?Lnet)

6.3a

f(net)

A
J+1, net > 0
= sgn(net) = 1
[-1, net < 0

6.3b

and

Activation fimction 6.3a and 6.3b are called bipolar continuous and bipolar bmary fimctions
respectively. The word "bipolar" is used to point out that both positive and negative responses
of neurons are produced for this definition of the activation fimction.

By shiftmg and scaling the bipolar activation fimctions defined by Equation 6.3, unipolar
continuous and unipolar and binary activation functions can be obtained, respectively, as

f(net)

A
=

1
-—: r
1 + exp(-A.net)

f(net)
^ ^

A' 1, net > 0
= \^
^
0, n e t < 0

6.4a

and
6.4b

6.2.3 The Neural Network
In the biological brain, a tremendous number of neurons are interconnected to form the
network and perform advanced intelligent activities. The ANN is buih by neuron models.
Organisation of the neural network is classified largely into two types: recurrent net and feedforward net. In the recurrent net, muhiple neurons are interconnected to organise the network
which is shown in Figure 6.3. The feed forward net has a hierarchical stmcture that consists of
some layers without interconnections between neurons in each layer, and signals flow fi-om
input to output layer in one direction which is shown in Figure 6.4. The following sections
describe typical examples of the recurrent net and the feed-forward net.
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Ouiput-s (valid after convergence)
X N

Figure 6.3 Interconnecting neural network (Hopfield neural network).
Vi mdicates the state of the system, x; indicates the mitial value
of the node, and Xj' indicates the output value after convergence.

Error back-propagadon (leaming algorithm)
.—••••

• "

•

Output layer

Input layer
Hidden layers
Signal flow

Figure 6.4 Multilayer neural network. The solid line mdicates the physical
signal flow, whereas the dotted line indicates the back propagation.
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6.3 Neural Network Topologies [85]
As defined earlier, a neural network is a model that consists of a multitude of simple adaptive
elements connected in parallel and often arranged in a hierarchical manner. Although neural
network models are similar in fundamental concept, each network can be fiirther characterised
by several key properties:

1)

the equations which govem its recall procedure;

2)

the topology of the network;

3)

the leaming algorithm which is invoked in order to modify some part of the
network, usually the synaptic or connection strengths between each node.

The equations of a neural network model represent a model of the behaviour of the network
when an input stimulus is applied to the input of the network. Typically, each individual
neuron may perform some collation of its input signals and generate an output. This output
may be from a simple flow of information from the inputs and through the network, or there
may be some recurrence or feedback in which case the network experiences a transient phase
before stabilising to produce an output signal. The complexity of this process and the fimctions
which determine the outputs generated by the network, are factors which help to distinguish
one model from another.

The topology of the neural network is the stmcture in which the neurons of the network are
connected. The network topology is probably the most distinguishing characteristic of a neural
model. Nodes of networks are often arranged in layers of feedforward connections, but more
complex models may also comprise feedback connections.

Most neural networks are capable of securing information through a process of leaming. The
leaming process, also referred to as the training of a neural network, is typically an herative
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procedure which is invoked to modify some parameters of tiie network, usually the connection
weights.
Many different classes of neural networks exist and h has been estimated that over 50 types of
neural models have been explored in research or being developed for applications. Several of
the more well known neural network models are listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Some Major Neural Network Models

Neural Model
Adaptive
Resonance Theory
Counter-propagation
Network

Inventor/Developer
Gail Carpenter,
Stephen Grossberg
Robert Hecht-Nielsen

Hopfield Network

John Hopfield

Madaline

Leaming Scheme
Self-organising

Primary Applications
Pattem recognition
Image compression,
Pattem recognition

Bernard Widrow

Hybrid, selforganising,
supervised
Optimising
Algorithm
Delta Rule

Neocognitron

Kunihiko Fukushima

Self-organising

Perceptron

Frank Rosenblatt

Perceptron Leaming
Algorithm

Self-Organising
Feature Map

Teuvo Kohonen

Self-organising

Boltzmann/Cauchy
Machines
Multilayered
Feedforward Net

Geoffey Hinton,
Terry Sejnowski,
Harold Szu
Paul Werbos,
David Parker

Associative memory
Adaptive
equalisation
Complex handwritten
character recognition
Simple pattem
recognition
Pattem recognition,
phonemic
recognition

Simulated annealing

Pattem recognition

Back Propagation
Algorithm

Pattem recognition,
control

There exist many neural models, each of which is differentiated by their network topology,
connectivity and transfer function. Neural networks can be categorised in terms of the signals
that they respond to as well as the type of leaming method which is employed to train them. In
general, some neural models are capable of processing binary inputs and producing binary
outputs only, while other networks are able to process either integer or continuous valued input
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signals. Each model is suited to particular types of applications or implementations and this
will be further discussed in a later section.

Almost every neural network model, regardless of neural stmcture or network topology,
requires a leaming mle which enables functional changes to be made to the network. The
changes are reflected in the signal processing ability of tiie collective network and are usually
made in response to the environment in which the network must interact. Neural network
leaming algorithms can be broadly separated into three classes and these are;

Supervised Learning

Supervised leaming techniques are methods for training neural networks when the output space
is known and determinate. Such training algorithms are known as supervised methods because
as the term suggests, the neural network requires some form of extemal supervision in order to
leam the desired behaviour. The extemal supervision comes in the form of a complete set of
reference pattems or target vectors which corresponds to the set of input pattems. The concept
of supervised leaming is thus Euialogous to route leaming with a set of questions and
corresponding answers. Typically, a neural network using a supervised algorithm, is trained
during a separate training phase dming which the network weights are modified according to
the leaming mle. Once the network has been trained, the network can then be used to process
any input pattem. The most famous and publicised supervised training algorithm is the Back
Propagation algorithm which is used for the training of multilayered feedforward networks.
The back propagation algorithm is a gradient descent procedure which is a very widely applied
procedure.

Typically, supervised leaming rewards accurate classification or associations and punishes
those which yield inaccurate responses. The teacher estimates the negative error gradient
direction and reduces the error accordingly. In many situations, the inputs, outputs and the
computed gradient are deterministic, however, the minimisation of error proceeds over all its
random realisations. As a result, most of the supervised leaming algorithms reduce to
stochastic minimisation of error in multi-dimensional weight space.
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Unsupervised Learning

Neural networks which do not require a set of desired responses at the time of training are
known as unsupervised neural networks. These neural models are able to modify their
connection strengths in response to the input signals being presented to them. The network is
able to leam and adapt hs weights to the signals which are fed to it at the time of presentation.
Such networks which leam without the need for exemplars are sometimes referred to as selforganising neural networks. Much interest lies in the investigation of self-organising neural
systems as it is felt that this form of leaming is more biologically plausible than supervised
leaming.

Graded and Reinforcement Learning

A separate class of algorithms known as the reinforcement leaming algorithms, require only a
single training feedback scalar signal from which the entire network can be trained. As with
other models, the neural network interacts with its environment by receiving a time-varying
vector back to the environment.

6.4 Current Application of Neural Network
Neural networks represent an altemative form of processing to conventional methods and
hence have been applied to many real-world problems with varying degrees of success. Many
applications have been pursued in research environments such as universities and research
laboratories although there are some cases of commercially developed packages based on
neural computation. Some areas in which neural networks have been applied are listed below.

Robotics and Control
Pattem Classification and Recognition
Vision and Image Processing
Signal Processing
Speech Processing and Synthesis
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Miscellaneous Applications

The work in this thesis investigates the application of neural networks to the areas of power
systems engineering which encompasses pattem recognition and fauh classification. For this
reason, the review of the appUcations of neural networks is focused m this area.
Neural networks are beUeved to be particularly suhed to appUcations m pattem recognition
and classification area and there are several neural network models which have been
successfiiUy implemented for pattem classification tasks. Neural networks represent a new
approach to pattem classification which has been traditionally dominated by statistical methods
and as such the relative performance of neural-based recognition techniques needs to be
assessed against statistical benchmarks.
The types of pattems and signals used in classification problems come in many different forms,
for example speech signals such as discrete words. Other forms of input pattems include
images such as characters and handwritten character as well as processed digital images which
can be used for recognition tasks.

6.5 The Learning Algorithms as Used in Our Design
Figure 6,4 illustrates an example of a feed-forward net with only forward connections. Since a
form of the feed-forward net indicated a muhilayering of perceptrons, it is also called a
perceptron type. In the case of the original perceptron, the Ihnit of hs capabihty was that only
the connection weights were leamed between the hidden layer and output layer [86]. In the
1980's, Rumelhart et al. [86] proposed a leammg algorithm with the teacher of the feedforward net to solve this problem by muhilayering using a back-propagation algorithm. The
back-propagation is a generalisation of the Least Mean Squares algorithm. In this algorithm,
an error function is defined and equal to the mean square difference between the deshed
output and the actual output of the feed-forward net. In order to minimise this error fimction,
the back-propagation algorithm uses a gradient search technique. It is called the generalised
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deha mle [87]. The detail and derivation of the generalised delta mle and back-propagation
algorithm are shown in Appendix C.

6.6 Design of Fault Classification by Using ANN in Power
Protective System
In this design, ANN techniques are proposed as an mteUigent tool to assess the fauh
classification of power transmission system. An ANN is rather shnilar, in principle, to a pattem
recognition system. However, there is a fimdamental difference. The basic steps in building a
pattem recognition system are to determine the pattems and features required, specify the
class of fimctions used for classification. The complexity of the relationships that can be
modelled depends on the features used and on the prespecified class of discrimmatmg
functions. In other words, there must be considerable prior knowledge about the fimctional
relationships that are to result. On the other hand, building an ANN requires selecting
appropriate input and output variable sets, an appropriate architecture (neurons and
interconnection stmcture) and an appropriate training algorithm. Here, complexity is
determined by the number of neurons in the network and the functional relationships used for
interconnections. The ANN effectiveness results because the number of neurons may be large
and the interconnections may be nonlinear. Further, the fimctional dependencies between mput
and output need not be prespecified, but they evolve during the trainmg process and can be
highly complex.

The approach of this design to use an ANN as a neural classification system is developed, by
the fact that neural networks have demonstrated the ability to store very complex classification
that is already mentioned in the earlier section.

In neural classification system, the classifying property of neural networks can be regarded as
the main characteristic of neural computation, that is intensively used for pattem recognition
tasks. Furthermore, ANN may be characterised as pattem driven system, i.e. they are fed with
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input pattems, convert them into neural activity pattern, andfinallyproduce output pattems. A
layered model of semantics in neural classifying modules is shovm in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5 A layered model of semantics in neural
classifying modules

Figure 6.5 illustrate that to obtain satisfactory performance fi-om a neural network, h is
necessary to have an appropriate stmcture (inputs, outputs, neurons and mterconnections), an
appropriate framing algorithm and a sufiBcient set of trammg cases. A stmcture of a typical
neural network used in our design is shown in Figure 6.6.
The general strengths of the neural networks are leamability, adaptabiUty, parallel processing
and fault tolerance [91]. Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is the most widely used artificial neural
network topology. Its popularity is mostly due to many successes m pattem recognition and
classificationfields.The MLP network consist of neurons arranged m a number of layers.
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INTERCONNECT

NEURON

Figure 6.6 Stmcture of a typical neural network

Figure 6.6 shows an example of two layer MLP network v^th one input, one hidden and one
output layers. In this network, the neurons in one layer are fully connected to the neurons in the
layers above or below them. The network is capable of performing association as it can be
framed to associate output vectors to input vectors. Training is done off-line by using an
exemplar set consisting of input/output examples. The exemplar set should include all
important examples. However, it does not have to include all input/output associations, as the
network is capable of generalisation. Therefore, it can generate output values for the inputs it
has not seen before, based on the examples it has seen during training. The typically used
training functions to train MLP networks is call "generalised leaming mle" which is already
introduced in section 6.5. As after mentioned, the principle behind the mle is to compute the
error at the output and change the weight of the network in order to minimise this error. This
error reduction is done using gradient descent technique. The weight change is done iteratively
in order to ensure the convergence.

In our design here, above mentioned technologies is used to build an artificial neural network
training software package. Figure 6.7 shows a training system of the neural networks.
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Figure 6.7 A trainmg system of the neural network

To fulfil above process, a training program is written in C language. This program allows a
user to build a generaUsed delta mle net for supervised leaming. User can specify the number
of input and output units, number of hidden layers and number of units m each hidden layer.
After the net is built, leaming takes place in the net with a given set of training samples. The
leaming algorithm is used as presented in section 6.5. The program also allows the user to
specify values of the leaming rate, the momentum rate, maximum tolerance errors and
maxmium number of iteration according to design criteria. After leaming, all the information
relevant to the stmcture of the net, mcluding weights and thresholds are stored in files. The
real time operation of fault classification net can be built by C language according to the above
resuhed weights. This can befiirtherused for real time implementation.
During the leaming stages, outputs can be generated for new pattems by readmg from file and
by reconstmcting the net. Training set samples and addhional samples for processing are
obtained by performing the ATP4 simulation under different type condhions (presented later)
and also are stored in files.
The major stmcture of leaming program are shown in Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11.
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Figure 6.8 A flowchart of the main program
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Function Start

Declaration & Initialisation

Call Function getjnput_and_setup_the_net()

Call Function initialize_net( ) I

Call Function initialize_weights( ) I

Call Function dread(char*taskname)
[read file containing weights and
thresholds, file name has suffix_w.dat]

Call Function wtread(char*taskname)
[read file containing weights and
thresholds, file name has suffix_w.dat

(Wj
Figure 6.9 Aflowchartof the leaming fijnction
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Declaration & Initialization

1

Print message & get taslc_name I

No
"Answer?"^

•tENDj

Yes
Call Function dread(task_name) I

I

Call Function wtread(taslc_name) I

Input data for output generation are created

*^

]

1

Output generation calculation I

Print 'Output have been generated

]

IENDI

Figure 6.10 Aflowchartof the output generation function
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Function Start]

Declaration and Initialization

Set the delta weights for loop to be initialized to the |
previous delta weights adjusted for momemtum

Call Propogate_forward (I)
[ propogate this training pattem
(sample input) forward through the net]

Calculate the hidden & input layer error & delta weights
"new weight = old weight + delta weight"

Calculate the normalized system
error and the pattem error

The error between the desired and the actual
output is sufficiently small ?

Update output with changed weights

Print results

(W)

Figure 6.11 Aflowchartof the leaming algorithm function.
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6.7 Trammg and Testing
The proposed design for fault classification using the artificial neural network is outiined in
earlier section. To prove the feasibility and viability of this approach, an ANN for training and
testing was built by carrying out the following steps:

1.

Constmct a simple power system model for training and testing purposes.

2.

Generate a training set consisting of input/output pair of system problems and
cortesponding fault types.

3.

Enter the training set into the neural network to train the network by using the leaming
function of program in the design.

4.

After the network is trained with success, enter test sets of data to verify the
corresponding system problems or system faults are correctly classified by using the
output generation function of program in the design.

Again, h should be pointed out that it is likely that not all the system contingencies would be
anticipated initially and consequently the neural network will not recognise such unanticipated
contingencies. However, a neural network can "leam" incrementally when a new case is input.
In power system, when a fault occurs, it causes variations in voltage and current that show
special pattems according to the method of grounding and fault types. In this design, the
training data used for leaming is acquired by performing the Altemate Transient Program
ATP4 simulation under different fault type conditions. ATP4 is the PC version of ElectroMagnetic Transient Program (EMTP - developed by Bonneville Power Administration). This
program enables the modelling of all power system parameters including pre-fault conditions
current and voltage transducers. The performed ATP4 simulation for different variation of fauh
types is specifically detailed in the following chapter.
In this design, the faults are classified as shown in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2 Fault types for classification
Fault Code

Fault Description

APEF

A phase to earth fault

BPEF

B phase to earth fault

CPEF

C phase to earth fauh

ABPEF

A & B phases to earth fauh

BCPEF

B & C phases to earth fauh

CAPEF

C & A phases to earth fault

ABPF

A & B phase fault

BCPF

B & C phase fauh

CAPF

C & A phase fauh

ABCPF

Three phase fault

hideed, twelve input vectors for above mentioned ten fault classes were selected from the
simulated data set to train the network. The Table 6.3 shows the hnplemented template for
training data.

Table 6.3 The implemented template for training data
Desired Output Pattem

Fault Types
APEF

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

BPEF

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

CPEF

0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ABPEF

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

BCPEF

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

CAPEF

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

ABPF

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

BCPF

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

CAPF

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

ABCPF

0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0 0 1
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The ANN'S block stmcture is detailed with one input layer with (12) neurons, one hidden
layer with (10) neurons, which is shown in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12 The stmcture of ANN's for fault classification

During training, a symptom current or vohage mput vectors representmg a fauh condhion is
applied to the input nodes. Random weighting's initial conditions were selected along with the
followmg parameters for training:

(1)

Momentum Rate

= 0.7

(2)

Leaming Rate

= 0.9

(3)

Sigmoid Parameter

=

(4)

Max. Total Error

= 0.01

(5)

Max. Individual Error

= 0.001

1.0

The successfijl network was found in 20,000 iteration with:

(1)

Total Pattem Error

= 0.00150
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(2)

Normalised System Error

= 0.00002

(3)

Individual Pattern Error Spec. = 0.00100

Once, the implemented network was fully trained by using a generalised delta mle net, the fault
classification knowledge is distributed over the multilayered network in such a way that a
pattem of coimection weights constitutes an implicit specification of fault classification
decision criteria. The final output for the trained input vectors are shown in the Table 6.4.

Table 6.4 Output for trained data pattems

Transients

Outputs for Trained Data Pattems

APEF

0.9980 0.0006 0.0011 0.0005 0.0017 0.0003 0.0005 0.0017 0.0014 0.0006

BPEF

0.0004 0.9978 0.0013 0.0004 0.0007 0.0025 0.0004 0.0003 0.0004 0.0008

CPEF

0.0012 0.0015 0.9982 0.0008 0.0005 0.0003 0.0006 0.0005 0.0004 0.0015

ABPEF

0.0003 0.0001 0.0005 0.9963 0.0004 0.0008 0.0013 0.0010 0.0004 0.0002

BCPEF

0.0016 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.9979 0.0012 0.0004 0.0005 0.0007 0.0002

CAPEF

0.0003 0.0021 0.0004 0.0004 0.0018 0.9932 0.0024 0.0009 0.0004 0.0005

ABPF

0.0003 0.0006 0.0005 0.0009 0.0005 0.0011 0.9996 0.0004 0.0022 0.0003

BCPF

0.0018 0.0002 0.0006 0.0014 0.0011 0.0016 0.0005 0.9985 0.0007 0.0004

CAPF

0.0013 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0006 0.0002 0.0024 0.0003 0.9977 0.0015

ABCPF

0.0005 0.0003 0.0026 0.0018 0.0024 0.0003 0.0012 0.0003 0.0014 0.9951

Figure 6.13 shows the convergences of the pattem error on different training conditions.

After the network has been trained successfully, fault classification can be tested by simply
presenting both trained and untrained input vectors to the input nodes and comparing the
activation values at the output nodes, as shown in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14 Recall phase of the neural network

In other words, the fault types can be diagnosed when the output node pertinent to the fault is
represented by a significantly high activation value (close to 1) for a given symptom input
vector pattem. In addition, used untrained input vectors are slightly different to the trained
input vectors. An important feature of ANN that is fundamental to this approach as they can
interpolate among the training cases to give an appropriate response for cases described by
neighbouring inputs. The test results is shown in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5 Test resuh of ANN's design

Test Cases

Output Pattems

Pattem
Error

Trained APEF

0.9980 0.0006 0.0011 0.0005 0.0017 0.0003 0.0005 0.0017 0.0014 0.0006

0.00150

Untrained APEF

0.9015 0.0011 0.0023 0.0006 0.0014 0.0009 0.0031 0.0038 0.0021 0.0010

0.00310

Trained BPEF

0.0004 0.9978 0.0013 0.0004 0.0007 0.0025 0.0004 0.0003 0.0004 0.0008

0.00150

Untrained BPEF

0.0007 0.9317 0.0017 0.0009 0.0010 0.0023 0.0013 0.0011 0.0008 0.0009

0.00209

Trained CPEF

0.0012 0.0015 0.9982 0.0008 0.0005 0.0003 0.0006 0.0005 0.0004 0.0015

0.00150

Untrained CPEF

0.0023 0.0026 0.9189 0.0012 0.0008 0.0007 0.0013 0.0010 0.0007 0.0024

0.00280

Trained ABPEF

0.0003 0.0001 0.0005 0.9963 0.0004 0.0008 0.0013 0.0010 0.0004 0.0002

0.00150

Untrained ABPEF

0.0005 0.0003 0.0013 0.9425 0.0005 0.0012 0.0026 0.0008 0.0009 0.0004

0.00180

Tramed BCPEF

0.0016 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.9979 0.0012 0.0004 0.0005 0.0007 0.0002

0.00150

Untrained BCPEF

0.0019 0.0005 0.0011 0.0005 0.9391 0.0020 0.0015 0.0008 0.0011 0.0001

0.00207

Trained CAPEF

0.0003 0.0021 0.0004 0.0004 0.0018 0.9932 0.0024 0.0009 0.0004 0.0005

0.00150

Untrained CAPEF

0.0007 0.0034 0.0012 0.0010 0.0030 0.9142 0.0051 0.0019 0.0017 0.0008

0.0030

Trained ABPF

0.0003 0.0006 0.0005 0.0009 0.0005 0.0011 0.9996 0.0004 0.0022 0.0003

0.00150

UntramedABPF

0.0007 0.0010 0.0012 0.0020 0.0016 0.0010 0.9516 0.0008 0.0031 0.0007

0.00172

Trained CBPF

0.0018 0.0002 0.0006 0.0014 0.0011 0.0016 0.0005 0.9985 0.0007 0.0004

0.00150

Untrained CBPF

0.0027 0.0003 0.0013 0.0022 0.0040 0.0020 0.0008 0.9308 0.0011 0.0009

0.00296

Trained CAPF

0.0013 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0006 0.0002 0.0024 0.0003 0.9977 0.0015

0.00150

Untrained CAPF

0.0019 0.0017 0.0011 0.0007 0.0010 0.0003 0.0061 0.0008 0.9079 0.0026

0.00307

Trained ABCPF

0.0005 0.0003 0.0026 0.0018 0.0024 0.0003 0.0012 0.0003 0.0014 0.9951

0.00150

Untrained ABCPF

0.0014 0.0008 0.0032 0.0023 0.0030 0.0009 0.0043 0.0008 0.0021 0.9236

0.00261

From these resuhs, the neural network can be classified because of the different fauhs
behaviour. In this study, only representative simulated fauhs data were trained. However,
training of large numbers of pattem data that cover many fauh behaviours may mcrease the
dynamic performance of the network.
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6.8 Implemented Software Design
In earlier sections, a suhable topology for the neural network, based on the muhi-layered
perceptron was developed; and an appropriate training method based on the back propagation
algorithm was used. After the implemented network was fully trained, the fault classification
knowledge was distributed over the multilayered network in such a way that a pattem of
connection weights constitutes an implicit specification of fault classification decision criteria.
For this reason, all weights of the successfully trained network in a generated file during
simulation are used to download to microprocessor memory as network information. A
program is designed to form a network for the purpose of fault classification in microprocessor
by using those connection weights information. Figure 6.15 shows a flowchart of implemented
program design.

Declaration & Initialisation

Calculate the output for the input layer

Calculate the output for the hidden & output layer

Store the output for each pattem

(Endl
Figure 6.15 A flowchart of implemented program
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The program is written in C language, and saved as fimction m a Ubrary which can be
downloaded and caUed m the on-Une environment for real-time contmgency classification. The
major parts of program are shown in follows:
void neural_net(int I)
{
/* calculate the output for the input layer */
for (m=0; m<num_input_values; m++) *(output_ptr[0]+m)=mput[i][m];
/* calculate the output for the hidden & output layer level */
for (m=l; m<num_hidden_layers+2; m-H-) /* for each layer */
(

for (n=0; n<num_units_in_layer[m]; n-H-)

/* for each unit in each layer*/

(

net=0.0;
for (p=0; p<num_units_in_layer[m-l]+l; p++) /* for each mput to each unit m each laver */
{
offset=(num_units_in_layer[m-l]+l * n + p;
net += *(weight_ptr[m-l]+offset) * (*(output_ptr[m-l]+p)); /* calculate the net value*/
}
*(output_ptr[m]+n)=l/(l+exp(-net*sigmoidj3aprmeter)); /* apply the activation fimction*/
}

}
for(n=0; n<num_units_in_layer[num_hidden_layer+l]; n++)
/*store the output for each pattern*/
output[i][n]=*(output_ptr[num_hidden_layerfl]+n);
}
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6.9 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a feasibility study of the design an ANN for fault classification in
power system. The proposed design was trained and tested with the off-line data. From the test
resuhs presented in this chapter, the following conclusions can be made:

1)

ANN can be trained with the off-line data used to leam the fauh types in power system
and can generalise from the cases that were studied and, hence, respond to cases that
were trained.

2)

ANN provides the ability to perform pattem classification in a fast and efficient manner
after they are sufficiently trained. Further enhancement in computational speed can be
achieved when ANN implemented using parallel processing techniques or in the form
of hardware.

3)

The multi-layered perceptron with back propagation algorithm is successful in correctly
classifying the complex pattems which is related to typical power system faults.

4)

The result indicates that ANN used in on-line power system for fault classification is
valid.

5)

It is possible that the present technology for training large ANN can be extended to full
scale power system network application.

Finally, this proposed system design verifies the results of classification obtained by the ANN
using qualitative knowledge and can be effectively used as a part of power system protection
schemes in the future.
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Chapter 7
Implemented System Design

7.1 Introduction
Modem power systems are required to generate and supply high quality electric energy to
customers. A growing demand for accurate, selective and reliable overcurrent relays has
increased recently because of the complexity and capacity of the power systems is increasing.
To achieve these objectives, high-precision analogue components and improved algorithms
must be used in electromechanical and solid-state relays. The recent advancements of digital
technology associated with the power industry has had strong impact on development of power
system protection equipment and techniques. The low cost, high performance micro-processor
has led to their increasing use in digital relaying techniques. The 32-bit micro-computer boards
with their high speed, high computing power, and easy interfacing feature to the power system
protection, provides special possibilities of implementing muhi-digital protection schemes vrith
the required speed, accuracy communication, information storage and processmg capabilities
of modem microprocessor in overciurent relay designs. This would provide efficient and
reliable protection of distribution and sub-transmission networks.

A highly flexible, multi-tasking, and open-ended digital relaying system is a prerequisite. This
implies that the system should employ the most advanced microprocessor, with supporting
system card as available in the market. The chief criteria in selecting such device are:

*

the software development facilities;
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*

the communication hnks to serial and parallel ports;

*

the ease of expansion of the parallel ports;

*

the manufacturer support for such system.

The new approach to implement multi-protection schemes is based on a 32-bh MC68020
microprocessor with its high speed, high computmg power as well as hs high level language
feature, provides special possibilities of implementing multi-protection schemes with high
accuracy and rehability. Some of these tasks are:
*

Multi-tasking digital relay protection (hnplementation of more than one relay based
single processor)

*

Multi-tasking relaying techniques (overcurrent, differential protection)

*

Digital signal processing (power spectmm analysis, digital filtering)

*

Multi-processmg capability, that is hnplementation of:
adaptive protection scheme which improve the system performance;
mtegratmg the protection schemes and fiirther improving the system
reliability.

This chapter describes in detail the MC68020 hardware system, the software development
system and the design of interfacing hardware system. The FLIGHT-68020 EVM
microcomputer board is used as the base for the hardware system design. The design stmcture
is as shown in Figure 7.1.
The system hardware design consists of three major sections:

*

the microprocessor board

*

the software development system
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the interfacing system
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Figure 7.1 The block diagram of microprocessor based relajdng system

The development of an inteUigent multi-digital relaying program imposes some special
requirements. The program is designed to perform the following specific major tasks:
*

samphng and estimating line currents;

*

modelling the relay characteristic for specific protection schemes;

*

formulating the trip decision;

*

performing the fault classification;

The system demonstrates the capability of providing multi-digital relayingfimctionswith high
reliability and open-ended facilities for integrating multi-relays and multi-protection schemes.
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7.2 System Hardware Design

7.2.1 Evolution of the Microprocessor
hitel Corporation introduced the first microprocessor, the 4004, in 1970. The 4004 evolved
firom a development effort while desigmng a calculator chip set.
Soon after the 4004 appeared in the commercial market, three other microprocessors were
introduced. These were the Rockwell Intemational PPS-4, the Intel 8-bh 8008, and the
National Semiconductor 16-bk IMP-16.
The microprocessors introduced between 1971 and 1973 were thefiirst-generationsystems.
They were designed using the PMOS (P-type MOS) technology. This technology provided
low cost, slow speed, and low output currents and was not compatible with TTL (Transistor
Transistor Logic).
After 1973, second-generation microprocessors such as Motorola 6800 and 6809, Intel 8085,
and 2;ilog Z80 evolved. These processors were fabricated usmg the NMOS (N-gype MOS)
technology. The NMOS process offers faster speed and higher density than PMOS and is
TTL-compatible.
After 1978, the third-generation microprocessors were mtroduced. These processors are 16 bh
wide and include typical processors such as Intel 8086/80186/80286 and Motoroala
68000/68010. These microprocessors are designed using the HMOS (high-density MOS)
technology. HMOS provides the followmg advantages over NMOS:
*

Speed-Power-Product (SPP) of HMOS is four times better than NMOS:

NMOS « 4 Picojoules (PJ)
HMOS « 1 Picojoule (PJ)
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HMOS « 1 Picojoule (PJ)
Note that Speed -Power-Product

= speed x power
= nanosecond x milliwatt
= picojoules

*

Circuit densities provided by HMOS are approximately twice those of NMOS:
NMOS = 4128 gates/|am-2

HMOS = 1852.5 gates/^im^

where 1 jim (micrometer) = 10"^ meter.

In the 1980s, fourth-generation microprocessors evolved. Intel introduced the first commercial
32-bit microprocessor, the problematic Intel 432. This processor was eventually discontinued
by Intel. Since 1985, more 32-bit microprocessors have been introduced. These include
Motorola's MC68020 and 68030 and Intel 80386 and Intel 80486. These processors are
fabricated using the low-power version of the HMOS technology called the HCMOS [92].

The trend in microprocessors is not toward introduction of 64-bit microprocessors. Extensive
research is being carried out for implementation of more on-chip functions and for
improvement of the speeds of memory and I/O devices.

In addition, the use of advanced microprocessor is a very important step in the real-time
application process. Recently, many researchers and engineers have used those advanced
microprocessor as tools in many fields.
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7.2.2 The Microprocessor System [93]
The designed microprocessor system is based on the Flight-68020 EVM, which contains 32-bit
MC68020 microprocessor plus MC6881 Math co-processor for powerful and accurate
computing applications [93]. Flight-68020 EVM microprocessor system is made by Flight
Electronics Ltd. in U. K. and is buih around the Motorola MC68020 Central Processing Unit.
This unh has a full 32-bh data bus and a 32-bit address bus which is capable of accessing a
linear address space of 4 Gigabytes. It is driven by a crystal controlled oscillator nmning at 25
MHz, and divided by 2 to drive the MC68020. The Flight-68020 EVM system block diagram
is shown in Figure 7.2. The Flight-68020 EVM specification and board layout are shown in
Appendixes D. 1 and D.2.

The Flight-68020 EVM is of simple and efficient design and very easy to use. It will enable the
newcomer to the 68020 to quickly get to grips with the subject, leading the processor along in a
clear and precise manner. The more important points are that the system provides the following
facilities:

complete serial interfacing to a host computer for software development facilities;
parallel interfacing for the required protection scheme;
bus extension for possible future extension for multi-processing application.

7.2.2.1 Hardware and Firmware Features

Hardware

The FLIGHT-68020 EVM is constructed on a multi layer board and is based around the full
32-bit bus of the 68020 atid contains two devices from the 68000 peripheral family, plus an
optional maths co-processor.

The MC68681 Dual Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter provides two RS232
compatible serial ports, one for communication with a terminal, and the other for
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communication with either a host computer (VAX, PDP 11 etc), upon which software may be
developed for advanced applications, or for producing assembler listings or hard copy printout
of debug sessions etc.
The MC68230 Peripheral Interface/Tuner provides 24 peripheral I/O lines plus a tuner.
Memory consists of four 8k Byte static RAM memories, and one 64k Byte EPROM which
contains the monitor and assembler/disassemblerfirmware(for turnkey applications this could
be replaced by the user's application firmware).

68020
CPU

CLOCK
GEN

25MHz XTAL

68230
Pl/T

DIGITAL
I/O CONNECTOR

68881
CO-CPU

PORTA
RS232
INTER.PACE
PORTA

EPROM
64k BYTES

68681
DUART
AUXILIARY
I/O
CONNECTOR

RAM 32k BYTES
(UP TO 128k BYTES)

CPU BUS
CONNECTOR

9VDG

POWER
SUPPLIES

Figure 7.2 Block diagram of the Flight-68020 EVM system board
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The RAM can be used for data storage or programs. The bottom Ik Bytes are used by the
monitorfirmware,leaving 31k Bytes (127k Bytes using larger devices)fi-eefor the user.
The power requhements of the FLIGHT-68020 EVM are shnply an unregulated 9 Voh DC
supply capable of deUvering 800mA. The various vohages requhed by the system are derived
from this on the card.
A 9 Volt 1 Amp mains adaptor is supphed with the system.
Firmware
A 64k Bytefirmwarepackage is provided with the FIGHT-68020 EVM making the board mto
a 'mini' development system. It comprises comprehensive monitor, line-by-line assembler and
disassembler.
The monitor program provided with the FLIGHT-68020 EVM has been made as shnple as
possible to use. Each of the 71 different commands available is invoked by a simple two-letter
code, nofiirtherinformation has to be provided on the command invocation hne. The monitor
responds by asking for anyfiirtherinformation that is required, m a clear manner. The monitor
is user-friendly and easy to use, and does not require many hours of leaming before
constmctive use of the board can begin.
The occasional user will benefit fi-om the 'help' conunand which shnply hsts each of the
commands along with a brief description. In most cases no fiirther reference to this manual
will be required, once the detailed description of the commands has been studied.
The line-by-line assembler will be invaluable to the user with just the FLIGHT-68020 EVM
and a terminal and no host development system. It accepts 68020 assembler language
instmctions and assembles them a line at a time, making program entry simple and quick. For
demonstrations and test programs it will even be found faster and more convenient than usmg
a host computer withfiallcross-software faciUties.
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Using the disassembler, 68020 machine code may be disassembledfi-omany-where in memory.
The assembler source code may be displayed, or printed out if a printer is connected.

7.2.2.2 Main Processor and Features
Main Processor
The heart of the Flight-68020 EVM is the Motorola MC68020 Central Processmg Unit. It's
internal architecture is shown m Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3 Internal architecture block diagram of MC68020 CPU
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This unit has a fiiU 32-bit data bus and a 32-bit address bus which is capable of accessing a
Imear address space of 4G Bj^es. It is driven by a 12.5MHz clock generated by a Crystal
controlled oscillator miming at 25MHz, and divided by 2 to drive the 68020.
A number of other TTL chips surround the CPU to provide the necessary address decoding
and other fimctions necessary to 'glue' the elements of the board together. The processor is
reset automatically at power-up, and may subsequently be reset by pressmg switch.
Features
1)

Three 32-bit Arithmetic Units (AUs) in the on-chip execution unit that operate
concurtently for high performance;

2)

A 32-bh address bus;

3)

A 32-bh data bus;

4)

Dynamic sizing of the data bus to 8-, 16-, or 32-bh to match the size of the memory or
peripheral;

5)

Extended operand addressing modes. 20 types of addressing mode can be chosen;

6)

Extended instmction set. The whole instmction set contain 103 instmctions;

7)

Co-processor support;

8)

On-chip 128-word instmction cache;

9)

Extended exception processing;

10)

Virtual memory/machine support extended for 32-bit buses.
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7.2.2.3 Co-Processor
The MC68881 floating point maths co-processor m the Flight-68020 EVM system board
extends the integer data processing capabilities of the MC68020 processor by providing a
floating-point arithmetic unit and a set of floating-point data registers. MC68881 also
implements a complete set of trigonometric and transcendental fimctions. The interfacing
between MC68020 and MC68881 is simple because the MC68020 has all the mterfacing logic
for the co-processor built in. The block diagram of MC68881 is shown m Figure 7.4.
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7.2.2.4 EPROM Memory
The FLIGHT-68020 EVM system is fitted with a 27C512 64k Bytes EPROM which contains
the monitor and assembler/disassemblerfirmwareto make the board mto a 'mini' development
system.

7.2.2.5 RAM Memory
There are 32k Bytes RAM memories available m the Flight-68020 EVM system board. The
bottom Ik B)1;es is used by the monitor fkmware, but the rest is available to the user. It may
be extended up to a total of 128k Bytes. The whole microprocessor system is designed to mn
without 'wait states' both m accessmg RAM and EPROM.

7.2.2.6 MC68230 Peripheral Interface/Timer (PI/T)
MC68230 which is a Large Scale Integrated Ch-cuh chip provides versatile double buffered
parallel interfaces and a system oriented timer. It has the followng features:
1)

MC68000 bus compatible;

2)

Port modes include:
BhI/0
Uni-directional 8 bit and 16 bh
Bi-directional 8 bh and 16 bit

3)

Programmable handshaking options. It provides an interfaceflexibleenough for
connection to a wide variety of low, medium, or high speed peripherals or other
computer systems:
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4)

24-bit programmable timer modes. It can generate periodic intermpts, a square wave,
or a single intermpt after a programmed time period. It can also be used for elapsed
time measurement or as a device watchdog;

5)

Five separate intermpt vectors;

6)

Registers are read/write and directly addressable.

Its fimctional block diagram is shown m Figure 7.5 and hs pm assignment is shown m
AppendkD.3.

7.2.2.7 MC68681 Dual Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (DUART)
It consists of eight major sections: intemal control logic, intermpt control logic, a bidirectional 8-bit data bus buffer, two independent communication channels (A and B), a 8-bit
parallel input port and an 8-bit parallel output port. Figure 7.6 shows hs functional block
diagram of MC68681 and its pin assignment is shown m Appendix D.4.

7.2.2.8 Processor Bus Interface
In order to allow the Flight-68020 EVM system to be expanded fiirther or add addhional
peripheralfimctionsif desired, a bus interface at which all the MC68020 processor signals are
available, isfittedon the board. Its pinout details are shown in Appendix D.3.

7.2.2.9 Power Supplies
The Flight-68020 EVM only requires a single 9 Voh unregulated supply to operate, which vnU
normally be provided by the main adaptor supphed with the board.
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The board hself require voltages of+5, +12 and -12 V. These are all derived fi-om the 9 V
input, the +5 V being obtained by regulating the input supply, and the 12 V suppUes, which are
only used for the RS232 serial ports are then obtamed fi-om one of the RS232 Rx/Tx devices
(IC17aMC145407).

The +5 V supply can also be used to provide hmited extemal power, but the 12 V suppUes are
not available extemally.

7.2.2.10 M e m o r y M a p

Each of the addressed elements on the board is assigned a 2 megabyte block in the map. This
is far greater than is required by any device, but makes for simple address decoding circuitry
and ensures there is no limit as far as the address decoding chcuitry is concemed to the size of
memory that can be fitted.

It does mean though that there are large 'ambiguous' areas, that is a particular device will
appear repeated many times. For instance, v^th 32k Byte main RAM h has the prime address
of $4000000 to $407FFF.

However, because of the partial address decoding h can be said that the address of the main
RAM is instead $5F8000 to $5FFFFF (address $5F8000 accesses the same location m RAM
as does address $400000). The details of Flight-68020 EVM memory map is shown m
Appendix D.5.

7.2.3 The Software Development System
This updated system is based on SPARK SUN workstation. The workstation provide all the
industry standard software development facilhies. Some of these facilities are: UNIX
Operating System, C-compiler, 68020 Simulator and Cross Assembler. C-language is the
programming tool used for implementation of the relaying schemes. It uses high level language
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which provides fast program development and a particular user's needs. The assembly
language aspect is especiaUy required for I/O functions and special algorithms. The C-compiler
on this system is capable of generating compiled files tool during first phase of the program
testing, and file compilation for the real target (68020 processor). Also powerfiil debuggmg
facilities on high level and assembly level programming, is available for program modification
and extension.

7.2.3.1 The Software Development System - Overview
Software Overview

The 32-bh development packages and support software can be divided mto 3 groups as
follows:

1)

C compilers, libraries, assembler, linker/loader, source code debugger.

2)

Environment dependent routines to match the compiler code to the target environment.

3)

Conununication and terminal emulation programs to connect the SUN SPARC to the
target systems and dovraload programs.

The C compilers, libraries, assembler, etc have been provided by Hewlett-Packard and as such
are an mdustry standard type suhe of programs with fiill code opthnisation facihties and many
advanced features.

Useful Commands Overview
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C Program Compile
Command

Source

Function

cc20c

filename.c

Compile, assemble and hnk v^dth in hne
floating point instmctions

a.out.x for
MC68020 target

cc20n

filename, c

Compile, assemble and link without coprocessor instmctions

a.out.x MC68020
target

cc20ns

filename.c

Compile, assemble and Unk without coprocessor instmctions

a.out.x debugger on
MC68020

Output

Assembler Command
Command

Source

Function

Output

as68k

filenames

Assemble only

filename. 0

Terminal Emulation and Downloading
Command

Function

hp64term

Runs Hewlett-Packard, HP64000 terminal emulation program. Command
must be mn before incoming kermit in the hp64term window.

ka,kb

Runs kermit on ttya or ttyb at 9600 Baud. To exit kermit Use: strl\c exit

ld20a, ld20b Downloads a.out.x to ttya or ttyb at 9600 Baud in the Correct format for
reading by the MC68020 target.

Link/Loader Commands
Command

Source

Function

Output

lk20a

filename.o

Link and produce executable

a.out.x for MC68020 target

lk20as

filename. 0 Link and produce executable

a.out.x for MC68020 target
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Simulating Debugger Invocation
Command

Function

db

Invoke debugger on H-P format executable file:a.out.x

Runfiromcurrent pc
Run from current pc until label
Run Between two labels
Smgle Step
Single Step Over
Intermpting a Run
Set register contents
Change Screen to Stdio

Program Run
Program Run Until label
Program Run From label 1 Until label 2
Program Step Count n
Program Step Over Count n

Ctric
Memory Register @reg.name = value
Window Active Stdio

Change Screen to High level code Window Active Highlevel Code
Change Screen to Assembler code Window Active Assembler Code
Add a monitor

Expression Monitor Value value-name

Load a new file

Program Load New All PC-Set filename

Exit

Debugger Quh Yes

The Hewlett - Packard Cross Development Tools Overview

The H-P suhe of tools comprises of the following software and hcences:

1)

8 off 680X0 assemblers.

2)

8 off linker/loader librarian manager for 680X0 family.

3)

8 off C compiler for MC68332 + libraries.

4)

1 off C compiler for MC68020 + Libraries.

5)

2 off simulating debugger for MC680X0 Code.

Installation and general operating procedures are detailed in the follov^dng H-P manuals.

1)

68000 Family Assembler/linker/loader/librarian manual
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2)

68332 C Cross compiler manual

3)

68020 C Cross compiler manual

4)

68000 Family simulating debugger manual

7.2.3.2 The Software Development System - Invocation
C Compiler Invocation
The H-P Provided C compilers are command line driven usmg commands of the form:
cc68020 - optionflags- outputfilessource files
These alias definitions provide the following command fimctions:
cc20nc filename.c Compile for FUght MC68020 without co-processor and produces
record outputfilea.out.x
cc20c

filename.c

Compile for Flight MC68020 with co-processor and produces record
file a.out.x

cc20ns filename.c Compile for shnulated Fhght MC68020 without co-processor and H-P
format outputfilea.out.x
The ahas commands produce Unked, executable files eliminating the need to invoke the
assembler and link/loader.
Assembler Invocation
The H-P assembler (as68k), assembles the named file and produces a relocatable file
containing Motorola 680X0 instmctions and symbolic data. The assembler is command hne
driven and a fliU list of command line arguments is given in follows.
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Link/Loader Command Line Switches and sample Lmk Command Files for the MC68020
ld68k Option Sununary:
- C conunand_file

This option specifies the name of the command_file to be used to
supply link loader information.
This option indicates that the Unker should produce HP64000 format

-h

absolute output files
-L

Specifies that the output load mapfilebe written.

-0

Specifies output file name.

For simple use, the following command
as68k filename, s
will assemble thefileand produce a relocatable object module called:
filename.o
The assembler operates on source files containing Motorola 68000, 68332 or 68020
instmctions. A chip definition hne m the source code informs the assembler of the particular
chip m use. If no chip is specified, the assembler defauhs to MC68000.

7.2.4 The Interfacing System Design
As part of the design strategy, the parallel interface in this system should provide high speed,
flexible and extendable interface. In this system LSI MC68230 Parallel programmable
Interface devices is used. The MC68230 peripheral InterfacingA'imer (PI/T) provides two 8138
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bit double buffered parallel ports for high speed digital input/output interfacing. Each port has
its handshaking capabilities for peripheral control purposes. The third 8-bit port is available
with dual input/output fimctions. Six of the eight pins of the third port has second fimction
associated with the 24-bit programmable timer, intermpts, or direct memory access (DMA)
requests. The block diagram of the relay interface is shown in Figure 7.7.

MC68230
(PI/T)

INPUT
EASUREMENT

•nvwsouceR
jAISOLA-nON)

OUTPUT

Figure 7.7 Block diagram of the relay interface

The interface unit consists of measuring devices (i.e. Current Transformer), Filters, Analogueto-Digital (A/D) converter and one digital port with control signals (i.e. Read, Ready, Channel
Select). In addition, the microprocessor generates output triggering signal (trip circuit breaker)
via control lines on the port B. The triggering circuit is a power amplifier which amplifies the
microprocessor output decisions according to specific protection algorithm.
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7.2.4.1 Analogue to Digital Converter Design [92]
The most important component found in a data acquisition system is the analogue-to digital
converter (ADC). The filtered and scaled analogue input quantity is presented to the ADC for
rapid conversion from a voltage to a numeric-binary value, which can be read by the
microprocessor. The LC MOS high speed 8-channel 8-bit ADCs AD7828 is chosen in this
design to take the task for converting analogue signal coming from pre-amplifier to digital
signal sent-up to microprocessor system. It has the following features:

1)

8-channel input multiplexer gives cost-effective space-saving multi-charmel ADC
system.

2)

Fast conversion rate of 2.5 |j.s/charmel features a per charmel sampling frequency of 50
kHzfortheAD7828.

3)

Built-in track-hold function allows handling of 8-channels up to 10 kHz bandwidth
(175 mV/|ns slew rate).

4)

Tight total unadjusted error spec and channel-to-charmel matching eliminate the end for
user trims.

5)

Single +5V supply simplifies system power requirements.

6)

Fast, easy-to-use digital interface allows connection to most popular microprocessors
with minimal extemal components. The half-flash conversion technique is used in
design, however, no clock signal is required for the ADC.

Moreover, microprocessor interfacing of the parts is simple, using standard Chip select and
Read (RD) signals to initiate the conversion and read the data from the three state data outputs.

hs fimctional block diagram is shown in Figure 7.8.
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FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Figure 7.8 A fimctional block diagram of AD7828

The AD7828 operational diagram in this design is shown m Figure 7.9. The detail of circuh
connection is shown in Appendbc D.6.

7.2.4.2 Low-Pass Filter Design
Generally m a digital protection relay, only the power system fi-equency component of the
relaying signals is of interest. However, under fauh conditions, it is possible for the relaying
signals to be cormpted by transients - particularly high fi-equencies. To prevent aliasing, h is
necessary to ensure that the sampling theorem is obeyed. This is achieved by using a filter
which is the anti-aliasing filter. The anti-aliasing filter is a low pass fiher which v^U remove
any transient components found in the input signals according to the requirements
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Figure 7.9 The AD7828 operational diagram

According to the data requirements of the particular digital relaying technique being
hnplemented, it is sometimes necessary to do analogue filtering of the data received from
current and voltage transformers. For example, a digital relay which is to be used to detect
overcurrent conditions of the 50 Hz waveform may require heavily filtered current signals such
that only the 50 Hz fimdamental is presented to the relay. In ideal low-pass filter the
frequencies below a cutoff frequency are transferred with no attenuation, and the frequencies
above the cutoff frequency are attenuated to zero [94]. An ideal low-pass filter characteristic is
shown in Figure 7.10

MF-10 is a universal monolithic dual switched capacitor filter. It consists of two mdependent
and general purpose CMOS active filter building blocks. Each block, together with an extemal
clock and 3 to 4 resistors, can produce various second order functions. Up to fourth order
functions can be performed by cascading the two second order building blocks in the MFIO;
higher than fourth order fimctions can also be obtained by cascading MFIO packages. Any
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type of the classical filter configurations (such as Butterworth, Bessel, Cauer and Chebyshev)
can be formed. It has the foUowing features:

(f)|

Frequency

Figure 7.10 An ideal low-passfiltercharacteristic

1)

Easy to use;

2)

Clock to centrefrequencyratio accuracy ±0.6%;

3)

Fiher cutofffrequencystability directly dependent on extemal clock quality;

4)

Low senshivity to extemal component variation;

5)

Separate highpass (or notch or allpass), bandpass, lowpass outputs;

6)

/o * Q range of up to 30kHz;

7)

Operation up to 30kHz.

Its functional block and connection diagram are shovm in Figure 7.11.
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A second order Butterworth filter is put in front of each input chaimel of A/D converter. Its
schematic circuh diagram is shown in Figure 7.12. In order to preserve the first and second
harmonic component, the cutofffrequencyof the filter is chosen as 150 Hz for the first order
and 120 Hz for the second order. The driven clock for the filter is provided by aflip-flopbuilt
v^th NE555 timer which has hs designed workingfrequencyat 1000 Hz. Appendix D.7 shows
detail of the circuit diagram.
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Figure 7.11 Functional block diagram of MFIO

7.2.4.3 Pre-Amplifier Design
The maximum input voltage of A/D converter is 5 V, but a fauh m transmission line or some
sudden transient disturbance can bring the input vohage sent to A/D converter above 5 Vohs.
Hence a pre-amplifier is used to keep the input vohage of A/D converter below or equal to 5
V. The schematic circuh diagram is shown in Figure 7.13. Resistor R12 and diode Dl
constmct a cUp circuh to secure no vohage above 5 V is inputted into A/D converter so as to
protect the A/Dfromdamage.
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Figure 7.12 Schematic circuit diagram of low-pass fiher
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Figure 7.13 The schematic circuh diagram of preamphfier

7.2.4.4 Galvanic Isolation Transformer
In common with conventional, static types of relay, the signals must be isolated from the
substation envh-onment m order to protect the relay electronics under adverse condhions. This
is achieved through the use of vohage and current transformers. In the case of the current
input, the CT secondary is connected to a precision resistor thus providmg a voltage
proportional to the curtent. This is required since the data acquisition chcuitry works on
vohage, rather than curtent signals.

7.3 System Software Design
The development of a multi-function relaying program impose special requirement in the
design. Some of these requirement are:
1)

The software language should be well stmctured-high level language i.e. "C", where a
module technique can be used to implement the required task as independent units and
have open-ended feature for fiiture development;
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2)

.

Menu driven software which makes the user interaction with the program execution
quite easy;

3)

The program is requhed to perform the followmg specific major task.
- Samphng and estimating line currents;
- ModeUing the relay characteristic for specific protection schemes
(overcurrent & differential);
- Formulating the trip decision;
- Performing the fault classification.

To fiilfil these requirements, the software has been written in modular program using C
language. The program stmcture as shown in Figure 7.14 has main program and several
functional blocks to satisfy most of the above mentioned requirements.

In this design, the implemented software design is based on a combination of "C" and
Assembly language. Because, "C" language can be easily used to stmcture the main program
and generate the fauh classification by using neural network. The Assembly language is
specially used to facilhate the required execution timing for overcurrent and differential
characteristics. By using Assembly language in the "C" source file, the MC68020 C Compiler
provides three mechanisms to the embedded Assembly language mstmctions. The one which is
chosen depends on where the assembly language is needed to appear and what is the purpose
of wanting to include Assembly language instmctions. The mechanisms are:

#pragma ASM and #pargma END_ASM
the_asm ("C_String") fimction
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#pragma FUNCTION_ENTRY "C_String",
#pragma FUNCTION_EXIT "C_String", and
#pragma FUNCTION_RETURN "C_String"

Main Program
(user interface; initialisation; declaration)

Sampling
& Estimating
line currents

Relay
Modelling

Lines overcurren
^protection

1

Formulating
the trip
decisions

]
Performing
fault
classification

Busbar differential
protection

Figure 7.14 The system program stmcture

Since, both overcurtent and differential protection schemes are designed as independent units,
the mechanism is to use embedding assembly code into a C source file. The detaU of stmctiire
is shown as follow:
Syntax:
#pragma ASM
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(assembly language statement(s))
#pragma END_ASM

These two pragmas may be used to bracket a portion of in line assembly code and may occur
anywhere a "C" statement or extemal declaration can occur.

In implemented software design, the "C" portion of the program describes the main program
flow and functional block of fault classification, while the Assembly language portions are
used to execute the overcurrent and differential protection schemes. The basic design of
program for each protection function has already been discussed in earlier Chapters. The main
program can be described generally as comprising of four functional blocks, with the
initialisation and design constant declaration sections. The initialisation section performs
system initialisation at start-up and makes sure all circuit breaker is closed manually. Likewise,
the constant declaration section in the main program is where the design constant for
overcurrent and differential protection schemes are set, and can be later varied to suite specific
system design requirements. The implemented program is executed continuously for
overcurrent and differential protection.

The program is executed continuously for overcurrent and differential protection. The
intelligent function of fault classification is designed to operate in an intermpt service
arrangement. On implementation, once a trip decision is generated by either lines overcurrent
protection scheme, or differential bus-bar protection scheme (specially for extemal fault
tripping), the intermpt flag will be set and an intermpt service will be carried out by a trained
neural network to generate the classification results. Here, the intermpt service is designed with
following settings:

Interrupting Channel = Channel 1
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Intermpt Vector

= $100 (Hexadecimal)

Intermpt Priority

= $4

(Hexadecimal)

7.4 Conclusions
A highly flexible, multi-tasking and open-ended digital relaying hardware system design has
been described. The Flight-68020 EVM microcomputer board is used as the base of the system.
AD7828 chip is chosen for converting an analogue signal to a digital signal with fast
conversion speed and easy microprocessor interface. However, the system is proposed because
of its high speed, high computing power as well as high level language feature. It also provides
special possibilities and capabilities of implementing advanced and sophisticated protection
schemes with high accuracy and reliability.
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Chapter 8
A Developed Computer System for
Testing Response of a Protective
Relay
8.1 Introduction
Relay testing is carried out through the development, manufacture, commissioning and during
service of a relay. The manufacturer carries out development, manufacture and type test while the
other relay and protection scheme test is done by the manufacturer in partnership with the
purchaser of the relay. Maintenance tests are also carried out through the life service of the relay.
In all these computer test simulation of power systems and digital generation of the test
waveforms are being adopted in order to yield more accurate results and reliability in the
mmimum of testing time.

An operational experiences with protective relays is limited by the number of system events that
occur. For many years both the user and suppliers of electrical protective relays have depended on
relay testmg to define the capabilities of power system protection under load, transient and fault
conditions [95]. The use of secondary injection test kits and artificial test lines have been well
established as a reliable method for the testing of electrical protection equipment. The more
recent demanding applications in the evaluation of protection scheme performance, identifies the
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developments in sophisticated power system modelling techniques and simulations of the various
conditions (fransient, fault disturbances etc.) the system can handle.

Relay testing equipment can be divided into four distinct types [96]:

*

Digital (sampled) calculation of current and voltage signals. This is not done in real time
and the value of the waveform is calculated at discrete time intervals. The digital
waveform thus calculated are stored and used for the subsequent reproduction of the test
signal using digital to analogue converters and amplification equipment.

*

Real time analogue simulation. The waveforms produced by an analogue simulator are
made to be in the same time frame as the real system event.

*

Real time digital simulation. Although digital simulations do not normally produce real
time results, the computer software and hardware can be designed for this task depending
on the time taken to process a single sample of the waveform and the simulation time
period per sample, ie. provided the later is smaller.

*

Extending the power system simulation to include the relay simulation. This type being
more applicable to digital protection where the relay functionality is determined by the
software incorporated in the relay itself

Each of these systems could have a particular advantage to the protection testing engineer and can
be assessed for their suitability for the purpose of testing modem high speed protection. With the
incorporation of microprocessors in the protection relays, flexibility in protection scheme design
and the speed of operation of the relays has increased. This has called for application of better
testing facilities on simulated power systems. This means the test involves complex waveform
which in this project has been simulated using altemate Transient Program ATP4, that is the PC
version of Electro-Magnetic Transient Program (EMTP - developed by Bonneville Power
Administration). This program enables the modelling of all system parameters including pre-fauh
condition current and voltage transducers.
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The digital data is then stored into a format that will be required for reproduction of the analogue
test signals and stored in flexible disks or other suitable form. However, data has to be encoded in
a manner that would be compatible with the test waveform data of the simulated power system
configuration and is available to the operator before starting a test.

This chapter describes a new method of digital synthesise of protection test waveforms for
monitoring and testing response of power system protection. A computer based testing simulator
is developed as shown in Figure 8.1. This simulator is capable of producing voltage and current
waveforms that correspond to actual fault events in the power system. In this project, only phase
currents are used for overcurrent and differential protection, and fault classification. In order to
obtain the waveforms which are to be applied to the relays under test, the following steps are
necessarily carried out:

Data Bus
UIIIIII

IIIIIIIII

Interface

Intelface

I

I

Recorder

D/A

—r~

Conver t e r

I

Filters

I

Amplifers

R e layunder
test

Figure 8.1 A computer based testing simulator
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*

simulatmg the power system configuration;

*

obtaining magnitudes of waveforms, sampled at appropriate intervals;

*

reproducing the waveforms usmg the appropriate hardware;

*

interfacing the computer with the test subsystem;

*

condhionmg and steppmg up the magnitudes suitable for mjection.

8.2 The Digitally Synthesised Test System Hardware
Design
The test system is requhed to produce accurate 3 phase current and voltage waveforms suitable
for distinct modes of testing. Dynamic modelling of the power system is carried out on a PC. A
high frequency capabihty is requhed to enable the reproduction of transient waveforms
generated by power system fauh shnulations. The six test signals sampled by the simulation
programs are available as data in a datafileon aflexibledisk.

In conventional test sets, the current signals are derived from a three phase mam supply. These are
manually adjusted to determme the relay operating pomts. The system employed for this project,
enables the confrol of the waveform shape and amplitude ^\Wch is not available with the
conventional system Figure 8.2 shows the block diagram of the test system

digital to
anaiogue

Amp
equipment
under
test

minioonnpoter

I/O
subsystem

digrlal to
analoaue

vou
status
monitor
keyboard

disc
unit

Figure 8.2 Block diagram of equipment used to digitally ^thesis test waveforms
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The basic requhement for any protection test is that the simulated power system signals, either
current, voltage or combination of both are continually changed untU the relay response is
observed.

In the system designed, test signals are digitally synthesised withm a computer usmg simple
algorithms for each fauh type. A series of binary numbers, each correspondmg to the value at the
sampled mstant of the requhed and shnulated signal, are transferred to the digital to analogue
converters (DACs), where they are re-constmcted into low level DAC waves. This transfer is
carried out by the Assembler language program as shown in Appendbc E.l. These low level DAC
outputs are then used in power amplifiers which produces the necessary levels of voltage and
current with the required phase relationship to test the relay. Suitable strategies could be used to
change the mput signals, until the requhed output of the relay has been confirmed correct. The
production of test signals by a combination of mathematical and electronic means allow very
complex combinations of currents, vohages and phase angles to be obtained.

When testing a protection scheme it is necessary to know, with a given level of accuracy the
magnitude and the phase of the test signals to ensure that the relay is measuring correctiy. In
manual tests these parameters are determined by the use of measuring equipment. In a computer
aided test:

*

the computer is used to measure the magnitude of the output signals and apply these
mformation to make any necessary adjustments to the output of the equipment;

*

calibrate the injection equipment and specify a range of relay burdens to ensure that the
accuracy of the test signals is maintained.

Figure 8.2 shows the block diagram of the equipment used to synthesise the waveforms. From this
figure it is apparent that tiie equipment consist physically and flmctionally of tiiree mam parts:

computer system;
interface subsystem;
injection equipment.
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Computer Svstem

The computer used is a readily available 32-bh word length machine. It is equipped with a 80486
processor at a speed of 33 MHz has a 1Mb of RAM, and has the provision to expand this memory.
The appUcation software m a menu format is stored m a flexible diskette and could easily be
mstalled in the hard drive. The software has been compiled using Turbo Assembler, C, and
PASCAL. The ATP4 power system shnulation package has been installed m the computer. This is
used to simulate the test waveforms and sample them at requhed intervals. Provision for shnulation
of known signals is also available. The printer card installed m the computer is used to mterface the
computer to the interface subsystem.

The analogue test signals are produced by a 12-bh digital to analogue converter. This 12-bh data is
picked from the output file of the ATP4 simulation of the system. The input data file for the
simulation is created by mcorporatmg necessary switches etc., to operate at gjven instances. This
introduces the requhed power system distuibances. The sampled values of current waveforms
being repropriately scaled and stored m a Pascal bmary file. This way a bmary 12-bh word
equivalent of the sampled values would be readily available for the digital to analogue converters of
12-bh resolution.

It is not necessary to simulate the fauh always using the ATP4 package. In situations where the
high frequency components m fault signals do not play a great part and if the shapes of the
waveform for a particular fauh is known, a simple computer program could compute the ampUtude
of such wave forms (pure sinusoidal 50Hz or DC) and store them in a binaryfile.In many instances
the high frequency components are filtered out before the signals are seen by the relays. In such
cases, a computer package capable of simulating fauh signals with the high frequency components
would not be necessary for the test procedure.

Interface Subsvstem

The function of the mterface subsystem is to update six analogue channels ( 2 x 4 DAC chips)
representing the phase currents. For this purpose a cahbrated quad 12-bh voltage output digital to
analogue converter mtegrated chcuh (MAXIM -MAX527) is used.
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The features of the digital to analogue converter (DAC) are:

*
*

simultaneous 12-bh resolution digital to analogue conversions on DACs;
fiill

12-bh performance without adjustment;

*

fast output settling (typically 5 micro sees.);

*

double buffered digital inputs (enables the use of printer parallel port);

*

microprocessor and TTL compatible.

Table 8.1 details the pm description for the quad DAC MAX527. This device features double
buftered interface logic (enables computer printer card interface), with a 12-bh input register and a
12-bh DAC register. Data in the DAC registers set the DAC output voltage. The four channel
MAX527 D/A converter have an 8-bh wide data bus. Data is loaded into the mput register usmg
two write operations, with an 8-bit least significant byte write load and a most significant 4-bh write
load. An asynchronous load DAC (LDAC) input, transfers data from the input register to the DAC
register. In addition, the combination of'CSLSB', 'CSMSB' 'WR' and 'LDAC can be used for
the chip selection.

The output signals of the DAC channels consist of a series of DC voltage levels correspondmg to
the voltage at the instant of samphng. To obtain a waveform suitable for relay testmg the output of
the DACs should be filtered to remove the high frequency components before the signal is
amplified. The samphng distortion or the high frequency components m the signals is due to
"glitches" resultmg from the digital to analogue conversions. "Glitches" are introduced due to the
various binary combinations the DAC input sees during a single mput word transition. For instance
a DAC mput that change from 0000 0000 0000 to 1111 1111 1111, would result tiie DAC input
seeing an mtermediate state, for eg. 0101 0101 0101, for which the DAC would respond with an
equivalent analogue output. The filter designed uses a "cut ofi" of half the sampUng frequency of
the interface subsystem
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Table 8.1 Detail pin description for the Quad DAC

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Voutc
Voutb
Vouta
Vss
AGND
VREFAB
DGND
LDAC

9
10
11
12
13

D7
D6
D5
D4
D11/D3

14

D10/D2

15

D9/D1

16

D8/D0

17
18
19
20

Al
AO
VREFCD
WR

21

CSLSB

22

CSMSB

23
24

Vdd
Voutd

Function
DAC C output voltage
DAC B output voltage
DAC A output voltage
Negative power supply
Analogue ground
Reference voltage input for DAC A and DAC B
Digital, ground
Load DAC input (active low). Driving this
asynchronous input low transfer the contents of each
input register to its respective DAC register
Databk7
Data bit 6
Data bit 5
Data bit 4
Data bh 11 (MSB) is low and CSLSB is high. Data
bh 3 (MSB) if CSMSB is high and CSLSB is low
Data bit 10 (MSB) if CSMSB is low and CSLSB is
high. Data bit 2 (MSB) if CSMSB is high and
CSLSB is low
Data bit 9 (MSB) if CSMSB is low and CSLSB is
high. Data bit 1 (MSB) if CSMSB is high and
CSLSB is low
Data bit 8 (MSB) if CSMSB is low and CSLSB is
high. Data bh 0 (MSB) if CSMSB is high and
CSLSB is low
DAC address select bit (MSB)
DAC address select bit (LSB)
Reference voltage input for DAC C and DAC D
Write input (active low). WR along with CSMSB
and CSLSB load data into the DAC input register
selected by Al and AO
Chip select for LS byte (active low). Selects the
lower 8-bits of the addressed input register.
Chip select for MS nibble (active low). .Selects the
upper 4-bits of the addressed input register.
Positive power supply voltage
DAC D output voltage
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The MAX275 integrated chcuh is a fourth-order continuous tune active filter, consisting of two
independent two cascadable second order sections. Each filter section can implement any all-pole
bandpass or low pass filter response, such as, Butterworths, Bessel, and Chebysev and is
programmed usmg four extemal resistors. In this project the Butterworths approxunation has been
used. The MAX275 provides low noise and superior dynamic performance over switch-capacitor
filters by usmg a continuous time design. This eUminates botii clock noise and alaised signals
because this does not mcorporate a clock signal.

The connection detail of DAC MAX527 and MAX275 are shown m Appendix E.2, and design
procedure offilteris shown m Appendix E.3.

Injection equipment

The function of the injection equipment is to convert the low level output of the DAC to the
requhed level of voltage and/or current suitable for the mjection of protection relays. It has been
designed with a commercially available power ampUfier (HY60); Four channels are requhed, as this
would be the minimum requhement for both distance and phase comparison type of protection. For
phase comparison relay testing three phase curtent is requhed. Where as for distance relays, three
phase voltage and a single phase current source is requhed. The power ampUfier is capable of
producing an output signal of+/- 25V. This is used in a step up transformer to obtain the requhed
lOOV peak AC signal. The power ampUfier has a power rating of BOW and uses a modularized
class B push-puU ampUfier. Figure 8.3 shows the chcuh diagram of the mjection equipment.

Since the ampUfier output is connected to afransformer,appropriate fiise protection has to be given
to the power supply of the power ampUfier, as for example, if one half of the AC signal disappears
(could be due to one supply rail of the power ampUfier faiUng) the magnetismg and demagnetismg
efiect of the transformer would be hmdered. This would resuh m magnetic saturation of the core of
the transformer, thus drawmg excessive current.
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Figure 8.3 Circuit diagram of the injection diagram

8.3 The Digitally Synthesised Test System Software Design

This program controls the entire use of the software package, to digitally synthesise the fault test
waveforms. The following programs are controlled by this menu program;

Creating a data file for simulation on ATP4;
Running the simulated program on ATP4;
Creating binary file;
Simulating known AC signals;
Performing digital to analogue conversion;
Exiting the test software.

From the initial stages of the development of the circuits to synthesise the test signals, it was
envisaged the software to be ideally written in a high level language. The software system
adopted to compute the data and also to make the menu driven package are PASCAL and C.
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However, it was required that the software to program the DACs be 8086 Assembly language.
This is due to the high transfer rate of data from the computer to the DACs, that could be
achieved by using Assembler. The transfer from the computer to the two DAC ship has to be
reasonably fast due to the single 8-bit bus the DAC ship MAX527 operates on, for all four 12-bh
DACs h contain. Four 12-bh data words has to be transferred, with each word been transferred in
two stages (LSB and MSB) per sample, before the "asynchronous load DAC (ALDAC)" is
enabled at the required instant of time.

In order to obtain a 50Hz signal for instance, an appropriate delay is forced, using the correct
number of 'no operations (NOPs)', after each conversion of the sample. The number of NOPs
used as a delay element is botii dependent on the frequency of the waveform and the number of
samples per cycle. Each NOP used in an assembler language program is 3 clock cycles. Further,
this has been calibrated by viewing the signal on an oscilloscope and adding or deleting delay
elements for any fiirther accuracy.

8.3.1 Creating a Data File for Simulation on ATP4
The ATP4 data file has to be given as an input-deck stmcture [97]. A typical data file to obtain
transient simulations for a 3-phase flat feeder when faults occur (Line and Earth faults) is shown
in Appendix E.4. The faults are introduced by closing switches at pre-set times. These being
switches connected between phase and earth conductors. The measurement of voltages is
simulated by incorporating a busbar at the point where the voltage measurement is required and
connecting a very high resistor between this bus-bar and the earth. Current is measured by
introducing 2 bus-bars at the location, and connecting a very low resistor between them. A
summary of the input deck stmcture follows [97]. This gives an idea to the user of what details
have to be pre-selected in order to obtain an accurate data file for analogue conversion i.e.
selection of sampling intervals, selection of sample printout in the data file etc. The items listed
for a particular card should appear at the correct position of the line on the screen. The detail of
creating a data file for simulation on ATP4 is shown in Appendix E.4.
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8.3.2 Running the Simulated Program on ATP4
The menu option enables the shnulation process to take place. The ATP4 is instaUed m the hard
drive. On selectmg this menu option, a menu screen verifies whether the data file is ready for the
purpose of mnnmg the simulation, or else it enables the user to retum back to the main menu so
that a datafileappropriate for the requhed simulation can be created.

The selection of 'Run ATP4' dhectly enters the C:\ drive. Then the operator has to change to the
ATP4 dhectoiy, and mns the DBOS program for floathig point calculation. Executmg the "mn 77
tp" command, which is m the sub-dhectory EXEC of the ATP4 dhectory would normaUy be the
reqmrement to mitiate the shnulation program. The operator has to provide the name of the data
file (*.dat) which has been created by using the first menu option m the mam menu. Once this data
file name is entered the program prompts, the user for an output file name (*.out). If a name
previously been used is given the switch '-r' should be appended (*.out -r) to replace the old file.
(Refer to Appendix E.6 for the user guide). Once the simulation is complete the main menu is
displayed on the screen again. On viewmg the output file, the name of the plot file in the
C:\ATP4\EXEC dhectory can be. obtamed. The requhed plots can be viewed on the screen and
also hard copies can be made usmg C:\ATP4\PCPL0T. A program is designed to pick tiie requhed
data from the standard output file of the ATP4 shnulation. It also contams a Ustmg to create a
binaryfilefromthis data, so that proper mput words for D/A conversion are formulated to mn the
"Perform D/A conversion" menu option.

8.3.3 Creating a Data File to Simulate AC Signals
The whole concept of protection test signals is based on producmg and changmg AC signals, which
after ampUfication, are to be mjected m to the relay by means of software routmes. The program
used to produce the AC signals is shown m the flow chart of Figure 8.4. The hmer loop is thne
critical, m that h determines the frequency of the waveform produced. For normal mjection
puiposes 24 samples per cycle is suflScient. The flow chart of Figure 8.4 faciUtates the production
of four waveforms, that could be of different shapes, magnitude, phase angles etc. This loop has to
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.

__^

be repeated 24 times in order to sample a complete cycle. The exit of the inner loop result in
consecutive values of an array A bemg updated to be used m the D/A converter. After each of these
inner loop c^cle, a coimter is maemented and compared with the deshed number of cycles to be
injected. This program is used to create a data file to produce test signals for the purpose of
injection mto relays.

GEiD
|K=O
output to 0/A
eonve<tors
V, = A (K)
Vy = A (K . I)
Vt, =A ( K . ? )
t =A (K.3)

op^fote

K=K.t

increrncnt
op*rdfion
counter

yes
cycle : Cycle • I

(return

J

Figure 8.4 Flow chart for the production of the AC signals

The MAX527 CaUbrated Quad 12-bh voltage output DAC used for the purpose of producmg four
analogue signals shnultaneously has been programmed usmg 8086 Assembler language. The
flowchart of the program design for conversion is shown m Figure 8.5.
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CONTROL
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LOAD LSB &
MSB FOR
DAC A

DELAY

LOAD LSB &
MSB FOR
DAC A
TRANSFER
CURRENT
DAC'S LSB ,
THE MSB
INCREASE
BYTE
COUNTER

Figure 8,5 Theflowchartof the program design for conversion

8.4 Fault Simulation by Using ATP4
As mentioned earUer, the ATP4 power systems package as suggested in this design and used m the
attached simulations is quite capable of reproducmg accurate waveform pattem for different power
system faults. The faults are mtroduced by havmg a shnulated switch in the mput data file. These
switches are mserted on the Une, at the location of a series fault, m between Unes at location of a
shunt fault and m between earth and the location of an earth fauh.

The switches thus mtroduced dependmg on the type of fauh bemg simulated, are operated
accordmg to the requhed fauh. For mstance an open drcuh is created by mitiaUy keepmg this
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switch closed and opening it at the required time. A short circuit is created by closing the switch
at the required instant, where the required instant of the fauh is generally the zero crossing or at
the peak of the working voltage. In the data file, the incorporation of the switch busbars have to
be indicated in the 'Feeder Card Deck' and the switch closing, opening time etc., in the 'Switch
Card Deck'. It is interesting to note that tiie effect of auto reclousure can be analysed by operatmg
these switches in the desired order at the desired time intervals.

Firstly, a flat feeder as shown in Appendix E.5, is used for different fauh studies with following
parameters:

Sending and Receiving end source = 35 GVA & 500kV
Resistant "R" = 0.165 ohms/mile
Inductance "L" = 1.25 ohms/mile
Capacitance "C" = 0.0132 micro Farads

The following type of faults were carried out for the simulation purpose, and the part of simulated
resuhs are shown in Appendix E.6.

Single phase to earth fault;
Two phases to earth fault;
Phase to phase fault;
Three phases to earth fault;
Phase to phase to phase fault.

The locations of the various fault were selected to give the variety of results to study the proposed
protection schemes.

Secondly, in order to investigate the CT saturation characteristic, certain cases of faults were
shidied. The CT saturation waveforms used was the one obtained by performing the ATP4
simulation under the following conditions.

1)

CT residual flux: 80% of saturation flux
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2)

Time constant for dc: 100ms

3)

CT saturation factor N

=

Vz

= 2

where:
Vs:

CT secondary saturation voltage.

Vs = (CT secondary rated current) x (accuracy Umitfector)x (rated burden + CT secondary winding resistance)
Vz:

CT secondary exciting voltage.

VE = (CT secondary windmg resistance + CT secondary circuit burden) x CT primary current x CT ratio

The differential protection scheme has been subjected to many case studies, however four cases are
shown m Table 8.2.

Table 8.2 The simulation cases

Case

Fauh Location

Fault Type

1

Extemal

Smgle Phase

2

Extemal

Three Phase

3

Intemal (Bus)

Smgle Phase

4

Intemal (Bus)

Three Phase

8.5 Implementation of the Designed System
In the system implementation, test signals are digitaUy synthesised within a computer using shnple
algorithms for each fauh type. A series of bmary numbers correspondmg to mstantaneous values of
the requhed and shnulated signals at the sampled mstant, are transferred to the digital to analogue
converters. These are reconstmcted into low level AC waves. These low level signals are then used
in power ampUfiers which produces the necessary levels of voltages and curtents with the requhed
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with the required phase relationship to test the relay. Suitable strategies could be used to change
the input signals, until the required output of the relay has been confirmed correct. This system is
ideally suited for relay acceptance testing, where a predefined test routine is used to evaluate relay
performance.

Figure 8.6 shows a D/A converter output (Series 1). This output which is tiie output of one of the
D/A converters, consists of a series of DC voltage levels, which corresponds to tiie mstantaneous
values of tiie sinusoidal waveform at 15deg. mtervals. The Series 2 trace of Figure 8.6 shows a
signal which is suitable for relay testing. This waveform has been obtained by passing the output
of die DAC (Figure 8.6 series 1) through tiie designed 4th order Butterworths filter. This signal is
then amplified usmg tiie power amplifier, and subsequently stepped up, using a step up
transformer, to obtain a lOOV peak signal.

Seriesl
Series2

3.'/

1 1

-1.5

T (ms)

Figure 8.6 Series 1 -A Single D/A Converter Output, Series 2
-Signal Conditioned for Relay Testing

With no forced time delays between two D/A conversions, the time delay between the
con-esponding two dc levels at the DAC outputs was measured to be approximately 90 micro
sees. It should be noted that this speed is achieved when all four DACs are operating
simultaneously.
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Therefore, for the puipose of re-constmctmg a test waveform, a high rate of waveform sampling
could be employed. In the case where the waveform hself contains high frequency components, it
could result m these components bemg filtered out by the 4th order filter, used for DAC output
smoothmg. The filter designed m this project is a low pass, with a 3dbfi-equencyof 2kHz. If in the
event the waveform to be re-constmcted as real anaiogue signals, are simulated on the ATP4
simulation package, and are used in the designed, interface subsystem (D/A converters),filteringof
the highfrequencycomponents can be expected. Therefore, the waveform wiU not look identical to
the plot that can be obtamed from the ATP4 package. It is not hnportant that the high frequency
components of a particular fault signal be re-produced for the purpose of testmg the protection
relay response. This is because generaUy the mput system to the relays contain filters and what the
relay would see in practice is thefilteredversion of the fault signal anyway.

Figure 8.7 shows the generated three phase currents fauh waveform at the output of the mterface
circuits which is shown m Figure 8.2. Shnulator system demonstrates satisfactory results which can
befiirtherused for relay test.

(a) IA (vertical scale 0.5 KA/cm)

(b) IB (vertical scale 2.5 KA/cm)
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(c) IQ (vertical scale I KA/cm)

Figure 8.7 The generated three phase currents fault waveform at tiie
output of the interface circuits (phase to phase fault)

8.6 Conclusions
Modem computer aided relay test sets have been developed to provide continuously varying test
signals, high accuracy and reliability in a minimum testing time.

The discussion presented in this chapter highlights the foUov/ing simulation features applied in
the testing of an electrical protection scheme:

*

provides for test signals that closely resemble the actual fault transients;

+

quite flexible. In that it can contain most types of faults that are seen on typical
transmission systems;

provides for low cost and easy to implement relay test system.
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In this design, the shnulator makes h possible to feed the protection under test both with typical
signals and wdth the results of calculations made on network models that may even be highly
sophisticated.
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Chapter 9
Test and Laboratory Implementation
Studies
9.1 Introduction
To verify the theoretical investigation and design, it is necessary to apply this to a practical
example to illustrate the application of the proposed theory in power system studies. In this
chapter, the proposed design of advanced microprocessor based intelligent relay for line
overcurrent and bus-bar differential protection, and neural network fault classification are
tested by using a developed computer based test system, and also implemented on a single-line
three phase power system model in the power laboratory. The isolation, analogue scaling, data
acquisition and microprocessor system are connected together to form the multi-digital
relaying system as shown in Figure 9.1 which is tested under a range of fault cases. The
operation of test and implementation are demonstrated and the results of test are outlined in the
following sections.

9.2 Test Studies
As mentioned earlier, the current available versions of the ATP4 is acceptable for a wide range
of power system modelling applications, specifically in relation to protective relaying
problems.
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SPARK-SUN
WORKSTATION

INPUT

OUTPUT
MC68020
MICROCOPUTER

PROTECTED
SYSTEMS

Figure 9.1 A stmcture of hnplement multi-digital relaying system

However, a computer based testing simulator is developed, and a method of digital synthesise
of protection test waveforms for monitoring and testing response of power system protection
equipment, is used to carry out the test studies. In order to verify the performance of proposed
protective relay,firstlythe relay will be tested under a reaUstic power system model which is
shown in Figure 9.2. The proposed protective relay is located at sending end as shown in
Figure 1.3. Two major steps in the relay test program are outlined as follows:
Test of overcurtent protection schemes with ANN fault classification fimction;
Test of differential protection schemes with ANN fault classification fimction.
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o

35 GVA
SOOkV

11

Xs-

A

100m

100m

100m

100m

h
12,13

AO

20

21

16,15

14

R •« 0 . 1 6 5 ohms/mile
L — 1.25 ohms/rn<l«
C " 0 . 0 1 3 2 micro Farads

25 N«uual bus

Figure 9.2 A flat feeder simulated system

9.2.1 Test of Overcurrent Protection Schemes with ANN Fault
Classification Function
Here, the prototype of the microprocessor based multi-mput and hybrid characteristics
protection system has been tested by using computer based simulation. Two sections (sbc
simulated phase currents) are used in simulation. The combined characteristics of inverse time
and definite time are obtained using different look-up table with the main program. The
software counters are built in the relay routines to provide the time delay requirement for
overcurrent simulation algorithm.

Computerised test sets (using PC) are available with variety of relay testing softwares, fi-om
the simulation of ATP4. The test data can be stored on hard-disk or floppy diskettes. Work is
in progress to transmit the simulated data fi-om cooperated PC for testing of proposed relay
design.

In the simulation, the operation can be either selected as an individual test, or selected to mn
the complete automated test which essentially concatenates each individual test. Once
initiated, the program automatically changes the relay settings to the required setting values, h
then controls the heavy current injection set, selects the appropriate phase and monitors relay
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Operation and stores the test results. If an error occurs, an appropriate message is displayed on
the PC screen.

After completion of the test, the relay operating result is compared in a look up table with the
expected result as calculated from the standard IDMT, very inverse and extremely inverse
curves which are shown in Chapter 4. A tolerance of ± 3% from the standard is used as tiie
criteria for the relay evaluation process. The 3% is due to errors produced by voltage dividers,
analogue to digital conversion systems and intemal calculation algorithms. If the result is
outside this range, an unsuccessfiil test is indicated to operator. The tested results is shown in
Table 9.1.

However, a hard copy of comparison between theoretical curves and experiment curves are
shown in the Figures 9.3 - 9.5. Those figures illustrated that the overall performance of
overcurrent protection schemes during the fauh condition test (which lies within the proposed
± 3% range) is satisfied.

Table 9.1 The tested results of proposed overcurrent relay
Relay Input 1

Relay Input 2

Extra Test

Multiplier
Setting

Combmed Use of
IDMT & Defmite

Combined Use of
Very Inverse &
Definite

Combined Use
of Extremely
Inverse
& Defmite

I
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
lO.O
15.0
20.0
more

Trip (in sec.)
9.86
6.25
4.83
4.20
3.83
3.50
3.27
3.03
2.80
2.60
2.60
2.60

Trip (in sec.)
13.45
6.73
4.60
3.38
2.70
2.20
1.85
1.61
1.40
1.10
1.10
1.10

Trip (in sec.)
27.1
10.17
5.45
3.47
2.54
1.80
1.33
1.16
0.91
0.10
0.10
0.10
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Figure 9.3 Standard inverse curves (IDMT)
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Figure 9.4 Very inverse curves
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Series 1 - Experimental; Series 2 - Theoretical
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Figure 9.5 Extremely inverse curves

The top trace (series 1) of Figure 9.3 - 9.5 shows a theoretical inverse time current relay
characteristics curves. The bottom trace (series 2) of the figures shows the combined use of
definite and inverse time characteristics curves. This satisfies the criteria for which the relay
whh combined features has been designed as aforementioned in Figure 4.9.
In design, the neural network fault classification will be implemented automatically after a trip
is generated. For simulation test, the ten types fauh current waveforms which are shown in
Appendix E.6, are used to train the net with the process that is discussed m Chapter 6. After
the network isfiillytrained and successfijl, the fauh classification knowledge is m such a way
that a pattem of connection weights constitutes an impUch specification of fauh classification
decision criteria. All weights of trained network are used to download to microprocessor as
network stmcture information. Once the fauh is detected, the samples of fauh are detected,
the samples of fauh data are recorded in parallel with overcurrent operation and stored m
specific memory location as pattem data for later use. After the trip decision is generated,
ANN fauh classification is called up as an intermpt service fimction. Then the stored fauh
pattern data is used as input vectors to classify the actual fault type. Table 9.2 shows the
simulated resuh of neural network fauh classification. The fauh occurred at position 20 of the
transmission line as shown in Figure 9.2.
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Table 9.2 The shnulated resuh of neural network fault

Test cases

Out Result (x

indicated operation)

APEF
BPEF
CPEF
ABPEF
BCPEF
CAPEF
ABPF
BCPF
CAPF
ABCPF
APEF BPEF CPEF ABPEF BCPEF CAPEF ABPF BCPF CAPF ABCPF

9.2.2 Test of Differential Protection Scheme
In this design, the muhifijnction busbar relaymg has been developed by combined usage of a
very fast percentage differential protection scheme and phase comparison protection scheme
with CT saturation detector, and extremely inverse overcurrent back up protection. To verify
the correct operation and the rehability of proposed design, the protection schemes has been
tested m many case studies. Here four cases and theh resuhs are presented. For aU cases, the
resuhs show as many saturated feeder phase currents as possible, the differential currents and
finally the trip signal. The test system used is as shown in Figure 9.2.

Fault Location

Fauh Type

1

Extemal Fault( at 40)

A phase to earth

2

Extemal Fauh (at 40)

Three phases fault

Case
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3

Intemal Fauh (at bus 12-13)

A phase to earth

4

Intemal Fauh (at bus 12-13)

Three phases fault

Case 1, is a single phase A to earth fault at 40 of transmission line in Figure 9.2. Figure 9.6
shows the resuhs fi-om this test. From the inception of a fauh until the CT current at the
outgoing termmal is saturated, the differential current is zero and the change m the differential
current Ala obtmned is also zero. However, the change in the restraining current is a
sufficiently large positive value, so the waveform discriminatmg element for current saturation
detector will not operate in the first eight samples. Then a certain time delay is inserted to
rehably block the operation of the percentage differential protection scheme. Also the phase
comparison method makes the correct block signal by the polarityfi-omthe mput signal.

1.2

-1.2
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

Time (S)

Phase A Current

I

1.2

hi

•a
a
-I.O

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
Time (S)

Phase A Differential Current
Figure 9.6 Single phase extemal fauh (phase A)
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Case 2, is a three phases fault at 40 of transmission line in Figure 9.2. In this case, the current
transformers on phases B and C are saturated. Phase A did not saturate because discriminating
element will not operate. The protective system will make the decision to block the operation
of differential protection scheme. Also the phase comparison method yield the correct decision
to block. The detail of simulation is shown in Figure 9.7.

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
Time (S)

Time (S)

1

n^

.

a

-2.0

1

1

1

0

-

-a

J

J y \

•a
a
S
Q

i
Q

O
o

-7 0

.

0 0.02 0.0 4 0.06 0.08

\
1
\
\
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08

Time (S)

Time (S)

Figure 9.7 Three phase extemal fault

Case 3, is a single phase A to earth fauh at the bus 12-13 as shown in Figure 9.2. Figure 9.8
shows the results from this test. During this intemal fault condition, the waveform
discriminating element will rapidly operate after the fault inception, because the change in the
instantaneous value of the differential current is greater than the change in the restraining
current. However, the very fast instantaneous percentage differential algorithm uses three
consecutive current samples after the threshold value of current is exceeded, then a trip is
issued. This is enough time to allow the percentage differential scheme to correctly issue a trip
before the saturation occurs. In this case, saturation was detected at the eighth sample after the
fault occurred.
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Figure 9.8 Single phase internal bus fauh

In order to verify the phase comparison method, a delay counter (T = 10) is used to block the
normal percentage differential protection. For this reason, the phase comparison method is
used to carry out the correct trip operation during the saturation condition. In this test, the
phase comparison scheme can issue sixteen samples of fault occurred.
Case 4, is a three phases bus fauh (12-13) as shown in Figure 9.2. Figure 9.9 shows the resuhs
from this test. In this case, all phase differential protection schemes are not blocked
undesirably. Each phase differential protection can rapidly operate in the event of this intemal
fault case. Again, the test of phase comparison methods are also successfiil.
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9.3 Laboratory Implementation Study
To further verify the proposed design of advanced microprocessor based intelligent relay for
muhifijnction protection system, the design is also implemented on a single line three phase
power system model in the power laboratory. The realistic implemented model is shovm in
Figure 9.10 with the following parameters:

Sending and Receiving end source

5kVA&4l5 V

Resistant "R"

0.576 Q/100km

Inductance "L"

30 mH/lOOkm

Capacitance "C"

0.388 nF/lOOkm

Before the real-time implementation, certain procedure of simulation and test are carried out as
shown in the previous sections. The following different types of faults are simulated on the
Figure 9.8 model by using ATP4.

Single phase to earth fault
Two phase to earth fault
Three phase to earth fault
Phase to phase fault
Three phase fault

100 km

: 100 km

:

100 km

lOO'km

<

M

^-M

M

.13

40

20

21

Sending end

16

Receiving end

Figure 9.10 The realistic implemented power system model
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The implemented protective relay is also located as shown m Figure 1.3. The locations of the
various faults have been selected to give a variety of resuhs to stiidy the hnplemented
schemes. A part of the simulated resuhs are shown m Appendbc F. The neural network for
fauh classification are retramed by using the above simulated fauh currents mformation. Then
the new net weights are downloaded to the microprocessor system and h forms the new neural
network for hnplementation. After the proposed design is successfiil with new settmg by usmg
developed test simulator system, h is then implemented on a real-thne system model. The
hardware mvolved in the experimental prototype relay set-up is shown m Figure 9.1.

9.3.1 Implementation of Overcurrent Protection Schemes with
ANN Fault Classification Function
In the experiment, the microprocessor is the heart of the whole system. It performs control of
the

system operation, acts as a muhifiinction digital relaymg system, meets different

protective characteristics. The prototype of the microprocessor based muhi-mput and hybrid
characteristics protection system with ANN fault classification function has been hnplemented
in laboratory. The implementation resuhs are shown in Table 9.3.
Table 9.3 The implementation results of proposed
Relay Input 1

Relay Input 2

Extra Test

Multiplier
Setting

Combined Use of
IDMT & Definite

Combined Use of
Veiy Inverse &
Definite

Conbined Use
(rfExtremely iiverse
& Definite

I
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
more

Trip (m sec.)
9.96
6.33
4.96
4.31
3.92
3.62
3.35
3.13
2.87
2.60
2.60
2.60

Trip (in sec.)
13.47
6.79
4.63
3.43
2.78
2.21
1.88
1.69
1.45
1.10
1.10
1.10

Trip (m sec.)
27.52
10.24
5.47
3.52
2.55
1.86
1.39
1.23
0.93
0.10
0.10
0.10
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Table 9.4 shows the hnplemented resuh of neural network fauh classification. The fauh was
occurred at 20 of the transmission line in Figure 9.10.

Further studies on the implementation of ANN fauh classification has been taken by usmg
different type of fauh occurred at different location of the transmission Une. The resuhs show
that if the fauh occurred m between 20-21 of transmission Une, or around the 20 of line, the
net can still operate correctly, otherwise, the net has miss-operated. This is due to the fauh
waveform pattems at 21 of line which are just shghtly different to the fauh occurred at 20 of
line. An hnportant feature of ANN's that is fimdamental to this approach is that they can
mterpolate among the training cases to give an appropriate response for the cases described by
neighbouring inputs. Figure 9.11 shows an example of fauh waveform at 21 of Une.

Table 9.4 The implemented resuh of neural network fauh classification

Test cases

Out Result (x

indicated operation)

APEF
BPEF
CPEF
ABPEF
BCPEF
CAPEF
ABPF
BCPF
CAPF
ABCPF
APEF BPEF CPEF ABPEF BCPEF CAPEF ABPF BCPF CAPF ABCPF
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300-

200-

100-

-100-

-200-
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Figure 9.11 Phase A to earth fauh (at 21)
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However, training of large number of pattem data that cover many fault behaviours may
significantly increase the dynamic performance of the network.

9.3.2 Implementation of Differential Protection Scheme
The implementation is carried out at bus 13 as shown Figure 9.10. Figure 9.12 is an
oscillogram showing the response of relay obtained under an extemal fault condition (phase A
to earth at 40 of the transmission line). At this time, the waveform discriminating element for
saturation detection is not operational, so the percentage differential operation is blocked. Also
the phase comparison is blocked by the polarity of current signal. However, no trip output is
generated.

CT Secondary Current
(Incoming Terminal I^i)

CT Secondary Current
(Incoming Terminal I^,)

Waveform Discriminating

.y^^^^fo^v\''

mYm^

Element (no operation)

Trip Output
(no operation)

Figure 9.12 Oscillogram of the relay response at extemal fauh with CT saturation

Figure 9.13 is an oscillogram showing the response of the relay in the event of an intemal fauh
condition (phase A to earth on the bus 13 as shown in Figure 9.10). The incoming current \i
and 1^2 have a phase difference of about 60°. After the fault occurred, the waveform
discriminating element will rapidly operate in this condition, therefore, it does not undesirably
block the operation of the differential protection scheme. However, a trip output is generated.
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CT secondary Current I,i

CT secondary Current 1,2

Differential Current I,

Waveform Discriminating
Element (with operation)

J"

Trip Output
(with operation)

Figure 9.13 Oscillogram of relay response at intemal fault

9.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the proposed design of advanced microprocessor based intelligent relay for
multi-function protection system has been tested by using a developed computer based test
system, and also implemented on a single-line three phase power system model in the power
laboratory. The overall performance of the multi-digital relays during different fault conditions
test and implementation are quite satisfactory. Three types of overcurrent protection are
designed and meets the time-current characteristics designed from theoretical standard. The
saturation detection algorithm and the hybrid bus protection algorithm (using a very fast
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instantaneous percentage differential and phase comparison principle) have proven to be
simple, efficient and accurate. The proposed differential design can be used to implement in
real time for bus relays dealing with single or multiple feeders. The reliability of the
conventional percentage differential scheme can be greatly improved with incorporation of the
saturation detector, phase comparison method and extremely inverse back-up overcurrent
protection. Likewise, the results show that the neural network based approach contributed
significantly less diagnostic errors on the test data set and the neural network are found to be
able to perform the classification of multiple fault cases during a real-time implementation. At
this stage the system shows satisfactory results which encourage fiiture development on this
work.
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Conclusions

10.1 A Retrospective Overview of the Thesis
In this thesis, research has been conducted on the design and implementation of an advanced
microprocessor based intelligent relay for multifimction protection system. The developed
project has utilised knowledge and principle of overcurrent and differential protection schemes,
and neural network and advanced microprocessor based relay modular format system to
implement new approach for power system protection which provides high flexibility, highresponse speed, high communication ability and high artificial intelligence ability.

In order to carry out the investigation of the above design, the following stages are essential:

*

Design of experimental system model for use in the powerr laboratory;

*

Design of developed multi-curves and hybrid characteristics of overcurrent protection;

*

Design of an improved differential protection schemes with high operating speed, high
sensitivity and security for substation busbar protection system;

*

Design of intelligent embedded system for fault classification which can be used to
operate a protective relay;

*

Design of implemented hardware and software system;

*

Design of a developed computer system for testing response of protective relays;

_
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*

Testing and implementation of the proposed design in the power laboratory.

In order to finally verify the assumptions and design procedures for multi-fimction protection
system, the proposed design is required to implement and test on a single line three phase
power system. The laboratory experimental set-up and the analogue model is designed with 5
kVA generator, 400V and 400km long transmission line with four n section and bus-bar. Then
the microprocessor based multi-function protection relay was installed at the generator end
acting as a station protection system.

In the project, the concept of overcurrent characteristics and for few application of developed
multi-input and hybrid characteristics overcurrent protection has been designed. The combined
use of multi-curves of definite and inverse time overcurrent characteristics has been proposed
and provides significantly improved protection speed, sensitivity and security. In addition, the
concept of differential busbar protection and effect of CT saturation has been investigated.
Multi-fiinction busbar relaying has been developed by combined use of a very fast percentage
differential protection scheme and phase comparison protection scheme with CT saturation
detector, and extremely inverse overcurrent back up protection. The busbar protection
algorithm and saturation detection algorithm have been designed to be simple, efficient and
accurate. This design also shows improved operation speed, sensitivity and security for
substation busbar protection. Furthermore, a method for designing a neural network for
potential application in real-time protection system has been presented. Specifically, the
contingency classification problem is formulated using a pattern recognition problem. The
method is used for power fault classification in three phase transmission system based on the
use of supervised leaming neural network technology and the adaptive pattem recognition
concept. The fault waveform for leaming is obtained by performing the ATP4 simulation under
different type conditions. The design has also been simulated and implemented in laboratory
transmission model. The results show that the advent of artificial neural networks provides
power engineers powerful tools and neural network process the ability to perform pattem
recognition and optimisation in a fast and efficient manner after they are sufficiently trained.
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Finally, the proposed design of advanced microprocessor based intelligent relay for multifimction protection system has been tested by using a developed computer based test system,
and also implemented on a single-line three phase power transmission system in the power
laboratory. The overall performance of the multi-digital relays during different fault conditions
test and implementation are quite satisfactory, which encourage fiiture development on this
work.

10.2 Avenues to be Explored in Further Work
The studies reported in this thesis involve the design and implementation of advanced
microprocessor based intelligent relay for multi-fimction protection system. The following
aspects relating to fiiture research into intelligent relay for muhi-fimction protection system
design are suggested:

1)

. The training of large numbers of pattem data that covers many fault behaviours may be
used to increase the dynamic performance of the network.

2)

The neural network can be fiirther used to assess the essential characteristics of shortcircuit currents. The main motivation here is to exploit generalisation capabilities of
neural nets to interpolate between training data and thus to allow fast and direct
assessment of short-circuit currents in cases of changing to cases of changing network
topology and parameters.

3)

The application of neural network in numerical busbar protection system can be carried
out in further design. The neural network can be used for preprocessing the data and
restoring the distorted saturation signals. A training tool for neural networks and a set
of typical distorted and undistorted current signals is selected for verification of the
above idea. Then the net has the ability to classify the sampled current values and partly
reconstmct the original values for differential busbar protection.
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The development of the new generation of numerical protection devices m this thesis is
mostly encouraged by the demand for greater adaptability, uniformity of hardware, and
improved flexibUity. The design can befiartherused to form an mtegrated protection
system as is shown in Figure 10.1.

LINE TERMHOU. PROTECTION

0/0: DiglCal output device
D/I: DigCal Input device
A/Ij Analog Input device

DAU

MC68020
MICROCOMPDTER

BUS TIE TERMIMM. PROTECTION

DAU

MC68020

DXa; Data acquisition unit
A/Oi Analog ouput device

supervisory
control

MaM

SYSTEM
CONTROL
CENTRE

MICROCOMPUTER

TRAMSFORKER TEEMINAI. PROTECTION

DATA COMMONICATION

DAU

MC68020

BUS (OPTICAL FIBER)

MICROCOMPOTER

Figure 10.1 An integrated substation multi-function protection system

5)

Although the proposed design has been experimentally hnplemented m the power
laboratory, further tuning on the hardware and software sides is requhed for fiiture
design.

In addhion, the design algorithm and methodology needs to be implemented m the actual
industrial power system in the fiiture.
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Appendix A

A.l Per Unit Calculation for Transmission Line
500 kV

Line to hne voltage

IP.U.

=

500
V3

288.68 kV

LOAD - SCALE
Load

=

500 MW

^^^MVA
0.8

(Current) 1 P.U.

=

500x10-^
0.8xV3x500

1.6 X 10"* amp

500x10^

(Imnedance) 1 P I L

V3x722

1.1 X lO'^ n

For model transmission Ime:

1 P.U.

=

Vohage Scale

=

Impedance Scale

=

240 V

500 X 10^
V3x240

240
7

1.9 X 10'^ V

34.29 Q.

CURRENT SCALE
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722

Current Rate

=

—

=

103.14 amp

=

297.6 kW

POWER SCALE

Power Rate

=

500x10^
240x7

A.2 The Derivation of A, B, C, D Constants
The exact solution of any transmission line and the one required for a high degree of accuracy
in calculating 60-Hz lines more than approximately 150 mi long must consider the fact that the
parameters of the hnes are not lumped but are distributed uniformly throughout the length of
the hne [63]. Figure 3.8 shows one phase and the neutral connection of a three-phase hne.

Lumped parameters are not shown because we are ready to consider the solution of the hne
with the impedance and admittance uniformly distributed. The same diagram also represents a
single-phase line if the series hnpedance of the Hne is the loop series,impedance of the smglephase hne instead of the series impedance per phase of the three-phase line and if the shunt
admittance in the Ime-to-line shunt admittance of the smgle-phase line m§tead of the shunt
admittance to neutral of the three-phase line.

Let us consider a very small element m the line and calculate the difference in vohage and the
difference m current between the ends of the element. We shah let x be the distance measured
from the receiving end of the hne to the small element of hne, and we shah let the length of the
element be Ax. Then z Ax is the series hnpedance of the elemental length of the hne, and y Ax
is its shunt admittance. The voltage to neutral at the end of the element toward the load is V,
and V is the complex expression of the rms vohage, whose magnitiide and phase vary with
distance along the hne. The vohage at the end of the element toward the generator is V + AV.
The rise m vohage over the elemental length of hne m the dhection of increasmg x is AV,
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which is the vohage at the end toward the generator mmus the vohage at the end toward the
load. The rise m vohage hi the dhection of increasmg x is also the product of the current m the
element flowing opposhe to the dh-ection of mcreasmg x and the hnpedance of the element, or
Iz Ax. Thus

AV = IzAx

A.1

or
AV

and as Ax ^^ 0 the limit of the above ratio becomes

dV ^
- r - = Iz
dx

A.3

Similarly, the current flowing out of the element toward the load is I. The magnitude and
phase of the current I vary with distance along the hne because of the distributed shunt
admittance along the line. The current entering the element firom the generator end is higher
than the current flowing away firom the element in the dhection of the load by the amount AI.
This difierence m current is the current Vy Ax flowing in the shunt admittance of the element.
Thus

AI = Vy Ax

and pursumg steps similar to those of Eqs. A_l and A.2 we obtain

Let us differentiate Eqs.A.3 and A.4 with respect to x, and obtain

d^V
dl
—7-= 2—
dx^
fix

A.5
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and
d^I

dV

dx^ = y-z:
dx

A.6

If we substitute the values of dl/dx and dV/dx fi-om Eqs. A.3 and A.2 m Eqs. A.5 and A-6,
respectively, we obtain

d^V
= yzV
dx^' "
dx"

A.7

and
d^I

dx^"

= yzl

A.8

Now we have an Eq. A.7 in which the only variables are V and x, and another Eq. A.8 in
which the only variables are I and x. The solutions of Eqs. A.7 and A.8 for V and I,
respectively, must be expressions which when differentiated twice with respect to x yield the
original expression times the respect to x must yield yzV. This suggests an exponential form of
solution. Assume that the solution of Eq. A.7 is:

V = A1 exp(.y/>^ x) + A2 exp[-Hjyz xj

A.9

Takmg the second derivative of V with respect to x in Eq. A.9 yields

d^V
dx2

= yz[Aiexp(-y/yzx) + A2exp(-7yzx)]

A.10

which the second derivative of V with respect to x in Eq. A.9 is the solution of Eq. A.7. When
we substitute in Eq. A.3 the value for V given by Eq. A.9, we obtain,

I = -7==Aiexp(Vy^x)--7==A2exp(-Vyzx)
Vz/y

A.11

HJZ/Y
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The constants Ai and A2 can be evaluated by using the conditions at the receivmg end of the
line, namely when x = 0, V = VRand I = IR. Substitution of these values m Eqs. A.9 and A.11
yields

VR = AI + A2 and

IR = - p = ^ ( A , - A , )

Vz/y
Substitutmg Z^ = yfzTy and solving for Aigive

^ ^ ^ v p j ^

^,

A,.VR-IR^C

Then, substituthig the values found for Eqs. Al and A2 m Eqs. A.9 and A.11 and lettmg
/ = njyz, we obtain

^^VR+IRZC^^.^VR-IRZ,^.^,

2

^^^

2

2

2

where Z^ = ^jzly and is called the characteristic hnpedance of the line, and y = njyz and is
called the propagation constant.
By rearrangmg Eqs. A. 12 and A. 13 and substitutmg hyperbohc functions for the exponential
terms, a new set of equations is found. The new equations, giving voltage and current
anywhere along the line, are

V = VR cosh yx + IRZC smh yx

A.14

and
VR

I = IR cosh yx + — - sinh yx

A.15
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Letting x = I to obtahi the voltage and current at the sending end, we have
Vs = VR cosh yl + IRZC smh yl

A. 16

and
VR

Is= IR cosh yl + —— smh yl

A. 17

^c

From exammation of these equations we see that the generahsed chcuit constants for a long
Ime are:
sinh^'l

A = cosh yl

C=

B = Zc smh yl

D = cosh yl

Zc

A.3 The Calculation of A, B, C, D Constants
The value of each component is: .
Resistance

=

0.576n/100km

Inductance

=

30mh/100km

Capacitance

=.

0.3 88nfi'l 00km

So we get:
R

=

0.576a/100km

XL

=

lizfL

(f = 5QHz)

. 27cx50x30xl0~^
9420/100km

Xc

2;rfC
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27tx 50x0.388x10"^

8.2 X 10^ n/lOOkm

The length of the transmission Une is 400km.

Calculation:

For we know that A, B, C, D can be calculated by the foUowmg equations:

A

=

cosh rl

A.18

B

=

Zcsinhrl

A. 19

C

=

A.20

D

^

-—sinhr
Zc
A

Where

1

=

VZY

and

Z

=

zl

and also

z

=

R+JXL

A.21

Y = yl
A.22

1

A.23

-JXc

We substitute R and XL mto equation:

R-^JXL

0.576+j 9.42
9.44Z86.5° n/lOOkm

We substitute Xc into equation:

1

-jXc

10~^

' 82

0.122 X 10~^ Z90°n/100km
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Z

=

zl
9.44 Z86.5° X 4
37.76 Z86.5° Q

Y

=

yl
0.122 X 10'^Z90° X 4
48.8 X 10'^ Z90° Q.

and

I

Zc

9.44 Z86i=
V 0.122x10"^

Z90°

278.17 Z-1.75°n

also

Yl

=

Vzy
^3776 Z86.5°x 48.8x10^ Z90°
0.1357 Z88.25°
0.00414+j 0.1356

We know A, B, C, D can be also written into the following equations:

cosh yl

B

Zcsinhyl

1 . , ,

sinhyl
Zc

^(e'"

-

e-'")

=

Zc-(e^^-

e"^^)

=

^Zc- i 2k ' -

1

1

«"^')
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D

^(e'"

+

e-rl]

We can calculate e^' as foUows:

6

0.00414 „j0.1356
6

1.004 Z56.93°
0.548 + jO.841

-0.00414

. • ^ 1

-jO.1356

0.996 Z-56.93°
0.543 - jO.835

By the Eqs. A. 18, A. 19, and A.20:

cosh yl

D
2

(e^>

+

e

H(0.548 +J0.841) + (0.543 - jO.835)]
|(1-091 +J0.006)
0.546+J0.003
0.546 Z0.315°

For

sinhyl

A(erl Y[(0.548

a-)

+J0.841) - (0.543 - jO.835)]

|(0.005+jl.676)
0.0025 +J0.838
0.838 Z89.83°

A.24
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B

=

Zc sinh yl

We can substitute Eq. A.24 into Eq. A. 19:

B

=

Zcsinhyl
278.17 Z-1.75° X 0.838 Z89.83°
233.11

Zc

ZU.OS^Q.

-sinhyl

1x0.838 Z89.83°
278.17 Z-1.75°
3.01 x 10"^ Z91.58° U

So for this transmission line the A, B, C, D constants are:

A

=

0.546 Z0.315°

B

=

233.11 ZZZ.O%°a.

C

=

3.01 X 10-3 Z91.58'' U

D

=

0.546 Z0.3 IS*'

AD - BC = 1 Satisfactory results are obtdned.
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An equation for the mverse time-current characteristics can be derived fi-om the foUowing
basic dififerential equation for mput time delay as it appUes to a induction relay:

T,(l^-l)

=

Kd

dO
dt

B.l

where:
Ts

is the spring torque

I

is the relay current in multiple of tap setting

n

is an index characterising the algebraic function

Kd

is the damping factor due to the drag magnet

9

is the angular displacement and dG/dt is the angular velocity.

The smaU moment of inertia of the disc is neglected and the spring torque is represented by a
constant because the eflfect of hs gradient is compensated by an hicrease m torque caused by
the shape of the disc. Integratmg equation 1 given:

Q = fo^°^(I°-l)dt

B.2

K,

Dividing both sides of Eq. B.2 by 8 gives the dynamic equation:

F" - ^ r i ' ^ - n d t = F" — dt = 1

^0 KdO^^

^^"^^

^0

t(I)'''

B.3

So the mverse time-current characteristic is given:

T = t(I) =

Kt

m
I^-l

B.4
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where: T

is the theoretical operating thne of the relay

K

is design constant (Ka)

tm

is the thne multiple setting, (t^ = 9/x,).
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Appendix C

Before we derive the learning algorithm by usmg the generaUsed deha rule, save usefiil
notation is mtroduced as foUows:

p

is the number of traming pattems;

Opj

is the jth element of the actual output pattern;

t^

is the target input for the jth component of the output pattem for pattem p;

Ep

is the measure of the error on input/output pattem p, E = ZEp is the overaU
measure of the error;

Wji

is a weight of connectionfi-omjth to ith unit;

ApWji is the change to be made to the weight from the ith to jth unit following
presentation of pattem p;
5pj

is an error term for unit j .

The Generalised Delta Rule

Here, we consider the layered feed-forward networks. In these networks, the input units are
the bottom layer and the output units are the top layer. There can be many layers of hidden
units in between, but every unit must send its output to higher layers than its own and must
receive hs mput from lower layers than its own. Given an input vector, the output vector is
computed by a forward pass that computes the activity levels m the earUer layers [87-88]. The
back-propagation algorithm [87-88] performs the steepest descent on a surface m a weight
space whose height at any point m weight space is equal to the error measure. In order to
show the algorithm, let

Ep

= j S (tpj-Opj)'

C.l
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^ ^

be the measure of the error on mput/output pattem p and let E = 2Bp be the overaU measure
of the error. Here, we define the weighted sum of the output of the previous layer,

Spj =

Z WjiOpi

C.2

as the state of the unit. The output,

Opj

=

fj(Spj)

C.3

uses the sigmoid fimction, which is nondecreasmg and the differentiable function. To get the
correct generaUsation of the deha mle, WJ; is set as

dE
^nWija

-

C.4

It is useful to see this derivative as resulting from the product of two parts: one part reflectmg
the change m error as a function of the change in the net input to the unit and one part
representing the effect of changmg a particular weight on the net mput. Thus we can write

5Ep

aEp^Spi

5wji

. 5spj dwji

^^

By Eq. C.2 we see that the second factor is

9spj_ _

_?_

ew^
'ji = i^^j i^ ^k j ^ ^ p ^ = °>"

"

Now let us define

5Ep
CTSpj
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Eq. C.5 thus has the equivalent form

^p
^ . .

-

C.8

^PJOpi

This says that to hnplement a gradient descent m E, we should make the weight changes
according to

C9
ApWji

=

nSpjOpi

Just as in the standard deha mle. The interesting result is that there is a simple recursive
computation of these 5's that can be implemented by propagating an error signal backward
through the network.

To compute Eq. C.7, the chain mle is appUed to write this partial derivative as the product of
two factors, one factor reflecting the change hi error as a fimction of the output of the unit,
and one reflecting the change in the output as a function of changes in the input.

^j

aEp

SEp aopj

aspj

aopj 5spj

By Eq. C.3 we see that

do
''

=

/j'(Spj)

C.ll

^PJ

which is simply the derivative of the compressmg fimction /j for the jth unit, evaluated at the
net mput Spj to that unit. To compute the first factor, there are two cases. Fh-st, assume that
unit Uj is an output unit of the network.
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In this case, h follows from the definition Ep that

5E,

'P

C.12

-(tpj-Opj)

5opj

Substituting for the two factors m Eq. CIO, we can get

Spj

=

(tpj - Opj)/j'(Spj)

C.13

for any output unit Uj is not an output unit, the cham mle is used to write

aEpaSpk

_

dEj,d

k 5spk5opj

"

k 5spk5opj i "^ki V

=

SE,
Z-r—Wig

= -ZSpkWkj

C.14

k ^pk

In tills case, substituting for two factors m Eq. C. 10 yields

5pj =

/j'ZSpkWjg

C.l 5

k

whenever Uj is not an output unit. Eqs. C.13 and C.15 give a recursive procedure for
computing the 5's for ah units in the network, which are then used to compute the weight
changes in the network according to Eq. C.9. This procedure constitutes the generalised delta
mle for a feed-forward network.

Back-Propagation Algorithm

The back-propagation training algorithm is an herative gradient algorithm designed to
minimise the mean square error between the actual output of the feed-forward net and the
desired output [89]. The element that makes the back-propagation algorithm so powerful is
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that this derivation is extended to find the equation for adaptmg the connections between the
input and hidden layer of a muhilayer system, as weU as the penulthnate layer to output layer
adjustments. The relation of adjusted weights is shown m Eq. C. 16.

Wji(t+1) = Wji(t) + Awji(t)

where

ApWji

C.16

= -qdj^Opi

In this equation Wji(t) is the weight, TJ is a gam term that we caU a leammg rate, and 5pj is an
error term for unit j .

If the unit j is an output unit, then 6pj can be computed by Eq. C. 13:

5pi

=

(tpj - Opj)/j'(Spi)

C.17

hFunit j is an intemal hidden unit, then 5pj can be computed by Eq. C. 15,

Spj

=

/j'(spj) Z 5pk Wkj

C.18

k

Internal unit thresholds are adapted m a similar manner by assuming they are connection
weights on links from auxiliary constant-valued inputs. Convergence is some-times faster if a
momentum term is added and weight changes are smoothed [90].

These expressions are used for a single teacher signal. In fact, a pattem of several input signals
and teacher signals is given for iterative leaming. If the error becomes smaU and leaming
succeeds, correct output can be obtamed for the leamed pattem. In addhion, if the unleamed
pattern is close to the leamed pattern, the output value pattem is close to the leamed pattern,
the output value close to the correct output can be obtamed by the generaUsation capabUity.
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Appendix D

D.l FLIGHT-68020 EVM Specification

PROCESSOR

Motorola MC68020RC16E

COPROCESSOR

Motorola MC68881RC16B

CLOCK SPEED

l2.5MHz

EPROM

up to 64k bytes

RAM

up to 128k bytes

PERIPHERAL EXPANSION Processor Bus
POWER

9 vohs, unregulated, at 800mA (Consumption may vary if
memory configuration altered or expansion cards added)
SYSTEM FIRMWARE 64k bytes of EPROM, comprising comprehensive monitor,
line assembler, disassembler, 28 system calls.
INPUT/OUTPUT CAPABILITIES
Serial I/O

Two RS232 channels, software selectable baud rates of
75. 110, 150, 300,600, 1200, 2400,4800,9600 and
19200 baud.
Default format: 8 data bits, no parity, one stop bit.

DUART Auxiliary I/O lines
Input:

4

Characteristics:
Min.
Input High Vohage
Input Low Vohage
Input Leakage Current (Vin = 0 to Vcc)
Output:

Max.

2.0V
-lOuA

0.8V
lOuA

Min.

Max.

2.4V
-

0.4V

6

Characteristics:
Output High Voltage, excluding
Open-collectoro/p's(Ioh=-400uA)
Output Low Vohage (lol = 2.4mA)
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FLIGHT-68020 EVM Specification

Peripheral Interface/Timer (PI/T) I/O Lines:
Port A (PAO - PA7)
Port B (PBO - PB7)
Port C (PCO - PC7)
H1,H3
H2,H4

8 I/O lines
8 I/O lines
8 I/O lines
2 handshake inputs
2 handshake I/O lines

Characteristics:
Min.
Input High Voltage
VSS+2.0V
VSS-0.3V
Input Low Voltage
Input Leakage Current (Vin = 0-5.25V)
—
H1.H3
Hi-Z Input Current (Vin = 0.4-2.4v)
-0.1mA
H2, H4, PAO-7, PBO-7
—
PCO-7
Output High Voltage
(noad = -150uA,Vcc = min)
H2, H4, PAO-7, PBO-7 VSS+2.4V
(Iload = -lOOuA, Vcc = min )
PCO-7
VSS+2.4V
Output Low Voltage
(Iload = 2.4mA, Vcc = min)
—
AU Outputs

Max.
Vcc
Vss+O.SV
lOuA
-1.0mA
20uA
—
—

0.5V
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D.2 Board Layout
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D.3 Connectors P4 & P5 (DUART & PI/T)

Connectors viewed from top of board
P4 DUART AUXILIARY I/O LINES
IP3
IP4
OP7
0P6
OPS

I006
2oo7
3oo8
4oo9
SoolO

IPS
IP2
0P2
0P3
OP4

P5 PERIPHERAL INIrERFACE/ TIMER (PLT)
+5V
PCO
PCI
PC3/T0UT
PC4
PCS/PIRQ
PA7
PA6
PAS
PA4
GND
PA3
PA2
PAl
PAO
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.

loo21
2oo22
3 oo23
4oo24
5 oo25
6oo26
7oo27
8 0 0 28
9oo29
10 0 0 30
lloo31
12 0 0 32
13 0 0 33
14 0 0 34
15 o o 3 S
16 0 0 36
17 0 0 37
18 0 0 38
19 0 0 39
20 0 0 40

PBO
PBl
PB2
PB3
PB4
PBS
PB6
PB7
n.c.
GND
PC2/TIN
H4
H3
H2
HI
PC6/PIACK
PC7/TIACK
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
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Pin Assignment of MC68230 ( PI / T )

05 [ ^

~ ^ ^

48 ] 04

06 ( 2

47 ] 0 3

07 [ 3

46 ] 0 2

PAO I 4

45 3 01

PAl [ 5

44 ] 0 0

PA2 t 6

43 ] R/VV

PA3 [ /

42 1 OTACK

PA4 [ 8

41

PAS C 9

40 ] CLK

I C5

PA6 C 10

39 ] RESET

PA7 [ 11

38

Vcc I

12

HI C 13
H2 C 14

1 Vss

37 J PC7/TIACK •
36 1 PC6/t'lACK
•

35

]

PCS/PHW

H3 [ IS

34 i PC4/5MAREQ

H4 C .'6

33 ] P C 3 / T 0 U r

P80 [ 17

32 ] PC2/TIN

PBt [ 18

31 ] PCI

P82 [ 19

30 I PCO

PB3 [ 20

29 3 RSI

P84 C 21

28 1 RS2

PBS [ 22

27 ] RS3

PB6 [ 23

>26 ] RS4

PB? [ 24

25 ] RS5
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Pin Assignment of MC68681 ( DUART )

RS1[ 1 •

^ - ^

40

]vcc

IP3[ 2

39 ]1P4

RS2[ 3

38 ] I P 5

IP1[ 4

37 llACK

RS3C 5

36 ] I P 2

RS4[ 6

35

IPO[ 7
R/VVC 8
OTACK L 9

Ics

34 J RESET
33 ] X 2
32 I X U C L K

RXOBC

10

31 ] R x 0 A

TXOBC

11

30 ] T x D A

0 P 1 [ 12

29 ] O P 0

0 P 3 [ 13

28 ] 0 P 2

0 P 5 [ 14

27 ] 0 P 4

0 P 7 [ 15

26 ] 0 P 6

Die

16

25 ]CX)

03 C 17

24 ] D 2

05 [ 18

23

3D4

07 [ 19

22

306

G N O [ 20

21 3 IRQ
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D.4 Bus Pinout Details

ROW A

ROWB

ROWC

PIN

ILPO
ILPl
ILP2
BGACK
BR
BERR
AVEC
CLK
FCO
FCl
FC2
HALT
RESET
R/W
DS
AS
SIZO
SIZl
INTA
INTB
INTC
INTD
INTE
BDSACKO
BDSACKl
ECS
OCS
RMC
DBEN
IPEND
BG
CDIS

AO
Al
A2
A3
A4
AS
A6
A7
A8
A9
AID
All
A12
A13
A14
AIS
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A27
A28
A29
A30
A31

DO
Dl
D2
D3
D4
DS
D6
D7
D8
D9
DIO
Dll
D12
D13
D14
D15
D16
D17
D18
D19
D20
D21
D22
D23
D24
D25
D26
D27
D28
D29
D30
D31

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

CONTROL

ADDRESS

DATA
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D.5 FLIGHT-68020 EVM Memory Map

FFFFFF

Unused
COOOOO
Ambiguous

area
DUART
A0001F
DUART

AOGOGO

Ambiguous
area
PI/T
80003F

Pin-

800000

Unused
600000
Ambiguous
area
RAM
RAM

403FFF - 32k
41FFFF-128k
400600

Reserved
for monitor
400000
Unused
Ambiguous
area
EPROM
EPROM

200000
OOOFFF - 4k
00lFFF-8k
003FFF-16k
007FFF-32k
O0FFFF-128k
000000
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Appendix E
E.l Digital to Analogue Conversion Software

niax527.ASM for digital to analogue conversion
four analogue channels
Program in Turijo Assembler 1.0
.MODEL

small

jDefinition of MAX527 register address and command codes
dataregister
controlregister

equ
equ

0378h
037Ah

;THE DATA SEGMENT

prompt
buffer
dbuffer

.DATA
db
db
db

13,10,'Enter fde name: $'
20,?,20 dup (?)
5000 dup (?)

•THE CODE SEGMENT
'.Procedures follow first

.CODE
datafile subroutine
Procedure to open the data file (processed by the ATP4)
This is a PASCAL binary file. The digital values that are to
be converted to an analogue signal are pointed to by
DS:dbuffer.

datafile

proc
lea
push
mov

dx,prompt
ax
ax,seg dgroup
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ds,ax

mov
call

dspline

lea
call

dx,buffer
inpline .
;clears keyboard
;buffer and accepts chars, firom keyboard.
al,buffer+l ;chars. in filename.

".displays string
;on screen

mov
cbw
mov di,ax
mov buffer+2[di],0
; adding a zero byte to the end of the file name to
;fonn an ASCnZ string.

; Obtaining the file handle.
mov
mov
lea
mov
mov
int

ax, seg dgroup
ds,ax
dx,buffer+2
al,0
ah,3Dh
21h

;Read from the opened file.
mov
lea
mov
xor
mov
int

bx,ax
;handle in bx
dx.dbuffer
cx,1388h
;# of bytes to be read
al,al
ah,3Fh
21h

; Close die opened file.

datafile

xor
mov
int

al,al
ah,3Eh
21h

pop
ret
endp

ax
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dspline subroutine
Procedure to display characters on screen.
The string must end with a $.
AT entry DS:DX points to the first byte of the string.
dspline

dspline

proc
push
mov
xor
int
pop
ret
endp

near
ax
ah,9h
al,al
21h
ax

inpline subroutine
Clears keyboard buffer, gets input from key board, displays
it on yhe screen, and stores it in an intemal buffer.
At entry: DS:DX points to the first byte of the buffer.
byte 1 of the buffer contains die # of chars.
to be entered.
At exit: Byte 2 contains die # of chars, entered.
Byte 3 to n, contains die string entered.
inpline

inpline

proc
push
mov
xor
int
pop
ret
endp

near
ax
ah,0Ah
al,al
21h
ax

delay subroutine
delay

proc
push
mov

ex
cx,09fh

nop
loop

delayll

delayll:
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<delay

pop
ret
endp

ex

Subroutine for D/A conversion
This is die starting procedure
start

dataloopl:

proc
mov
mov
call
mov

ax,seg dgroup
ds,ax
datafile
cx,Offfli

push
lea
mov
mov
mov

ex
bx.dbuffer
cx,04b0h
di,0003h
si.OOOBh

mov
mov
out
nop
nop

dx.controlregister
ax,di
dx,al

mov
mov
out
nop
nop

dx, dataregister
al,[bx]
dx,al

moy
mov
out
nop
nop

dx,controlregister
ax,si
dx,al

mov
Lnc
mov
out
nop
nop

dx,dataregister
bx
al,[bx]
dx,al

dataloop:
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inc
cmp
je
cmp
je
cmp
je
cmp
je

bx
di,03h
dacb
di.Olh
dace
di,07h
dacd
di,05h
triggerdacs

dacb:

mov
mov
loop

di,01h
si,09h
dataloop

dace:

mov
mov
loop

di,07h
si.OFh
dataloop

dacd:

mov
mov
loop

di,05h
si,ODh
dataloop

-.TRIGGERING ALL 4 DACS
triggerdacs:

start

mov
mov
out
CALL

dx.controlregister
al,OCh
dx.al
DELAY

mov
mov
loop
pop
loop
mov
xor
int

di,03h
si.Obh
dataloop
dx
dataloopl
ah.4ch
al.al
21h

endp

STACK SEGMENT
.STACK

512

end

start
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E.2 Connection Detail of DAC
VREFAB VRErCO VOD
6 19:
22
4-8fT INPUT
REGlSTEfl A

X

DAC
]j REGISTER

\
)

OAC A

VC-"*

OAC 8

Voyig

&-B(T INPUT
REGlSTEfl A

W

C.

9-16 212

4-8JT INPUT -1
REGISTER e n b ^
OAC
i REGISTER
H
8-81T INPUT 1J(V]
e
REGISTER 8 !]

JIL

M-Brr INPUT-1
! REGISTER C j | b ^

TTT

J»-B(TINPUT1JP^
I REGISTER C P

D
OAC
REGISTER

C

DACC

V

VOoTC

3ZI

4-BIT INPUT
REGISTER D

m

AD 18
Al 17

DAC
i l ;„ REGISTER

8-BIT INPUT \n
REGISTER o P
I JZL
CONTROL
LOGIC
'21 ' 2 2
CSLSB CSMS8

0

8_
LDAC

:i

7*
DACD

'4

"5

Vo<jTC

17

Vss AGNOOGND

Functional and topographical diagram of the quad DAC

Al
L
L
H
H

AO
L
H
L
H

SELECTED INPUT REGISTER
DAC A Input register
DACB Input register
DAC C Input register
DACD Input register

DAC Address identification
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CSLSB
L
L

r~

H
H
H
X

CSMSB
H
H
H
L
L

WR
L

_r"
L
L

-T

LDAC
H
H
H
H
H
H
L

X

L
H

H

H

H

X

H

L

L

L

JL

X
L

H
L

H
L

L
L

L
H

L
L

H
L

H

H

L

L

H

H

L

H

JT

FUNCTION
Loads LS byte into selected input register
Latches LS byte into selected input register
Latches LS byte into selected input register
Loads MS nibble into selected input register
Latches MS nibble into selected input register
Latches MS nibble into selected input register
Transfers data from input register into DAC
registers. DAC ouQDuts reflect data held in their
respecdve input registers.
Latches the four DAC registers. Input registers
cannot be written to.
Loads MS nibble into selected input register and
loads input register into DAC registers.
No operation. Device not selected.
Loads all 12-bits into selected input register.
Transfers datafrominput registers into DAC
registers. DAC output reflect data held in their
respective input registers.
Loads all 12-bits into selected input registers
Loads LS byte into selected input register. Transfers
data from input register into DAC registers. DAC
uotput reflects data held in their respecdve input
registers.
Transfers data from input registers into DAC
registers. DAC outputs reflect data held in their
respective input registers.
No operadon

Write Cycle Truth Table
LDAC
AO

TO ALL DAC REGISTERS

Tfc

WR
CSMSE

— h > .

CSLSE

— K .

TO INPUT REGISTER A
UPPER * BITS

TO INPUT REGISTER A
LOWER 3 BUS

TO INPUT REGISTER B
UPPER i BITS

TO INPUT REGISTER 8
lOWEK 8 BITS

TO INPUT REGISTER C
UPPER 4 BITS

"C i.NP'jr REGISTER C
LOWER 8 B;TS

10 INPUT REGISTER 0
U.=PER t BITS

ro INPUT REGISTER 0
LOWER 8 BITS

DAC Input control logic
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PARAMETER

SYMBOL

CS Pulse widdi

k:s

MIN.
TIME
180

WR pulse width

^WR

180

ns

CS to WR Setup

k:ws

0

ns

CStoWRHold

tCWH

0

ns

Data valid to WR Setup

tDS

75

ns

Data WR Hold

^DH

0

ns

CS Pulse widtii

^LDAC

120

ns

WR Pulse widtii

tAS

25

ns

Address two WR Hold

^AH

0

ns

UNITS
ns

Timing characteristics for the DAC

• UN

Us —
ADOftESS
VAUO

AOOAESS

CSLS8

ts

ts
CSMSB
txs •
-IWfl —

lews—'

WR

-—

—

l—low
—

IDS
rOATyk IN

VAtlO
DATA

10«C

IDS
t)H

«3H h —
'

V

VAUO
DATA

Write cycle timing diagram for the DAC
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Rl
VREF

NOTES

-AA/V

l)AREfORMAX527
VR£f IS THE SELECTED REFEBE.SCE
INPUT

VOUI

OAC
OUTPUT
•I5V(-5V)

R5:=R2 = 10kn±01«(.

Bi-polar output circuit diagram

DAC Contents
MSB
LSB
1111 n i l 1111
1000 0000 0001
1000 0000 0000
0111 u u n i l
0000 0000 0001
0000 0000 0000

Analogue cutout
+VREF(4095/4096)
-f-VREF(2049/4096)
4-VREF(2048/4096) = VREF/2
+VREF(2074/4096)
'' -hVREF(l/4096)
OV

Bi-polar code table
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16

Printer Parallel Port Pin
Position
2

15

3

14

4

13

5

12
11
10
9

6
7
8
9

DAC Pin

Function
Data bit 8 MSB if CSMSB
is low and CSLSB is high.
Data bit 0 (MSB) if
CSMSB is high and CSLSB
is low
Data bit 9 (MSB) if CSMSB
is low and CSLSB is high.
Data bit 1 (MSB) if
CSMSB is high and CSLSB
is low
Data bit 10 (MSB) if
CSMSB is low and CSLSB
is high. Data bit 2 (MSB) if
CSMSB is high and CSLSB
is low
Databitll(MSB)iflow
and CSLSB is h i ^ . Data
bit 3 (MSB) if CSMSB is
high and CSLSB is low.
Data bit 4
Data bit 3
Data bit 2
Data bit 1

Data transfer, DAC and Printer Pon connection

Activity

Tranfer LSB to DAC A
Transfer MSB to DAC A
Transfer LSB to DAC B
Transfer MSB to DAC B
Transfer LSB to DAC C
Transfer MSB to DAC C
Transfer LSB to DAC D
Transfer MSB to DAC D
Trigger DACs

cslsb/
csmsb
1
0
0

Al

0
0

AO

Idac/
wr

pin
1

pm
16

0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

Control
word
Hex.
equivalent
no.

Parallel printer port
(Ref. table 1 )

DAC Pins (Ref. fig. 16)

pm
14
1

m

B
0

0
0

0

0
0

0

id

Control word transfer and DAC-Printer port connection
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Connection Detail of MAX275

SECTION A

SECTION B

R1A

RIB

VK

[-AAA—

MB

pAMr-i—8P0A-i>

< • - BPOfl
MA

L-VvV-

rA\\
u>w.

• trcB

U>OA
KA
V-

I
-SV

FC8
GW

W.171
GW

V*

"
*S¥

NOTE: FtiHMe&SMtKBfXP

Connection diagram for the filter

CONNECT
PC TO:

BY/nx*
Oca)

V*

13/52

BANDPASS OUIFVr

State variable topography of the filter chip
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A Diagram for One DAC MAX527 Conneetinn

RIA

2 7 K/>hmf

R2A

1 3 > 0 Ka(vn<

R 3 A 7 2 Kotvna
M A

1 3 8 5 Kohma

niB

4 0 KohnM

R 2 8 4 O 0 Kohma
R 3 B 6 S KotvTM
fVte 3 8 S Katviu

OvanrMl D bt.poUr mn»iog\M output
«i»o oonn*CT*d to 4th ordor n i * .
• • bi ctxmmmi A
..oinCT
O u n n o l C bt.poUr m a i o g u * output

.6V

«ioo coonoctod t o 4 t h ordor fator

« t h Ordtv

GNO

ui

n i o r for O u r a v l A

Aunoowonhc
Charm*! B b* poUr aruAogu*
output

wiatoguo output

sriao c e n r w c l * 4

cH«v^ A

Rl

-o-

-D-

o
7

e

4

3

:

3 Veuld

CStXSa 2 2

11

CSLS8 2 1

end

WR 2 0
Vrafcd I I

7 am

AO

16

8

lOAC

Al

17

9

07

pin 14

.Pia.2

12

10

1 Kotvn
Rl

HIH

-4$»

pin 16

For bi polar output oporation

Rl

Vd4 2 3

e Vratab

L M 3 2 4 Quad O P A M P

10

Vouf O 2 4

4 v..

o

IJ

1 Vouta
2 Voutb

t

••Sv

e

7 4 L S 0 4 hox.

2 i . p-p

to 4ttt or4«f flc«r aa ^

O

0«

OS/DO l a
D9/D1

jya.3

IS

11 0 5

D 1 0 / D 2 14

12 0 4

0 1 1 / O 3 13

.pja4
JliQ-S

Caairatad Quad 124>ll vo«a«« output
O/A Corrvortar

^
2.SvBuffarod
T-iV

jai.7
1

•

2

7

3

e

4

S

.paxB
JiiB.*
r-" ' ' I
0 P 0 7 Buflarod <o*««« rafaranca lor OAC

• "

QUO pHV
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E.3 Input Card-Deck Structure for Transient Analysis
Card 1 Begin new data case

Card 2 Special request card

Delta T Sampling interval (sec.)
Tm«

End of time (sec.) -0.4 for steady state and 0.1 for transient.

Xopt

Option for inductive reactance, 0 for mH and > 0 inductive reactance in
ohms.

Copt

Option for capacitive reactance 0 for micro Farads and if > 0 capacitive
reactance in micro Siemens.

Epsilon

Tolerance (0-1) default 10-8

Tohnat

Tolerance of Matrices

Tstart

Time to start

Card 3 Special card
lout

Print output in the time stop loop (eg. print every 4th interval).

Iplot

Plot output (eg. prepare to plot every 4th point)

Idouble

0/blank suppresses all other outputs (e.g. except the 4th)
1 produces all outputs.

Kssout

Steady state output solution control card
• 0 - No output of steady state required
1 - Includes steady state branch flows
2 - Print switch flows, and source injection but not the branch "flows
3 - Same as 1 above, except only 8 columns.
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_ _ _ ^

Maxout

Print out extremes. 0/blank suppresses them.

Ipun

If extra card is required - 1 otherwise O/blank.

Memsave

Dumping of EMTP 1 - save 0^1ank do not save.

Icat

0/blank no output is required
1 - save the points, ignore batch mode plot card
2 - save the points, honours batch mode plot card.

Nererg

Single deterministic simulatioa

Iprsup

Print our suppression 0/blank print, > 0 control print out.

Card 4 Feeder cards
Itype

Type of source
0

- Uncoupled lumped series RLC

1,2,3

- Mutually coupled lumped R,L,C elements single phase or multi
phase pi circuits.

51,52,53

- Mutually coupled RJL,C elements.

-1 ,-2,-3

- Distributed parameter elements with constant transposition
matrix. Constant parameter line model.

Measuring (Quantities (in tiie 80th column oftiiiscard):
1 - branch current;
2 - branch voltage;
3 - current and voltage;
4 - power and energy consumption.
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Card 5 Switch Card
Switching times between the busbars where switches are located, and as defined in the
feeder card deck is in the following format.
OBU13-ABU25A.005 .1
Where, .005 is the fault occuning time and 0.1 is the total time in sees.
Card 6 Source Card
Itype

Refer card 4.

ST

0^1ank voltage, 1 current

Amp

Amplitude peak value

Frq

Frequency ui Hz.

Phase

Phase shift in deg. or sees.
1 - phase in deg. otherwise in sec.
f(t>=Amp cos(2*pi*f=t + Ph. ang.)
Where pi=3.1416 and Ph. ang. is tiie phase angle.

Tstart

Time to start simulation before voltage is applied.

Refer to Appendbc E.5 for a complete diagram of a flat feeder'and its datafilewhich is used for tiie
simulation of this f^der on ATP4.
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E.4 Active Fourth Order Filter Design

Maxim's RIter Design Software is highly rGcommended.This software automaticaily calculates filter order, poles,
and Qs based on the required filter shape, so rx) rnanual
calculations are necessary. Menu-driven commands and
on-screen filter response graphs lake the user through the
corrplete design process, irx:ludng the selection of resistor values (or implementing a filter with the MAX275. See
Maxim Fiher Dssign Software sectioa
If deagning without the nller software, see the filter design
references listed at the end of this data sheet These
references provide numerical tables and equations
needed to translate a desired filter response into order,
poles, and O. Once these three parameters hav& been
calculated, see TranslatingFoV Pairs into MAX27SHardware (Resistor Selection) bebw.
TranmUitlng
Calculated
FJQ
9AAX27S Harttwar*
(R»*lMtor

in Icwz-frequency sections) refer to the High-Value Resistor Transformation section.
The Frequency Control (FC)pn is connected to V+ GI^O
or V- and scales R3 and R1 to accomodate a wide ranqe'
of gains and Q values. Different FC settings may be
chosen for each section. Refer to the FCPin Connection
section.
The st6ps for cateulating resistor values are given below.
STEP A. C A L C U U T E R2.

Fo

RExtrrta Kz TX. K a t a cana
nEBOHTCT

KM

Pair*
Into
S»4»ctlon}

If the filter design procedure has been completed as
outlined in Figure 3. with the exception of extemal resistor
selection, follow these steps:
1. Check all Fo/Q pairs for realizability. The MAX275
has fimits on which Fc/Q values can be implemented.
These fimits are bound by finite amplifier gain-bandwidth
and ampSfier load drive capability (which limit the highest
frequency Fc^highest Qs), and anplifier noise pickup and
susceptibility lo errors caused by stray capacitance (wtiich
sets a low frequency limit on the poles). Refer to Figure 4
to be sure each FoQ pair is within the 'realizable* portion
of the graph. If filter Os are too Ngh, reduce them by
increasing the filter order (that is, increase the number of
poles in the overall filter).

1M

s.

xn

Ik

ia-

Kn atn

• • • USE BEStsrOR "I-tCTWOW 10 ROXJCH VALUE
(SEE «w-VAi(£ffiajrcM mvcswiancwsKnoii)

Resistors R2 and R4 sat ttie center frequency.

High-frequency Fos (up to •4O0kH2) and Hgh Os outside
of Figure 4's limits are also realizaisle. but Fo and O will
deviate significantiy from ttie ideal. Adjust resistor values
by prototyping.
To tmplemenl FoS less than 1CX3H2, see Higt>-Value Resistor Transhnvation section.
2. Calculate resistor values for each section (Fo/Q
pair). Calculate resistor values using graphs and equations in steps A through D of this section. Begin by
estimating required values according to the graphs; then
use the given equations to derive a precise value.
Resistor values should not exceed 4M£1 because parasitic
capacitances shunting such high values cause excessive
FoQ errors. Values lower than 5kQ for F12 and R3 are not
recommended due to limited amplifier output drive capability. For cases wtiere larger values are unavoidable (as

R u u (xxTa-ntcmacr, Q VJKX.
so

1

USMli

n

MEA

'=

J

2D

\

10

1GO

1

10

100

ISO

F. (Wt)

Usable Fo. O flange. Se« TrsrKlatng Fo,Q Pairs inlo
Hardwara (Resistor Selection).
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STEP B. CALCUUVTER4.

STEP D. CALCULATE R l .

R4 » R2 - 5k«
R4 may bo less than 5 k n because an internal series 5k£l
resistor limts BPO_ loading
STEP C. CALCULATE R3.
R3 sets- th» Q for the section. R3 values are plotted
assuming O = 1; since R3 is proportional to Q, multiply
the graph's value by the desired Q.
Given Q, three choices exist for R3. depending on the FC
setting. Choose a setting that provides a reasonable
resistor value (5kn < R3 < 4MQ). R3 > 4 M n may be
used if unavoidalale - refer to the High-Value Resistor
Transformation section for an explanation of resistor T s . '

R l sets the gain. If individual section gains have not yet
been calculated, refer to Cascaded Filter Gain Optirrization. Ordering of Sections.
R l is inversely proportional to LP gain; R l values, for
gains of 1 arrf 10 are plotted: scal» Rl according to
desired gain.
Lowpass Rlters:
The FC pin settirig was chosen in Step C (or from previous
section calculations).

toarta Rl n. c a m FtsofBRT

lEnSTOBtSn.
CUIUtFtBNQICT
li'.l!

1 1 life5 ^

I ll

1 1JL
^

IM

l*V.l.fC.¥*
Ha^.W.R:.V«
;Hl/->.FC.GI« .
^HiXf.l.FC.V:Hv>KLFC*(M)

xu
_

IM

U

nil 1

m 111 1 HIIII

s^a-i.EC-oo

S.
Hk

KCk

m
- a . l.f< z.

'''R'

vf \ 1 iiiK''-

^W^

MO

3

1 r
Kn sxk
F.W

• • • tJSE PESSTOft n J C I W o n e TO REDUCE VAIUE

(SEE HSH^VAUKKssmn rRMefcoMiKHSimyKi

Kk

Kn xn.
P

F.W
• • • USE RESSIOS T t C T W W r 10 REDUCE ¥ « . «
^S.HCH-VM.tJEKSSTOtl (KVffCWWncWSECTlOW)

(2x10^)
(K(
(Fo)(HoLP)|^RY

!

Scale R3 to desired Q

"^-

(Q) (2 X 1 0 ^ fRX
Fo
[RYJ

!
CONNECT
FC TO:

RXmY

•

V+

4/1

GND

1/5

V-

1/25

CONNECT
FCTO:

Rxmr

V+

4/1

GND

1/5

V-

1/2S

where HotP is the gain at LPO_ at DC.
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Filter Design
In designing the filter, the 4th-order Butterworths approximation:
( S^ + 0.765S + 1)(S^ + 1.848S + 1)

" (D

(for nonnaUsed angular speed ,i.e co„=2*3.14*F.= l rad/sec. where F„ is
the pole frequency) has been used.

unrrASS (vrrvT

HOP

HOLf

070/Kxf

I
ff

fc

f(lOGSCAlf)

Response of the low pass filler

G(S) = HOLPS' / (S'+S(H/Q)+'*') -

P>

This is the transfer function of a second order system, where Ho^ is the
lowpass output gain at DC. F. the 3db cufoff frequency is given by:

c

= F SQRT((1-(1/(2Q^)) + SQRKCl - (l/PC?)))^ + » '^ o

For the 4th order system companng

0)

coefficients of (1) and equation (2) we

have two F„ and Q pairs. From (1) and(2)
1/QA = 0.765 and 1/QB = 1-848
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QA=

1.307 and QB = 0.541

Using these Q values in die Equation (3), with Fc = 2icHz, i.e. half the sampling frequency the pole
frequencies FOA and FOB can be calculated..

FoA= 1438 Hz and FOB = 2781 Hz

With these two Fo values, the extemal resistors for the two 2nd order cascaded filter which forms
the 4th order system is calculated by following the steps below.

Step A. Check whether the filter is realisable

Thefrequencycontrol pin (FC) can be connected to either V+, V- or the ground. In this instance it
has been selected to connect it to V- so that the extemal resister will be in the given range.

Step B. Calculation of K2

R2 = (2X10VFO

R2A = 1390 kilo ohms, R2B = 400 kilo ohms

Step C, Calculation of R4

R4 = R2-5kiloohms
R4A = 1385 kilo ohms, R4B = 395 kilo ohms

Step D. Calculation of R3

R3 = Q(2 X 10^(RX/RY)/Fo
RX/RY = 1/25 as FC is connected to VR3A = 72 kilo ohms R3B = 56 tdlo ohms
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Step E. Calculation of R l

Rl = (2 X 10'XRX/RY)/(Fo X Hoip)
whereHoip.=2, for each stage
Rl A = 55 kilo ohms RIB = 40 kilo ohms
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E.5 Sample Data File for ATP4 Simulation (Transients)
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
COOOOl 11111111122222222223333333333444444444455555555556666666
C
7 8 9 0 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
(8)EACH
C123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678909
6.25E-5 .1 50
0
0
0
4
4
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
C
FLAT FEEDER STUDIES
0BU12-ABU13-A
l.E-4
1
0BU12-BBU13-B
l.E-4
1
0BU12-CBU13-C
l.E-4
1
0BU15-ABU16-A
l.E-4
1
0BU15-BBU16-B
l.E-4
1
0BU15-CBU16-C
l.E-4
1
C 0BU18-ABU19-A
l.E-4
1
C0BU18-BBU19-B
i.E-4
1
C 0BU18-CBU19-C
l.E-4
1
C 0BU40-A
C 0BU21-A
0BU25-A
C 0BU25-B
C 0BU25-C
C 0BU20-ABU50-A
C 0BU20-BBU50-A
C 0BU20-CBU50-A
C 0BU50-A
C 0BU21-ABU21-B
C 0BU18-CBU18-B
BU13-A
BU13-B
BU13-C
BU16-A
BU16-B
BU16-C
BU20-A
BU20-B
BU20-C

1.E4-6
l.E+6
l.E-6
l.E-5
l.E-5
l.E-5
l.E-5
l.E-5
l.E-6
l.E-4
l.E-4
l.E-1-6
1.E4-6
l.E-h6
l.E+6
l.E+6
l.E+6
l.E+6
l.E+6
l.E+6

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

C 51,52,53R(27-32),X(33-44) (0)R(27-32),XL(33-38),XC(39,44)
C0123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
1234567890
7.142
51BU11-ABU12-A
52BU11-BBU12-B
7.142
53BU11-CBU12-C
7.142
51BU14-ABU15-A
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52BU14-BBU15-B
7.142
53BU14-CBU15-C
C 51BU17-ABU18-A
16.
C 52BU17-BBU18-B
16.
C 53BU17-CBU18-C
C
01234567890123456789 0123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
34567890
-1BU70-ABU40-A
.165 1.25 .0132 100.
-2BU13-BBU40-B
.0288 .4708 .0194 100.
-3BU13-CBU40-C
-1BU40-ABU20-A
.165 1.25 .0132 100.
-2BU40-BBU20-B
.0288 .4708 .0194 100.
-3BU40-CBU20-C
C -1BU19-ABU30-A
.165 1.25 .0132 30.
C -2BU19-BBU30-B
.0288 .4708 .0194 30.
C -3BU19-CBU30-C
C -1BU30-ABU20-A
.165 1.25 .0132 30.
C -2BU30-BBU20-B
.0288 .4708 .0194 30.
C -3BU30-CBU20-C
-1BU16-ABU21-A
.165 1.25 .0132 100.
-2BU16-BBU21-B
.0288 .4708 .0194 100.
-3BU16-CBU21-C
-1BU21-ABU20-A
.165 1.25 .0132 100.
-2BU21-BBU20-B
.0288 .4708 .0194 IQO.
-3BU21-CBU20-C
BLANK CARD ENDING LINE CARD
C
01234567890' 15-24
25-34
C45678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
BU13-ABU70-A
.0
.03
BU20-ABU25-A
.005
.1
C 0BU13-BBU25-B
.01
.1
C 0BU13-CBU25-C
.01
.1
BLANK CARD ENDING SWnCH CARD
C
7890
11-20
21-30
31-4 0
41-50
678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
14BU11-A 408248. 50.
-90.
0.
14BU11-B 408248. 50.
-210.
0.
14BU11-C 408248. 50.
30.
0.
14BU14-A 408248. 50.
-90.
0.
14BU14-B 408248. 50.
-210.
0.
14BU14-C 408248. 50.
30.
0.
C 14BU17-A 326598. 50.
10.
0.
-1.
C 14BU17-B 326598. 50.
250.
0.
-1.
C 14BU17-C 326598. 50.
130.
0.
-1.
BLANK CARD ENDING SOURCE CARD
C
7890
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
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678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
BLANK CARD ENDING OUTPUT CARD
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE
11

35 GVA
SOOkV

Xs

Xa

12,13

40

20

21

16.15

14

R « 0.165 ohms/mile
L = 1.25 ohms/mile
C = 0 . 0 1 3 2 micro Farads

25 Neutral bus

Flat feeder simulated in the datafile
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E.6 Digital Synthesis of Protection Test Waveform User Guide
The software is used in two distinct manners, depending on how the waveforms are being
simulated. They are:

1) Using ATP4 for the simulation of the test waveforms, i.e. the simulation consists of a
known power system condiguration. Specific disturbances and abnormal effects are
introduced to this system, and the data are obtained at the location of the protection relay.
2) Using Pascal routines to obtain sample magnitudes of known signals. Waveform shape,
magnitude, frequency, and phase angle should be known.

1. Using ATP4 for the simulation of the test waveform
Step A:
Run "Digjtal Synthesis of Test Waveform" program
Step B:
Select menu option 1. "Create a ATP4 data file"
FoUow steps also using die ATP4 User Manual aeate the ATP4 datafile for the
power system under consideration.
Step C:
Select die menu iption 2 "RUN ATP4". Be ready with name of die datafilegiven
when the menu option 1 was used, and also another name for the output file should
be given as "TRST.OUT'.
Change to the ATP4 directory and mn DBOS forfloatingpoint calculations.
Subsequentiy issue tiie "run77 tp" command in the EXEC subdirectory of the
ATP$ directory. Follow Stepstiiereafter,as the program prompts.

Step D:
Create a binaryfileby selecting the menu option 3
Remember the name oftiiisbinaryfileis always "BASSEM.DAr' and is
automatically saved in theflexibledisk.
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Step E:
Select menu option 5 "Perform D/A Conversion"
This program prompts the user for the name of the datafile,which should be given
as B:\B ASSEN.DAT$. The D/A b ^ as soon astiiisis done.
2. Using a pascal routine to create datafileof a known test signal.
Step A:
Select menu option 4, and simulate the required signals.
Save the out put oftiiisin B:\TRST.OUT file
Follow steps D and steps E out lined above
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Fault Simulation Results
i

3000
CA:

2000-

1000-

0--.

-1000-

-2000

-3000

<10> BU12-A - BU13-A

<U> BU12-B - BU13-B
A Phases

<12> BU12-C - BU13-C

to Earth

t

Ztttsl

Fault

800
V ZkUl
600-

400-

200

-200-

-••00-

-600-

-800-

< 7) BU20-A - TERRA

< 8> BU20-B - TERRA
ft P h a s e s

< 9> BU20-C - TERRA

to E a r t h

t Cms]

Fault
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i CkAD

-6-

<10) BU12-A - BU13-A

<11) BU12-B - BU13-B
A & B Phases

t

<12) BU12-C - BU13-C
to Earth

Cms]

Fault

V CkU]
600

•too

200

-200-

-•too

-<S00

< ?•> BU20-A - TERRA

< 8) eU20-8 - TERRA
A & B Phases

< 9> BU20-C - TERRA
to

Earth

t

Cms]

Fault
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CkA]

-4-

<11> BU12-B - BU13-B

<10> BU12-A - BU13-A

A & B & C Phases

<12) BU12-C - BU13-C
to Earth

t Cms]

Fault

V CkU]

•too-

300-

200-

100-

-100 •

-200-

-300-

-400
—1

20
< 7> BU20-A - TERRA

1—

40
< 8> BU20-B - TERRA

—I—

60
< 9> BU20-C - TERRA

80

t Cms]

A & B & C Phases to Earth Fault
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CkA]

<10> BU12-A - BU13-A

<11) BU12-B - BU13-B

<12) BU12-C - BU13-C

t

Cms]

A « B Phases Fault
V CkU]

400

300-

200

100-

-100

-200-

-300-

-400

< r> BU20-A - TERRA

< 8) BU20-B - TERRA

< 9> BU20-C - TERRA

t Cms]

A & B Phases Fault
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i. CkA]

<10> BU12-A - BU13-A

<1D BU12-B - BU13-B

t

<12) BU12-C - BU13-C

Cms]

A & B & C Phases Fault
V CkU]
400-

300-

200-

100-

-100-

-200-

-300-

-4001

—I—

20
< T> BU20-A - TERRA

60

40
< 8) BU20-B - TERRA

A & B & C Phases

< 9> BU20-C - TERRA

80

t

Cms]

Fault
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Appendix F
The fault simulation under the laboratory model
i CA]

<10> BU12-A - BU13-A

<11> BU12-B - BU13-B

<12) BU12-C - BU13-C

t

Cms]

t

Cms]

A Phase to Earth Fault
V CU] 400

300

200-

100-

-100-

-200-

-300

-400-

< 7> BU20-A - TERRA

< 8) BU20-B - TERRA
A Phase

to

< 9) BU20-C - TERRA
Earth

Fault
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8-

<10) BU12-A - BU13-A

<U> BU12-B - BU13-B

<12> BU12-C - BU13-C

t Cms]

A & a Phases to Earth Fault

V CU]

300

200-

100-

-100-

-200-

-300

< 7i BU20-A - TERRA

< 8> BU20-B - TERRA
A « B Phases

< 9) BU20-C - TERRA
to Earth

t

Cms]

Fault
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L CA]

<11> BU12-B - BU13-B

<10> BU12-A - BU13-A

<12> BU12-C - BU13-C

A & B & C Phases

to Earth

t Cms]

Fault

V CU]

300

200-

100-

0

V-

-100

-200-

-300—I

20
< 7) BU20-A - TERRA

1—

40
< 8) BU20-B - TERRA
A & B & C Phases

1

—r80

60
< 9> BU20-C - TERRA
to E a r t h

t Cms]

Fault
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CA]

<11) BU12-B - BU13-B

<10> BU12-A - BU13-A

A & B & C Phases

Cms]

t

<12> BU12-C - BU13-C

Fault

V CU]

300

200-

100-

-100-

-200-

-300—I—

20
< 7> BU20-A - TERRA

40
< 8) BU20-B - TERRA
A «

B «

C Phases

60
< 9) BU20-C - TERRA

80

t

Cms]

Fault
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CA]

<10> BU12-A - BU13-A

<11> BU12-B - BU13-B

C12) BU12-C - BU13-C

t

Cms]

t

Cms]

A & B Phases Fault
V CU]

300-

200-

100-

0-

-100-

-200-

-300

< 7) BU20-A - TERRA

< 8) BU20-B - TERRA
A & B Phases

< 9) BU20-C - TERRA
Fault
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